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NOTES AND COMMENTS.
The New Journal.
With this issue we venture into print. The Society has had a
remarkable growth in the short period of its existence and judging by
comments received from members the Bulletin contributed in no small
measure to recruiting new members. The Society's Officers considered
that the Bulletin should be improved and that additional copies should
be produced to meet the demand of new members for back numbers.
The Bulletin had therefore to be printed. It was a risk to be taken on
limited finances but the Officers considered that it was one that had to
be taken sooner or later.
In one of our own members-Member Ian B. Pollock-we have
found a person able and willing to help with its production and the
copy now before you is the result.
Society Finances.
It was not without qualms that the Treasurer gave his blessing to
the new venture. We must therefore ensure that he will soon be
free from worry about inroads into the Society's funds. May we call
on all members to try to interest in the ,Society, other collectors of B.N.A.
and secure them as members ? There will be sufficient extra copies of
the Journal available for members to purchase and pass round their
friends. The Society's subscription is still 51- per annum but, until
the Constitution is altered, 2/6 extra will be charged for ' Maple Leaves.'
The Ballot Questions.
Not all members returned their Ballot forms but those who did
were unanimous in agreeing to the re-election of the retiring OfficeBearers. The Office-Bearers thank members for their confidence in
them and hope that their efforts on their behalf in the coming year will
likewise meet with approval.
The alteration to Rule 3 regarding Life Membership was carried
with only one member dissenting.
On the question of charging a special amount of 2/6 towards the.
additional expense of producing a printed Journal there were only three
members who were unwilling to subscribe. These three members will
get copies of this issue and we hope they will change their minds. All.
other members are requested to send their half-crowns along with their
subscriptions, now due, to the Treasurer.
The Groups.
In the Summer months there was little activity apparent among
the Groups but we are pleased to record that the Kent and Sussex Group
were an exception and continued their meetings until the last Saturday
of June when they met at Eastbourne. Canadian displays were given
by members Vigo, McLaren, Tomlinson and Cartwright and a fine display of Newfoundland was given by member Richardson.
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No Groups have yet been formed in Lancashire, Yorkshire
Gloucester and West of England-to mention only a few districts. Are
there any volunteers in these and other areas to start Groups ? The
Groups already formed are now so enthusiastic that members in the
backward areas ' must be missing many of the advantages of membership of the Society.
Articles and Notes for the Journal.
We want to provide varied fare to suit the interests of all members.
We want to do this so far as possible, by using notes and articles from
our own members. A number have already been very helpful but other
members, we feel sure, can help to keep up the supply required.
Specialist articles on stamps are particularly desired. Newfoundland
and the Provinces have not yet had much space devoted to them and
there is much to be written about the Colonial and Dominion issues.
The Editor will welcome correspondence on suggestions for articles
and features and on the manner in which the Journal may Abe improved.

CONGRESS AT BIRMINGHAM
Seen from C.P.S. of G. B. Viewpoint
The Society's delegates were President A. E. Stephenson, Treasurer
H. B. Davie, Member J. C. Cartwright and your Editor. Other
members present included Librarian
F. H. Fairweather and members
R. IH. Poole, N. M. Clougher, G. C.
Skinner and that G.O.M. of philately, member Dr. J. Morton Evans
R.D.P.
A welcome accession to the
Society's membership followed a
certain amount of quiet propaganda
by your delegates and the very
successful Study Circle on Canada.
At the Study Circle the chair was
taken by member J. C. Cartwright.
Some magnificent early class
from the collections of members J.
Beresford and R. W. T. Lees-Jones
were shown. Member R. H. Poole
gave a brief talk and a fine display
of items from his collection. Our
President then gave it talk on his
search for truth about the Canadian
watermarks. (His talk in the form
of an article will be found elsewhere
in this issue.)
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It was good to meet old friends
and make new and we took full
advantage of the time available. Art
opportunity was taken to have a
quiet ` get together ' of our members and one or two recruits to talk
on the work of the Society and in
particular, to try to get leaders to
start Groups in the Midlands. We
were fortunate in being able to persuade member R. H. Poole to become
contact member for Birmingham
and Midlands Group and member
R. Knight to start it new Group at
Leicester. Member Nugent M.
Clougher promised to contact all
London Members at an early date
regarding the programme for the
new season.
Welcome to New Members.
The Society welcomes a number
of new members and in particular
its distigarished new member, Gerald
E. Wellburn of British Columbia,
writer on Canadian Philatelic subjects. Members able and willing to
contribute to Maple Leaves are
doubly welcome.

Chasing the Large Head Phantom
A paper read to the Canadian Study Circle at the Philatelic Congress
of Great Britain, Birmingham, 1947.

By A. E. STEPHENSON (Member No. 1).

The Problem.
Much ink has been spilled over many years, in Philatelic writings,
about the watermarks appearing in certain values of the Canadian
Large Head '' issue of 1868-88.
I often wondered why watermarked paper was used and who
were the papermakers, and a short time ago, decided to make an effort
to settle these points. I was anxious to trace the paper's progress from
the makers to the printers, the British American Bank Note Company.
There are two makers' watermarks (a) the rarer, shows parts
43f the words " Alexr. Pixie & Sons " in one line in script lettering ;
and (b) the less rare, though still uncommon, shows over a block of
12 stamps, the words-" 1E. & G. Bothwell, Clutha Mills," watermarked
in two lines of block letters.
I will not go into fuller details of the stamps, etc. on which these
marks were to be found, as much reliable information has already
been written on that matter, but shall limit my remarks to describing
my adventures in the search.
My first problems were to decide who were these firms, Alex. Pixie
and E. & G. Bothwell, and where were they located ? It was obvious
they came from an English speaking source. Were they from Canada,
U.S.A., or Great Britain ? Canada could be ruled out as no fine paper
was made there until 1882 when the Rolland Paper Co. began operations,
years after the stamps in question were issued.
The neighbouring United States were busy trying to reorganise
their affairs after the Civil War, so I thought we could rule them out
as the place of origin.
These conclusions brought me home to the Old Country and the
Scot in me decided that the names were probably Scottish.
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The Search,
I wrote to the Philatelic Branch of the Canadian G.P.O. at Ottawa,
stating my conclusions, and asking the following questions
1. Do you have any record of watermarked paper supplied to
the British American Bank Note Company ?
2. Was it the intention of the Post Orrice Department that watermarked paper should be used ?
3. Is there any record of names of firms not the paperrnakers)
supplying such paper ?
4. If no record of vendors of such paper, is it possible to gef the
names of the main contractors of paper to the Bank Note Co.
for the 9.868 issue of stamps?
I received the following reply from the Post Office Department :Post Office Department , Canada,
Financial Branch,
Philatelic Division,
OTTAWA.
Dear Sir,
In reply to your letter of the 2nd instant regarding the watermarked paper which was used in the printing of certain stamps of the
t8u8 issue of Canada, I regret to inform you that the Department has
no official information in its possession which would clear up the
questions you mentioned.
In reply to similar enquiries received in the past, the Department
has suggested that the intrinsic evidence of the watermarks themselves
would appear to indicate that the sources of the paper were in Scotland,
but this is entirely hypthetical and has no basis of official information.
I can only say it was evidently not the intention of the Department
that watermarked paper should be used, but that possibly in consequence
of some emergency or an actual error on the part of the manufacturers,
some such paper was utilised, either with or without official permission.
The Vice-President of the British American Bank Note Company
states that their records pertaining to these stamps are no longer in
existence, having been destroyed shortly after the occasion of the transfer
of the contract to the American Bank Note Company on the 9th March,
t897. I may add that the destruction of this material is greatly regretted
by the Department and it was apparently carried out without consultation
with departmental officials at the time.
Yours truly,
(Sgd.) H. E. ATWATER,
Financial Superintendent."
This reply, though scanty, was sufficient confirmation of my own conclusion for me to follow H. V. Morton " In Search of Scotland.''
The Pine 'Trail.
.\Iv first search bore fruit very quickly. The name Pirie is of
Aberdeenshire origin, and I was not long in tracing the firm of Alex.
Pirie & Son to the village of Stoneywood, a few miles north of Aberdeen.
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The firm was now however incorporated in the Wiggins Teape group of
paper makers.
My good fortune continued when I was introduced to the Convener
of the Aberdeen County Council, Mr. James Cruickshank, himself interested in Historical and Antiquarian matters. Mr. Cruickshank, who
had been at one time a director of the Pirie Company and had toured
the world, particularly 'Canada and the U.S.A. in the interests of his
firm, went to great pains to help me in my quest. From him I learnt
that Alex. Pirie & Sons made it number of grades of paper each having
its own distinctive watermark as follows
1st Grade Extra Superfine Wove paper, showing the watermark
" Alex. Pirie & Son " in block letters with the date.
2nd Grade Superfine Wove paper, the watermark as above, but
script letters and no date.
2nd Grade Superfine Laid paper, the watermark as above, but with
block letters and no date.
3rd Grade Fine, as above, with block letters and no date.
It was clear therefore that the paper we were dealing with was
the 2nd Grade Superfine Wove Paper. The Dandy Rolls for these papers,
I ascertained, were made by Edward C. Woolard of Bucksbnrn, Aberdeenshire.
We were able to trace that Pirie papers had been sent to the Dominions and supplied to The Canadian Government Departments, to Messrs.
D. McFarlane & Sons, Montreal, Wholesale Paper Merchants, and to a
number of small retail establishments.
Messrs. McFarlane & Sons also supplied the Canadian Government
Departments at the time.
Other Canadian customers of A. Pirie & Son at this time were small
retailers not doing a sufficiently large trade to be in a position to wholesale paper to the Bank Note Company or the Canadian Government.
The Bothweli Trail.
In the search for E. & G. Bothwell, named in the second watermark,
I found myself chasing a Phantom. Here my deductions led me to the
Clydeside where the name Bothwell is reasonably common, both as a
personal name and a place name. Again, an old name for the Clyde was
Clutha,derived drom the word Clotta, a one-time Ancient British Community on the River Clyde.
Armed with this knowledge I spent hours in the Mitchell Library
and other reference libraries in Glasgow searching old directories and
records dated as far back as 1850, but could find no trace of E. & G.
Bothwell.
My next move was to comb the small town of Bothwell on the Clyde
and thence down the river, searching for any possible old paper mill.
Usually I was directed to some ruins of an old flax or flour mill. I even
landed in the local police station-a free and voluntary entry-in the
hope that I might get a cluo. In my widespread enquiries I was very
patiently handled and was no doubt regarded as a harmless kind of
fellow who collected little bits of paper and who, like Don Quixote and
Sancho Panzo, ran round tilting at windmills.
My next effort was amongst the present day papermakers who, I
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may add, went to no end of trouble to help me in every possible way.
To them the matter opened up a rather interesting point of history, of
interest to the papermaking industry. In this part of my search I was
twice directed towards a firm Andrew Whyte & Sons of Edinburgh, who
were known to have it trade mark " Bothwell."
I approached this firm, but they told me they knew nothing about
the mark " E. & G. Bothwell " or Clutha Mills. They conceded that
at the time the stamps were issued the firm had it considerable business
with the Canadian Government. Again the Phantom was rearing its
ugly " Large Head," and my search had brought me back to where
I started.
But the ghost, I discovered, had already been laid. It was only
fitting that this should have been done by that Master of Canadian
Philately, Mr. R. W. T. Lees-Jones, F.R.P.S. (L) .
Mr. Lees-Jones had like many others found himself interested
in these watermarks and had set out in search of the papermakers.
He interested Mr. R. Roberts of the Royal Society, who was particularly
interested in papers ; together they had been attacking the problem
from different angles.
Mr. Lees-Jones also had arrived at the conclusion that Messrs.
Andrew Whyte had something to do with the E. & G. Bothwell mark
and had been in touch with them, only to get the same reply-'' We
know nothing of this mark."
In the meantime Mr. Roberts, working on different clues, arrived
at Andrew Whyte's door, and he also received the same reply.
Andrew Whyte and Sons by this time were sitting up and
taking notice. They asked the makers of their "Bothwell" Trade Mark
Dandy Rolls, Messrs. T. and J. Marshall & Co. Ltd. of Stoke Newington,
as to the possibility of it previous roll having been made. It was then
discovered that an earlier roll had been made in 1867 to the order of
Messrs. W. & J. Somerville, Bitton Mills, Gloucester (now the Golden
Valley Paper Mills Ltd.).
A letter received later by Mr. Lees-Jones completely laid
the ghost of the '' Large Heads." This ran as follows
Dear Sir,
You asked us if our watermark '' Bothwell " is from
papers made by E. & G. Bothwell, Clutha Mills, to Which we
replied that we had never heard of the firm. Since then, we'have
been making enquiries regarding such a watermarked paper
and find that it was an old watermark of ours in the 1800s,
the mark being E. & G. Bothwell, Clutha Mills.
It was an artificial name made up from Edinburgh and
Glasgow ; we had a warehouse in Bothwell Street, Glasgow
in the middle of last century.
The last Dandy Roll with this mark was destroyed in a mill
fire in the 1890s.
We may say that it was it previous enquiry from London
in regard to an issue of 'Canadian Postage Stamps bearing this
mark that set us investigating.
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All information possible regarding it has been sent to
London, and we presume your enquiry came from the same
source.
Our only reason for writing you now is to correct the
impression that we had no connection with the mark. Our
present watermark is simply " Bothwell Superfine."
We are,
Faithfully yours,
For Andrew Whyte & Son, Ltd.,
(Signed) AND. W. JEFFREY."
The reference in the letter to an " inquiry from London " was without doubt Mr. Robert's enquiries.
Messrs. Andrew Whyte, being paper merchants, did not make
their own paper but had the paper made for them by Messrs. W. & J.
Somerville of Gloucester with a " coined " name as watermark.
I would like to note here that Winthrop Boggs' Pan-American
outlook gives scant credit to Messrs. Lees-Jones and Roberts for their
discovery, which was one of great philatelic interest.
The Paper Trail.
We now come to the second part of the problem. Who supplied
the British American Bank Note Company with the Bothwell and Pirie
papers ? We have at various times had it stated that they were supplied
by local firms, but this theory, I contend, can be discounted. The only
local firm at the time likely to be in a position to supply paper suitable
for the printing of postage stamps would be Messrs. McFarlane & Son
of Montreal (now Messrs. McFarlane & Hodgson). I have correspondence from Mr. McFarlane of this firm who states-" I can safely say
that the then existing firm (formed in 1866) and its successors never
sold any paper to the British American Bank Note Company for postage
stamps." The firm at no time even did business with Messrs. Andrew
Whyte & Sons.
We do know, obviously, that the Bank Note Company used both
Bothwell and Pirie papers, but we have never had any proof that either
Alex. Pirie & Son or Andrew Whyte & Son supplied the Bank Note
Company, though both Companies would be in a position to do so.
We do know, however, that all three firms, Alex. Pirie & Sons,
Andrew Whyte & Son and McFarlane & Son, all supplied the Canadian
Government with paper.
It is therefore for some student of Canadian Philately to produce
proof that Pirie and Whyte supplied the Bank Note Company with
paper direct. Or can we assume that the paper was supplied to the
printers by the Canadian Government Printing and Stationery Departments ?
Thus ends my tale, but before I finish, I should like to thank the
various papermaking firms who endeavoured to help me. Particularly
Mr. James Cruickshank of Alex. Pirie & Sons and Mr. C. H.McFarlane
of Montreal for their help and information, and last, but not least, Mr_
R. W. T. Lees-Jones who very generously placed at my disposal, all
his correspondence relating to the Bothwell mark.
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PROOFS OF EARLY CANADIAN STAMPS
by Brig. M. A. STUD , D.S. O. (Member No. 75).
Adapted and reprinted from article published in
Codden's Gazette " in 1934.
There are still a few philatelists, who look upon it collection of
proofs as an interesting and pretty display, but, at the same time, of
little philatelic vaI ie, or importztnce. 1 do not a ree with such views
in so far as Canadian proofs of the early iss,ies are concerned.
Canadian stainups of issue from 1851 till about 1880 are exceedingly
scarce in ,locks or strips, and they are not too easy to acquire even in
pairs. It is well known That the task of p'_ating from single stamps is
a very difficult if not an impossible one.
The fact remains that all the Pence values have been plated, and
the majority of the 1859 cents issue. A well known American philatelist
had complete proof sheets of all the Pence issue values and plates, and
also from at least one plate of each of the 1859 cents issue. All his
proof sheets were " Contemporary," that is, they were issued before
the receipt of the actual stamps by postmasters.
It is not necessary to labour the point that these proof sheets were
ess,ntial to the successfut plating work that has been achieved.
I think 1 iun correct in stating that the number of plates for values
of the first tvw,wo i-^snes were as follows :1851-1858 PENCE ISSUES.
3d. value.-Two plates or panes, with the possibility of a third or
composite plate.
12d. value. Two plates.
Id. value. Pruhably one, possibly two plates.
6d•, 7ld. and lod. values.-One plate each.
It is worth noting here that as only 1,500 odd 12d. were issued to
postmasters, the plates could not have shown any signs of wear. Copies
showing wear should be treated with the gravest suspicion, as they
are probably cleaned proofs. The fine lines on the black proofs with
Specimen '' are clearer and more distinct than on the stamps of issue.
1859. CENTS ISSUE.
I cent value. Probably six or more plates.
5 cent, value. Certainly 11 plates, possibly more.
The other values. One plate each only.
I do not know if complete proof sheets of any of the plates of the
large cents (1868) or small cents (1870) issue exist. These proofs are
quite scarce. Probably the I cent and 3 cent large, and all the small
cents issue, except possibly the 10 cent value, had many plates. The
large 2 cent and 6 cent values certainly had two plates each, but I believe
that the I cent, 5 cent, 12 cent and 15 cent (all large) had only one
plate each.
The stamps of these two issues do not lend themselves to plating
in the same way as the two earlier issues, owing to their lack of true
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plate varieties, and, to a lesser extent, to their lack of guide dots and
lines within the design.
In the later issues, complete issue sheets from the various plates
of each value are probably extant tb-day, and so proofs are not necessary for plating them.
I roust now give a warning to philatelists who make use of proofs
to detect true plate varieties and, define their position on the plate.
Contemporary proofs sometimes contain varieties such as re-entries,
scratches, and flaws that were removed before the stamps of issue were
printed from the plate. A variety on a contemporary proof must therefore be confirmed on a stamp of issue before it can be accepted. As an
example, proofs of the 12d. black surcharged " Specimen " are all
abundant in frame-line re-entries or scratches, but many of these were
erased before the issued stamps were printed from the plate. I have
owned only three 12d. stamps of issue in my life and cannot say fnuch
about them, but about the other values I can say that proofs in black
certainly contained scratches and flaws that were not repeated on the
issued stamps.
So far as the first two issues of Canada are concerned, contemporary
proofs are not the only such items of philatelic value. The engravers
and printers of the Pence issue were Messrs. Rawden, Wright, Hatch
and Edson, of New York. It is not generally realised that the American
Bank Note Company of New York, who engraved and printed the 1859
cents issue, were either the same firm in another name, or direct successors who bought the entire stock and goodwill. One of the employees
of the American Bank Note Company was named Mandel, and somewhere about the " seventies " the firm decided to issue examples of
their work, i.e., trade samples. The products of this decision are generally known, on this side of the Atlantic, as Mandel Reprints."
These reprints can be divided into three classes :(a) Single die proofs, or proofs from two dies of different stamps
locked together, thus giving a die proof of two stamps on the same piece
of paper.
(b) Complete proof sheets from the issue plates.
(c) Sheets showing 17 different examples of the firm's work, ineluding stamps of countries other than Canada.
In (c) the spaces between the proofs were large, and so a single
proof cut from this sheet has the full margins and appearance of a single
proof from the Die. The same remark applies to proofs from the locked
dies mentioned under (a).
For philatelic research work (a) and (c) are practically valueless,
as all they can prove is the final state of the die at the time of printing.
Plate proofs under (b), however, are of very great importance
because they show all the flaws, scratches, etc., that occurred during
the life of the plate, and which, of course, did not appear on the " contemporary proofs." They show also for example, that the 1859 1212
cents plate was extensively retouched, and many of the frame lines
redrawn about 1867. In this plate redrawing of the frame lines often
did not " cover " the old lines, which were not erased. The result has
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the appearance of frame line re-entries that did not appear on the original
plate. They show also that original weak " rocking in " by the die rolleron to the plate was retouched, and, in some cases, worn portions also
were touched up.
After this rejuvenating process the plate developed wear in other
positions as a natural. result of age, and further use. The result of all
this was that the stamps of issue from about 1867 till end of issue (early
1868) differed in many respects from the earlier stamps, and this nat
urally, gave rise to the suspicion that a new plate had been brought into
use, but the dots and lines of the part of the engraving that had not been
retouched, still looked worn, and did not resemble impressions from
a new plate.
The 124 cent value has two guide dots, and in nearly all the positions
on the plate these are within the design. The only exception is the left
vertical row which has only one dot, viz., outside the left margin. The
right marginal row has a third dot, just inside the design at the right
centre. The position of these dots in the design, and also their relative
position, differs in every ;,osition on the plate. Thanks to a complete
contemporary- proof sheet the plating of this stamp was facilitated. It
was then proved that the later issues, although renovated, came from
the same plate. Manifestly it would have been quite impossible to lay
down a second plate with all the positions of all the guide dots identical
to the first plate.
Hence Mandel plate i)ioofs r,f the 12 cent value showing the last state
of the plate are invaluable for determining exactly where this retouching
and redrawing of frame lines took place, quite apart from the detection
of scratches and flaws which occurred during the life of the plate.
This rejuvenating process may. also have been extended, in a lesser
degree, to the 10 cent ar),d 17 cent plates.
Mandel plate proofs of values that had several plates, such,as t11e
1859 one cent and five cent, are also valuable in that they probably show
the last plate, \-\-hereas contemporary proofs show the original plate.
Mandel plate proofs of the final plate of the 1859 5 cent value do exist.
To give one final instance of the philatelic value of Mandel plate
proofs. Senator Calder, of Canada, discovered some years ago that a
flaw developed over Cartier's shoulder on the 1859 17 cent value during
(but not at the commencement of) the last printing of 50o sheets (50,000
stamps) • Obviously less than 5()0 issued stamps with this flaw saw
daylight, and in point of fact only about ten copies are known to-day.
There are at least three states in the development of this flaw, which
occurred on No. 7 on the ].Mate. I have a (block of 17 cent Mandel plate
proofs in ultramarine which show not only the position of this flaw on
the plate, but obviously the last state of the flaw.
Before concluding this part I think I should mention what I will
term " intermediate '' plate proofs. By this term I mean proofs taken
from the plate during the useful life of that plate. The object of such
proofs might be to indicate the position of flaws and scratches on the plate
which it is desired to repair or efface. Another object might be to try
out a contemplated change of colour.
I cannot say for certain that there are any intermediate plate proofs
of Canada. I have often wondered whether the orange-yellow plate
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proofs bearing the marginal imprints were intermediate. If they are
not intermediate they must be Mandel plate proofs, as the imprints
(giving the name of the engravers and printers) were not " rocked-in "
on the margins of the plate until about 1853 in the case of the pence
issues, or until about 1864 or 1865 in the case of the 1859 cents issue.
The orange-yellow proofs are often found mounted on cardboard, and
this does not apply in any case to plate proofs which I know to be definitely the work of Mandel. Some of the plate proofs with imprint
of the 1859 10 cent value may be intermediate colour trials.
If further research proves the existence of intermediate plate proofs
for Canada, they will be of value in determining the state of the plate
in the middle of its life, when only one plate was used, or they may
even show the layout of an intermediate plate, where more than one
plate was used.

Editor ' s Note. In Britain the name " Mandel Reprints " was given
to these proofs because many of those extant came from Mandel's
accumulation of these which were disposed of after his death.

The Little Things That Bother Us

In the latest Canadian 'Commemorative look at the Citizen's right
hand. Is the second finger missing?
Try holding- your hand in the same
fashion. Now can you bend your
little finger into that position without bending the third finger also
and leaving more of the second and
the middle finger uncovered? The
second finger is the longest and
surely its tip should show above the
others. The diagonal shading between the first and third fingers
may possibly conceal part of the

missing finger, but where is the
finger tip? It can't surely be hidden
behind the tips of the other fingers.
We understand that the P.O. Department were approached about
this discovery but they did not regard it at all seriously and it is
therefore unlikely that a fingertip
will appear. The discovery that a
finger is missing is not like the detection of an error in French punctuation! That made them so hot and
bothered that they hastened to correct the mistake!
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VARIETIES FOR THE FINDING
In this feature we hope to list
varieties of Canadian and other
B.N.A. stamps that riray be of interest to members. Ii i,.. Studrl has
kindly conlribirfed the umrlernoteri
results of his studies of the small
Cents issues. Bei,o1 k +'f varieties
for inclusion in tbi teaIare will be
welcomed from other' incur hers.
Small Cents " sue 17l-l87,
I. 2c. The word ` ('ENT i4 clcrrr
ly doubled a rid re-entry
shows in bo%Ii fi, r;r+ ` 2 '
and in the scroll work on
each side.
2. 2c. darks in both pair as 2
but less y^r'orrurrn ^r'_ the
right hand one, itr [lie scroll
work Linder reit i, ure 2
and s':ighil', in ' CEP T'S.'

3. 2c. Se', oral br+rizontal bars of
colour sirs ritar to the tines of
the bac':; -i,r,rl of the unull
oval show in tilt, irottornr left
corner of the left grue ' -and in ' ii' ' of ` CENTS.'
In the r rirr-i;+ ox ,k)v^ tiro
right Mind corr.+'r the tr
clear rep oduciion of part of
the circd' surr+_rundin. Lite
head showing the horizariial
lines of the buelei'orurd and
the double trerit;re er of the
circle.
The entry is more. ttutu half
the length of l-ii stamp out
of place and it is difficult to
explain by other than the
theory that an old plate had
been scraped almost clean
and the metal used for a new
plate
4. 3c. There are numerous reentries in this stamp, particularly in those printed

between 1874 and 1878. They
include :(a) doubling at left of the
outer frame line of the
circle.
(b) on the left of and below
the left bottom scroll
ornament round ` 3.'
(c) a combination of (a) and
(b).
(d) at bottom below the figures ' 3 ' and ` CENTS.'
(e) in the top right scroll
ornament.
(f) in ` CENTS.'
5.6c. The whole of the left side
clearly doubled from the
bottom ut) to just below ' C
of ` CANAD A .l ' CENTS
clearly rIoabled and both
figures ' 6 ' slightly doubled.
6. 6c. At lhottoin from left corner
to under ' N ' of ` CENTS.'
In \N.At?.A 110.' In left figure s`, ' and, slightly, in
CEN.'
'7. 6c. In ` CANADA POSTAGE
espt r =a', in ` 1.-)0.' In
Ch N FS ' and both figures
8. 6e. Duubiing or bottom left portrou (on a : tunlp on cover
dated deptzirrber, 1878).

9. 6c. Scroll above left figure ' 6
slightly doubled on outside
edge. Shading to top curl of
left figure ' 6 ' extends into
the white body of the ` 6
below it.
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10. 8c. A very unusual variety that
may be a re-entry. A straight
line from the left edge passes
through 'NA' of `CANADA.'
It is then hidden by the shaded background and reappears
in 'AG' of `POSTAGE.' About a millimetre below this
line there is crossline shading
in 'AN' and `AG' of CANADA POSTAGE' and in the

white curved part on each
side of 'CANADA POSTAGE.' So far as can be seen
this is not a re-entry from
another part of the 6c stamp.
How this variety occurred is
a mystery. Is there an explanation similar to that
suggested for number three
above ?

THE SOCIETY'S SERVICES
EXPERT ADVICE will be given
concerning problems in B.N.A. philately by an Expertisation Committee
under the Convenership of
Member R. W. T. Lees-Jones,
Merrivale,
Bankhall Lane,
Hale, Cheshire.
EXCHANGE SECTION.
An Exchange Packet, B.N.A. only,
circulates among members.
A ' Members' Wants List ' is kept
by the Exchange SecretaryPresident and Exchange Secretary
A. E. Stephenson,
Ellislea,
Kinross.
EXHIBITIONS and DISPLAYS
are under the direction of
Member Stanley H. Godden,
110 Strand,
London, W.C.2.

LIBRARY and INDEX.
The Society's Librarian is
F. H. Fairweather,
4t Struan Place,
Newport, Dundee.
who will endeavour to produce some
information on any branch of B.N.A
philately.

THE LIBRARY.
Here are the titles of a few of the
books that are obtainable by members on loan from the Society's Library
B.N.A.-Holmes
Canada : Vols. I and 2--Boggs.
Newfoundland-Boggs.
Stampless Cover CatalogueKonwiser and Campbell.
Hoover's Pre-Cancel CatalogueSohne.
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"WAY LETTER" POSTMARK
by L. DORLAND CARN ( Member 167)

Collectors of Canadian stamps are familiar with the "Way Letter"
cancellation. Some, however may be unaware of the facts relating
to its use.
I have in my collection a 5 cent red of the 1870-88 issue bearing
this cancellation. It was given me some years ago by Mr. F. G. Bing
who was for many years postmaster of 'Croydon and President of
Croydon Philatelic Society.
Great interest was shown in the stamp and eventually a full account of the matter wtis obtained from the Canadian postal authorities
who sent the followiny' reply subsequently published in an article by
Mr. Bing in "Postage Stamp" under the title "A Rare Canadian Postmark."
Post Office Department, Canada.
Office of the Superintendent of the
Postage Stamp Branch,
Ottawa, 13th March, 1908.
Dear Sir,
Replying to your enquiry on the subject, as to the
object of the post office mark consisting of a rather thick circle
in which are the words ' ` Way Letter " impressed upon a
Canadian posta,yre stamp (3c.) similar to the one you enclosed,
I find on enquiry that previous to the Confederation of the
Dominion of Canada in 1867 there was in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick it regulation requiring mail couriers on the coach
roads to accept letters for mailing, when these were offered
them at a distance of not less than one mile from the nearest
post office, to place them in a locked leather pouch provided
for the purpose, and to post them at the first post office, the
Postmaster of which was instructed to stamp these letters with
the words " Wray- Letter." After Confederation this postmark
lingered at some of the offices in the provinces named, when
it was used for general cancellation purposes, if not for its
primary purpose. It has now, however, wholly disappeared.
Some think it lasted up to between 1887 and 1891, but I am
sorry I cannot furnish you with a more definite date as to
its extinction.
Very truly yours,
E. P. STANTON,
Superintendent."
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From this letter it will be seen that in the first instance the postmark was applied to the stamps of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
No doubt these provinces continued the practice for some time after
Confederation. Evidently Canadian postal authorities did not definitely prohibit its use otherwise Mr. Stanton would have been able to
give the date of its extinction.
Holmes lists the cancellation on the 3 cents Large head 1868 but
makes no mention of it in the later Small head issues of 1870-89 although he gives a list of about a dozen other cancellations. It would
be interesting to know if this postmark exists on any of the later issues.

EDITOR'S NOTE. To supplement the above we would refer readers to
pages 35-36 of Holmes' " Canada and B.N.A." " Way Letter " or
simply " Way " was struck on letters passing through the hands of
keepers of " Receiving Houses " who, for convenience of persons in
a neighbourhood distant from a post office, collected letters and possibly
also kept them for delivery for an additional charge of twopence on
each letter handled.

- IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present, but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224
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To MembersIf you know of another collector of B.N.A. not already a member get him interested in the society and
persuade him to join.

To Non-MembersIf you are interested in B.N.A. collecting you are
invited to join the Society. We want the collector with
only a few pages of Canada etc. as well as the B.N.A.
specialist.
Subscription : 7/6, is now due and should be sent to
treasurer H.B. Davie, 23 Lenzie Road, Stepps, Glasgow.
Back numbers of `Maple Leaves' are obtainable at
1 /6 per copy from Secretary Albert Smith, 111 Grampian
Road, Aberdeen. Additional copies of this number
may he obtained, price 2/-, from President A. E.
Stephenson, Ellislea, Kinross.
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POSTAGE STAMP
AUCTIONS
have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers
because of the grouping of countries or continents, but mainly
owing to the fact that an estimated value is printed against each
lot which has been carefully and conscientiously described and
valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate his bids with judgement based on quality and an accurate valuation, and ensuring
the seller the finest market and the best nett results from
his sales.
Each series of SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada . New Brunswick . Newfoundland . Nova Scotia . etc.
Send for current Sale Catalogues
International Stamp Dealers , Auctioneers and Licenced Valuers

ROBSON

LOWE LTD.

Head Office :

50 PALL MALL
Crown Chambers
Richmond
Bournemouth

:

LONDON, S.W.1

ABBEY 4034
721 Widener
Building
Hill Philadel
h'
and p ra
7
U.S.A.

THE

CANADA ONLY
DEALER
? The largest retail stock this side
BUYING
® of Canada is at your disposal
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt attention.
My large purchases ensure that if not already in
stock I can offer sooner or later what will relieve
your particular headaches - usually sooner!

SELLING ?

I must buy to maintain this
stock and priced offers of anything but common low values
will be most welcome at any time

F. JACKSON p s ES

SEX

; ROCHDALE

CANADA 1926

2

CENTS on 3c. CARMINE (S.G. 265)
but DOUBLE SURCHARGE, One Inverted
We have acquired part of the only known sheet of this interesting and uncatalogued variety . The piece is now being broken up and we are able to offer:
Single Mint Copies with £25 Ditto, marginal copies, £17 10
perforations on four sides imperf. at right
(Blocks pro rata)

DAVID FIELD, LTD.,

Stamp Dealers since 1884
7 VIGO ST., LONDON, W.1

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a chance of picking up
interesting items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contain items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost 5 - post free.
When in Glasgow, be sure to visit

POLLOIK S STAMP SERVICE
20 1 1 4)1)e, Street . Glas gow. C.2
Phone-DOUGLAS 5428

Printed by Airdrie Printing Co., 42 High Street, Airdrie
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* WANTED
HIGH PRICES PAID
SPECIALISED COLLECTIONS OF ALL COUNTRIES

Particularly the following-

Great Britain United States
Canada Newfoundland
British West Indies
Cape of Good Hope
Also good general collections, rare single Stamps and unusual Covers

FRANK GODDEN, LTD.
110-111 STRAND

LONDON, - W.C.2.
Telephone Cables :
TEMPLE BAR 4711-2 ALBUMS, LONDON

MAPLE LEAVES
JOURNAL OF THE

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
Edited by A. BRUCE AUCKLAND, M.A.
Published Quarterly and issued to Members. Additional Copies, 2/- Post Free.

Vol. 2, No. 2 FEBRUARY, 1948 Whole No. 6
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
The New Journal.
The Journal in its new form has been safely launched and we hope
members have been pleased with it. Number 5, the first printed number,
suffered somewhat from " teething troubles "-illustrations that should
have been inserted were omitted and " space " was therefore too plentiful
in the last few pages. We hope all will go well with this number.
C.P.S. of G.B. Convention.
The 1948 Convention will be held at the North British Hotel, Edinburgh, from 22nd to 24th April. That is a step in its progress to the
South. A programme is at present being arranged. Provisional
bookings have been made to accommodate members attending. Already
promises have been received from prominent members to give invitation
papers and displays. There will be a number of study groups on
specialised subjects. Already an abundance of the finest material for
display has been assured. Now the Committee want members to take
note of the dates and as many as possible to arrange to visit. This is
the one opportunity members have for getting together to see exclusively
B.N.A. displays and talk and dine with kindred B.N.A. spirits. Arrangements are being made to entertain the ladies also. Will all members
able to come please inform the President as soon as possible how many
bookings are required. An individual letter will be sent about this at
an early date to members in Britain.
The Groups.
London. Contact member Clougher, having relieved himself of
other duties, has now more time for Group work, and is arranging to
get a programme going . Yorkshire. 'Member A. Gabbitas, 56 Blair
Athol Road, Sheffield, 11, has accepted the Committee's invitation to
form a Yorkshire Group. All members in the area are invited to contact
him. Member Gabbitas is to give a display to the Sheffield P.S. on 9th
April on " 50 Years of Canadian Stamps-1897-1947." Lancashire. No
group yet in Lancashire. There is still time for members there to get
ahead of their old Yorkshire rivals.
Groups are in full swing at Glasgow, Aberdeen and Dundee. The
Edinburgh Group is slow to start, but a meeting has now been arranged.
Kent and Sussex. This enthusiastic Group under the leadership of
contact member J. C. Cartwright arranges Saturday afternoon meetings,
commencing at 1 p.m. and extending till evening. The keynotes of the
meetings are " Congenial company, pleasant discussion, no formalities."
Their little publication, " Canadian Comments," keeps members of the
Group informed of activities.
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Society Finance,
Subscriptions are iiow d11e-7/6, including subscription to Maple
Leaves-should he sent to Treasurer H. P. Davie, 23 Lenzie Road, S'tepps,
(dasg'ow.
The Exchange Packet.
The President has had to give up the runnin(; of the Exchange
Packet so that he may devote his time to making the arrangements for
the ('ou\-ention, etc. The riew Exchange Secretary is Vice-President 1).
(fardner, 20 Woodburn .Avenue, Airdrie, Lanarkshire, to whom sheets
should now be sent.
Members' Advertisements.
The suggestion has been made by a few members that a column
should be alloted to "Members' Wants." If the necessary number of
adverts. come along. a (011111111 will be commenced in the next number.
The charge will be in the region of 1/3 per line. Will members who
Wish to use the column please send a note of their proposed adverts. to
the President. who has mean hile agreed to collect them.

I.H.A. EXHIBITIONS Al LONDON AND GLASGOW
Seen from C.P.S. of G. B. Viewpoint

\lnnv, Kent fares v,V ere seen at the Exhibitions ]both in London and
Ulasnow (" kelit" with a small letter of Glasgow). The Exhibitions
Were convenient iriecting-places for congenial company.
Notable anioug B.N.A. exhibits was part of Meniher L. T. Fowles'
collectioh of Neu•foumllanO i'roofs as it was shown at the New -ork
Exhibition. We numb L.e swiiewhat biased, but it was our opinion that
it was the West imlivKho display shown. ('lonely following in interest
uu as Member (Sera Id Vim i ma'n's exhibit of British Colunibian Express
Company covers. Ileiuber C. W. MIereditli's display of Canadian
varieties was another that held great interest.
The Canadian Government's official display showing the steps in the
printing process used in producing the bi-coloured Royal Visit stamps
was another proniiuent exhl of of great interest. Displayed on private
stalls were a delightful pair of twelve-penny blacks, a block of the
impert. d. of 1853 and a block of six Wee Consort stamps in a mist
unusual shade.

Round the Stands we learned that there had been a prominent
demand for Canadian stamps-dealers must have wondered whether
they were in London or ( )ttawa, or in Glasgow or Montreal.
President A. E. Stephenson gave a talk at the (llasgow Exhihition
in which he confessed his '' Likes and Dislikes in Philately." After
laying about hint on all sides he closed with all appeal for closer contact
between Philatelists in Scotland and England. The ('.1 .S. of (1.B, shows
the way!
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An Introduction to the Collection of
Canadian Pre-cancels
By A. E. STEPHENSON (Member No. 1)
I am surprised that stamps that have been " pre-cancelled " are so
often discarded or ignored for I find unlimited variety and interest in
this branch of collecting.
The system of advance cancelling of stamps for bulk mail was adopted by U.S.A. and several countries in Europe as well as by Canada.
Sheets of stamps are cancelled in advance and sold for use on certain
classes of mail handed in to the Post Office in bulk. Mail thus stamped
requires no further handling for cancellation and can be despatched
as soon as sorting time is available. There is consequently a saving in
time to the P.O. staff and there is possibly earlier delivery of the mail.
Pre-cancelling was first adopted in Canada, according to Jarrett, at
Ottawa and St. John, where the Postmasters, in 1888, used their regular
office ' killer ' dies to cancel sheets of stamps, and at Toronto where the
Postmaster cancelled sheets of stamps by ruling lines with pen and ink
across each row. These methods were not authorised by the Post Office
Department but were prototypes of the official issues that followed.
Next year, in 1889, the pre-cancelling system was introduced by the
Department for use by customers who could take bulk lots of 25,000
stamps. This quantity was reduced later to 10,000 in one lot and the
munber was further reduced in later years.
The first official pre-cancellations were in the form of ` Roller
killers. The various types of these are too numerous to describe in
detail in a short article. The main ones, however, are (1) Parallel lines,
from two to six in number, running either horizontally or vertically
across the stamp (2) Three lines with the centre line running in waves.
In this type there are many varieties in the length of the wave and
varieties in which the tops and bottoms of the waves are flattened.
ROLLER TYPES

In 1903 a change was made, the Rollers were abandoned and ` Town'
cancels took their place. This new type was supplied for use in all the
larger towns. It shows the town name and the name of the Province
with either straight lines or a combination of straight and wavy lines,
reminiscent of the former type of pre-cancellation. (Types 4 to 8).
These were overprinted on the current stamps by Electro process at
the Government Printing Works at Ottawa. Sonnc, one of the authorities
on Canadian Pre-cancels, states that close on 60 towns at one time used
the Town type of cancel.
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BARS OF ELECTRO TYPES

This Town type has several major varieties and swarms with minor
varieties. For example, the Toronto cancels in the Town type may be
found in the following forms:
'Toronto. Ont ' with two straight lines.
Toronto. Ontario' with two straight lines.

Toronto. Ont.' with two straight and two wavy lines.
Toronto. Ont.' with three straight lines.
Toronto. For third class mail only.'
Montreal may be found with:
Montreal. Quebec.'
Montreal. Que.'
Montreal. P.Q.' (Types 9 - 1.1).
MONTREAL VARIETIES

MONTREAL.
QUEBEC.

MONTREAL. MONTREAL.
QUE. P.Q.

In the early thirties another new type appeared: this was the
Numeral ' (type 12). In this type a number replaces the name of the

town and province. These numbers were those allocated to the towns
tinder the Post Office :Monev Order system. The number of offices using
this type has gradually- been reduced as several of the smaller towns
no longer use it but use a i'urther type known as the ' General Type'
which consists of straight bars overprinted by electro process. (Type 13).
NUMERAL TYPE

GENERAL ELECTRO
TYPES

4530.

The towns and the nuniera Is used there, as given by I lolrnes, are:
Alberta. British Columbia.
I (lb l"algary. 9500 ;New \Vestminster.
5:360 Edmonton. 9780 Vancouver.
8605 Lethbridge. 9890 Victoria.
1(502 Red Deer.
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Manitoba.
3893 Oshawa.
5099 Brandon.
3900 Ottawa.
5850 Winnipeg.
3975 Owen Sound.
New Brunswick.
4004 Paris.
X809 Moncton.
4035 Peterborough.
X910 St. John.
4260 St. Thomas.
X945 Sackville.
4530 Toronto.
4900 Weston.
Nova Scotia.
X275 Halifax,
4940 Windsor.
Ontario.
4970 Woodstock.
2186 Beamsville.
Prince Edward Island.
X030 Charlottetown.
2310 Brantford.
2342 Brockville.
Quebec.
0592 Lennoxville.
2450 CarletonPlace.
2575 ('obourg.
0700 Montreal.
2980 Galt.
1050 Quebec.
3080 Guelph,
1142 Rock Island.
3070 London (error for 3470).
1470 St. Hyancinthe.
3100 Hamilton.
1810 Sherbrooke.
3340 Kingston.
Saskatchewan.
3366 Kitchener.
7120 Moose Jaw.
7420 Regina.
3445 Lindsay.
3470 London.
7550 Saskatoon.
3800 Niagara Falls.
7977 Yorkton.
The foregoing is given merely as an outline of and introduction to
Canadian Pre-cancels with the hope of awakening the interest of those
menibers not hitherto interested in this branch of Canadiana.
Much has already been written on the details of the subject. Among
the books that may be consulted are Hoover's `Canada Pre-cancels'
edited by Member H. G. Walburn, Jarrett's ` B.N.A.' and Boggs' ` Canada.'

Bibliography of B.N.A.
By R. J. DUNCAN (Member No 94)
Many handbooks, pamphlets and specialised catalogues have been
published on B.N.A. Back in the nineties, H. F. Ketcheson published
a series of specialised catalogues which were the first of any importance
published in Canada. ' Canada, Its Stamps and Postal Stationery ' by
C. A. Howes, published in Boston, Mass., in 1911, for many years was
the outstanding work on Canada since the work of the Royal Philatelic
Society on B.N.A. published in 1889 had long been out of print and very
rare. B. W. H. Poole was the author of an interesting series of Handbooks on Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island
and British Columbia in the early twenties.
The Kohl Handbuch contains many pages on Canada and is of
interest to any who can read German.
Fred Jarrett of Toronto, Ont. is the author of three wonderful
Handbooks on B.N.A.: his first, on Canada only, appeared in 1923 and
his two B.N.A. books which included a catalogue as well as a handbook
appeared in 1927 and 1929, the latter edition, running to over six
hundred pages, is a veritable mine of information. Patrick Hamilton was
the author of a comprehensive Handbook on Canada, running to 120
pages; this was published in 1940 in London, England.
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A. S. Deaville was the author of an important inaadhook " The
t_'olollial Postal Systems and Postage Stamps of Vancouver Island and
British Columbia 1849-1811 " published in Victoria, B.C. in 1928.
Many small pamphlets of interest to the B.N.A. collector have
Been published in recent years, such as " The (leorgian Postage Stamps
of Canada 1912-19:36," " The Canadian Silver Jubilees " by R. A. Bond,
and " The Retail cigar, Cigarette and Tobacco Stamps of Canada " by
R. A. Odell.
To those interested in Postal History, a very interesting handbook
is Smith's " History of the Post Office in British North America."
Senator ('alder's handbook on " Sonic Phases of the '59 Issue'.' is
a very specialised work.
Of handbooks published recently two are very important works
and should he ill the library of every B.N.A. collector. I refer to Holmes'
handbook and Catalogue of Canada and II.N..a. " which has run
through two editions and is now out of print, and " The Postage Stamps
and Postal History oi' Canada " by \V. S. Boggs. I consider the latter
work a masterpiece. These two books contain much more material than
airy other book oil Canada yet published.
\ti e have also tyre recently published " Catalogue of Canadian Railrmrd (',nc°llations" Irv T. P. L. Shaw, " The Canada and Newfoundland
Stanipless Cover Catalogue " by 11. M. 1onwiser and F. W. Campbell
and " Threepenny Ihavem, 1851 " by AV. M. Sprung.
There have been many B.N.A. Revenue Stamp Catalogues published.
The earliest 1 know oi' is a four page list (mostly Tobacco Stamps)
published in London, England in 1879 by Palmer and Co. Recently the
harks Stamp Co. published a second edition of their Standard ('ata1o,,ruc. The Canadian revenue Society also has published a specialised
revenue ('atalogne but I uniderstand this is now, out of print.
Canada has inijeh Pre-cancel literature also. The first item published
was a check list by S. J1. Shoeman published in St. Louis, U.S.A. in 1912.
The +lext Catalogue was that of E. (bordon Bushnell of Indianopolis,
Incl. about 1918. Later we had a series of eatalogues by Thonipsoir oi,
11'iirnipeg and, more re entl}>. hoover Bros. ' Catalogue ' which, I think,
lias mull through three editicnis.
J. C. :Morgan was the author of a couple of Specialised Air Mail
Catalogues of Canada but Canadian Airmails have received quite
,generous treatment in the various Airmail Catalogues of the United
States and (beat Britain.
We have yet no catalogue of Slogan Cancellations but C. B. D.
Garrett is writing a series of articles on them in B.N.A. Topics at the
present time and a small pamphlet on Flag Cancellations was recently
published by A. L. 1Ic('ready of Cobden, Out. 1. C. Morgan has given
us recently " The I I istory of the army Postal Services in Canada,"
running serially in B.N.A. Topics.

This list, of course, would not he complete, even though it is only
a brief one, without mention of articles on B.N.A. that have appeared
in the philatelic press of (treat Britain and the United States. Some
fine articles on B.N.A. have been printed in the London Philatelist, The
Philatelic Journal of (heat Britain and other magazines from the pens
of Messrs. Pemberton, Studd, Lees-Jones and many others. 1n the
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United States many fine articles have been published in the Collectors'
Club Philatelist, notably those on the Law Stamps of Alberta, British
Columbia, etc., by Senator Calder, and also many fine articles in the
Stamp Specialist, Stamps, Gossip, McKeel's, etc. Special mention must
be made here of the articles by F. Walter Pollock who wrote ` Canada
Corner ' in Stamps for many years and who now carries on the same
type of column in Western Stamp Collector.
For anyone interested in data on the Three Cent Small Queen
1 should like to mention the article published in Stamps of March 8th,
1941, by L. D. Shoemaker.

There are only two handbooks that 1 know of on Newfoundland,
one, published in the early twenties, by Poole and Huber and the recent
handbook by W. S. hoggs. A very interesting article on Newfoundland
Postal History appeared in McKeel's a short time ago.
To the B.N.A. collector who wants to know his stamps, I recommend
that he obtain some of the literature on his special interest and I am
sure he will find any of the handbooks of Jarrett, Holmes or Bogs
worthwhile additions to his philatelic library.

VARIETIES FOR TH E FINDING
Not many members have yet contributed to this feature. Anyone
that has discovered varieties he thinks may be of interest to fellow
members is requested to send particulars to the Editor for inclusion
in this column.
Members Cartwright, Searle and Studd are thanked for the
undernoted :
( 11) 2c Registered . Double frame lines at right.
( 12) 2c Registered . frame lines at right quadrupled.
(13) 2c Numerals . Extra line of colour at bottom of both the numeral
tablets and in and above " TWO CENTS " and " DA POS."
Member Searle writes, " Much time and study has been put in by
well-known specialists of Canada who have given us particulars of the
re-entries in the 2c and 6c of the 1868 Large Head issue, but little has
been said about the Ie and 3c. 1 had the good fortune, call it novice's
luck, to discover two previously unknown re-entries in the 3e and one
in the le. These are:
(14) 1c Large Head . Red on medium paper, the left frame line opposite
" C " of " CANADA " is doubled as are also the vertical lines in the
design on the left side.
(15) 3c Large Head . The re-entry appears on the right side connuencing
opposite " GE " of " POSTAGE " and continuing to the bottom of
the scroll opposite the Queens' head. The scroll is doubled and
there is an extra line in the design in line with " GE " of
POSTAGE."
(16) 3c Large Head . Late printing. The scroll on the left side is
doubled as is also the outer frame line top left. There are faint
traces also in the left " 3."
(17) 2c Edward . The inner frame lines at bottom and the frame line of
oval over " C " of " CENTS " are doubled.
Member Cartwright reports :
(18) 20c Niagara Falls. A " V " nark from " C " of " CANADA " down
to Falls and up to a point between " N " and second " A " of
" CANADA."
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CANADIAN PROOFS
By Brig. M. A. STUDD , D.S.O. (Member No. 75)
Reprinted by permission from Godden's Gazetce of May, 1934

Ca rradian proofs, like the proofs of other countries, can be divided
into three main categories, viz:<1. Proofs from the Die, i.e., Die proofs.
11. Proofs from the Plates, i.e., Plate proofs.
C. Essays.
I propose to deal with Canadian proofs in these three categories and
in the order given.
A. Die Proofs.
These, again. can he diy-ided into two types:
(i) Contemporary proofs from the die made prior to the issue of
stamps, or, possibly, made for some reason during the issue.
(ii) Proofs from the (lie taken after the issued stamps were no longer
heir, issued for postal service.
Canadian (lie proofs of type (1) are very rare, a remark which, I
presume, applies to similar die proofs of most other- countries. They
consist either of proofs frorn the completed and approved (lie, or proofs
from a stage or stages of the die before it was completed or approved.
They will always command good prices because, apart from their scarcity,
they are a very necessary addition to any specialised collection.
The scarcity of Canadian contemporary (lie proofs is most narked.
and they seldom appear in the open market. The only exception is the
die proof of the 3 cent maple leaf issue with numbered imprint, and even
these are none too easy to acquire. The only contemporary die proof
of the Canada pence issues known to me is one showing the centre oval
containing the Queen's head of the 73d. value, i.e., from an unfinished
stage of the die. I have contemporary (lie proofs of all values of the
1859 cents issue except the 5 cent and 17 cent value. My 1859 10 cent
contemporary die proofs I look upon as being unique, as I know of no
other copy. ( `ontenrporary die proofs of the large and small cent issues
are scarce; similar (lie proofs exist to-day of all the remaining issues
except possibly these of the Jubilee issue.

Die proofs of Type (ii), however, are a very different proposition.
In so far as Canadiau stamps are concerned they consist of Mandel die
proofs only. These were fully described in my first article. Mandel die
proofs frond the single die are not really scarce, and they are not of much,
philatelic significance. They, of course, show the final state of the die
at Hie tinge of printing, and in the absence of a contemporary die proof
would serve as an introduction to a specialised collection of the stamps
of issue. These single die proofs are mostly in "soft" colours, and are
often badly printed. They exist only on the Canada zd. and 10d. values.
Although these proofs are generally engraved I think that some of them
may have been cut out of the sample sheets of 17 values mentioned below.
I have this type of die proof cancelled by a broad horizontal band of
colour right across the stamp. The colour varieties are very numerous,
graduating front the colour of issue to almost any known shade, but
generally the shades are rather insipid.
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The die proofs of either the 12d. and 1859 ten cents value, or the
10d. and -Id. value , on the same piece of paper , are seldom seen. One
often sees, however , a single stamp cut out from this piece, and sold as
a single die proof. The paper is of much better and smoother quality
than that used for Mandel's single die proofs mentioned above. The
colours are much more distinct , and are not insipid. The more common
colours are vermilion , green and chocolate , but they were printed also
in grey- blue, dull yellow and greyish-black. The 12d . proof always shows
a flaw over CE in fence.

3 c. with lined scrolls

15c. in green, never issued

B. Plate Proofs.
For Canada these are either contemporary or Mandel, but there is
a possibility that some plate proofs are intermediate, i.e., taken from the
plate during its useful life.
Contemporary plate proofs of the first two issues of Canada generally
include all the following so long as they are imperforate and without
All those overprinted " Specimen," except possibly those handstamped " Specimen."
All in black or deep blue (not ultramarine or a paler blue).
Generally those in the true colour of issue, though some of these are
Intermediate or Mandel. Orange-yellow plate proofs are either intermediate or Mandel, as they bear the imprint. Mandel plate proofs are
generally in red-lilac, purple, ultramarine, claret, red-lake, and possibly
blue-green (122 cent value only), and a fairly pale shade of blue (17
cent value only). All the perforated proofs, and gummed proofs in
finished state, whether perforated or imperforated, are probably by
Mandel. Mandel plate proofs, for reasons given in my first article, are
just as valuable for research work as contemporary plate proofs, probably
more so, as I know of no existing complete sheets.
Plate proofs of all the remaining issues are quite hard to collect,
with the possible exception of the Jubilee issue and Maple Leaf issue,
bue even these seldom reach the open market.
C. Essays.
The word " Essay " in the philatelic sense is a very elastic one.
There are at least five classes of " essays " for Canada, and one
of these would be better termed " trade samples." The first class are
those designs which were offered to the P.M.G. and which, after some
alteration, were eventually adopted, and used for stamps of issue. An
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example of this class are the essays of the original design by Sir Sandford
Homing for the 'd. value. Only about two of these essays are known
to-(la v. Another example are the essays of the Maple Leaf issue with a
lined scroll in the letter oval between " Canada " and " three " on one
side, and between ° Postage " and " Cents " on the other side. These
lined scrolls were removed before the die for the 111apie Leaf issue was

12 c. in blue, never issued

1 c. in black. figures in relief

tiHally approved (see illustration). I have not seen copies other than the
one in my own collection. A further example is the essay for the one
cent value of the 1iiii Edward issue. In this essay the numerals are
colourless on a coloured panel, whereas the approved proofs and stamps
of issue have coloured minerals on a colourless panel. These essays
exist both as die proofs and as plate proofs.
The second class of essays are those which were accepted by the
P.JLtt. but, for some reason, were not used for issued stamps although
the original intention was clearly to do so.

Canadian examples of this class are the 121 cent and 15 cent in the
saute size as the small cents issue. These were never issued, and in all
proha iility because it was eventually decided to continue the use of
the la rye 12.11, and 1:5 cent in con,jnnrtion with the other small cent values.
Other Canadian examples are the A7acdonald-Cartier Centenary set of
1914, which, owing to the outbreak of the War, was not put into use.
Ih th the above are exceedingly rare, only four or five sets being known.
The Fleming essay with a beaver for the one shilling, value (only two
copies known) is another example.
The third class of essay are those which were not used at the time
of acceptance or for the issue for which they were intended, but used
(i.e., the design) for some other purpose or issue much later on. The
Canada Bank Note essay design was supposed to have been submitted
for the 1868 issue, hut although accepted was not used. The design
was eventually adopted for the two cent Postal Union Card of 1896.
,A fourth class of essay are those which were made and submitted
to only one ,overnnient, and which were never made use of. Some of
these were accepted (and not used) and some were not accepted. Certain
essays for Canadian postal stationery come under this category.

The fifth class of essay is highly controversial, and they might be
better described as " Trade samples." Well known engraving and printinC firms sent stock examples of their work round to various countries
soliciting a contract to make stamps for them. There are three designs
by ')Messrs. Bradbury. Wilkinson and Co., of London, which have always
been taken by specialists to he Canadian essays. One design showed
Queen Victoria, another a bearded man like a Vikin;,, in a helmet and
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the third a bearded man in ordinary dress. The third design was inscribed " Colony of Canada," and all the values were in pence. Messrs.
Bradbury, Wilkinson agree that these designs were made by them, but
prior to 1878, when all previous records were destroyed. I showed these
proofs at the " Royal " some years ago, and this resulted, later on, in an
article by the Editor of the " London Philatelist " in which he warned
philatelists that these were not " essays " in the accepted sense, but
Trade Samples." I agree with the Editor's comment as undoubtedly
the inference is that these essays were in all probability sent to more
than one Colony, and not to Canada alone. The Editor went on to say
that these " Trade samples " were of no more interest or value than
coloured pictures in a current magazine. With this stricture I do not
agree, as these " Trade Samples" are undoubtedly of interest, as they
show the type of work of which the firm was capable at that period.
They are scarce, and I am still satisfied to retain them in my proof
collection.

" Maple " Leaves
Member Frank W. Campbell writes :
The maple leaves of the cover design of number five caused me
to check over the many maple leaves Canada has. They did not fit
very closely any of the varieties.
The maple leaves on the Canadian stamps are those of the sugar
maple, as accurately depicted as possible on such a small picture. This
is by far the most useful maple in Canada.
Ten maples are native to Canada, three of those, native to British
Columbia, not being at all hardy in other provinces. One of the British
Columbia varieties has a leaf measuring up to eighteen inches across.
The only maple that will grow in all provinces is the Manitoba maple
from the prairie provinces. It has a compound leaf similar to that of
an ash, and is often called the ash-leaf maple.
The only tree native to all the provinces in Canada in one variety
is the spruce.

NUMBERS PRINTED
The Post Office Department listed the number of stamps issued as
follows:
3c. brown, 1918 ... ... ... ... 2,044,000,000
7c. yellow, 1916 ... ... ... ... 103,200,000
20c. olive green. 1916 ... ... ... 91,966.000
4c. yellow, 1922 ... ... ... ... 75,900,000
3c. carmine, 1.928 ... ... ... ... 11,000,000
United Empire Loyalist, 1934 ... ... 3,000,000
Silver Jubilee, 1935, 1c.... ... ... 30,500,000
Silver Jubilee, 1935, 10c.... ... ... 3,125,000
le. green coil Stamp 8, 1930 ... ... 16,500,000
2c. brown Coil Stamp 82, 1931 ... ... 25,355,000
Secretary--lll Grampian Road, Aberdeen
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Buying or Selling Stamps at Auction
The H. R. HARMER Auctions are universally acknowledged
the World's best medium
for the sale of fine and rare stamps. Nearly sixty
years' experience has made H. R.
Harmer's position predominant in the field of philately and collectors
who desire to
sell their Stamps cannot do better than place their interests
in his hands. Vendors
have choice of Sale-London or New York-and H. R. Harmer will
be pleased to
advise prospective Vendors according to their individual requirements.

Full particulars of the H. R. HARMER
Service, on both sides of the Atlantic,
are given in our latest resume

Price 11- (or $0.25)
Each, Post Free

H. R . HARME R
INTERNATIONAL STAMP AUCTIONEERS

H. R. HARMER Ltd. H . R. HARMER, Inc.
39-42, New Bond Street ,
32 , East 57th Street,
LONDON, W. 1 NEW
(i^101J YORK, 22, N.Y.
'' II "" wilts

Phon e:

Pl aza 3 - 6482

- IS IT --

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then Jt is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
you should write to
We'cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present, but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224

POSTAGE STAMP
AUCTIONS
have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers
because of the grouping of countries or continents, but mainly
owing to the fact that an estimated value is printed against each
lot which has been carefully and conscientiously described and
valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate his bids with judgement based on quality and an accurate valuation, and ensuring
the seller the finest market and the best nett results from
his sales.
Each series of SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada . New Brunswick . Newfoundland . Nova Scotia . etc.
Send for current Sale Catalogues
International Stamp Dealers , Auctioneers and Licenced Valuers

ROBSON

LOWE LTD.

Head Office :

50 PALL MALL

:

LONDON, S.W.l

ABBEY 4034

Crown Chambers
Richmond Hill
Bournemouth

721 Widener Building
Philadelphia 7
U.S.A.

and

THE

CANADA ONLY
DEALER
largest retail stock this side
BUYING? The
of Canada is at your disposal
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt attention.
My large purchases ensure that if not already in
stock I can offer sooner or later what will relieve
your particular headaches-usually sooner!

SELLING ?

I must buy to maintain this
stock and priced offers of anything but common low values
will be most welcome at any time

S
F. JACKSON PT ES

EX
CPS

^ ROCHDALE
)

CANADA 1926

2

CENTS on 3e. CARMINE (S.G. 265)
but DOUBLE SURCHARGE, One Inverted
We have acquired part of the only known sheet of this interesting and uncatalogued variety. The piece is now being broken up and we are able to offer:
Single Mint Copies with £25
Ditto, marginal copies,
£1'7 lOS.
perforations on four sides ^^CC imperf . at right
(Blocks pro rate)

DAVID FIELD, LTD.,

Stamp Dealers since 1884
7 VIGO ST., LONDON, W.1

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a chance of picking up
interesting items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contain items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost S - post free.
When in Glasgow , be sure to visit

I'OLLO1' K'S STAMP SLfz'1CE
205 hope Street, Glasgow, C.?
Phone DOUGLAS 5428
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.
The Convention.
At the time of writing, the opening day of the Convection is getting
very near. The printers hope to lie able to get this number out by
that day, and your editor is therefore making efforts to get " copy
to them by to-morrow. These notes may therefore be brief.
Last year's meeting at Perth was voted a great success by those
who attended, and they and those other members who are fortunate
in being able to arrange a visit to Edinburgh at the end of the month,
vy ill surely he looking forward to a feast of good things. Thanks to
the efforts of our indefatigable President, arrangements are well
advanced, and it seems now certain that nothing like the abundance
of B.N.A. material of outstanding interest has ever before been brought
together in Great Britain for one show. There will be specialist collections displayed by invitation, selected portions frofn well-known
collections, and composite displays by the Groups.
N e shall no doubt have much more to say about the Convention
in Number Eight.
The Groups.
WVe welcome member R. C. Searles as contact member for the
Notts and Derby Group and member D. Yarrall as contact member for
Edinburgh and district.
News from the various Groups is scarce this quarter, but we believe
that no news is good news and that they are flourishing. At any rate
the news we have from Aberdeen and Glasgow is good.
Postmarks and slogans nere displayed by members J. Anderson
and NV. L. Falconer to a large attendance of the Group and visiting
members at one meeting, and at the following meetings there were
displays and discussions on Newfoundland (member .1. Shand) and
various Canadian issues (composite display by members) . At Glasgow,
Postal History of Canada was the subject of a lecture by the Society's
Vice-President, D. Gardner. A copy of a rare postmark was among
the items. displayed-that of the so-called '' Mystery flag cancellation
of 1897 bearing the dates 1837-1897. It is understood that this is only
the fourth copy of this mark to be discovered. It was found recently
in a small collection.
Articles for Maple Leaves.
If we are to keep up the standard we have set ourselves in Numbers
Five and Six, we must get more articles from members-original
specialist articles if possible, but short paragraphs are welcome.
Editors are fortunate sometimes, though them: good fortune may at
times be embarrassing. Two articles on the unusual subject of
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Heraldry reached your editor recently within a few days of each other.
The result of the subsequent collaboration of their writers you ^v-iil
Heraldic Postmark . read in this issue.
That catls to mind that photographs of a scarce postrmrrk were
received ,(line little time ago from member M. A. Studd. This mark
seems to have it heraldic reference. It consists of apparently it coatof-awns design with draped flags extending from right and left sides
of it t_•iaugle which contai us a tree, an Indian head-or that of it sphinx
--and other figures, with crossed cannon pendant from the base of
the triangle. The roak appears on two different 3 cent stamps of
the small head issue of possibly- the 1890's. The mark may he illustrated in it later numher.
The Wedding S tamp.
The wedding stamp portrait design comes up to expectations, and
the only adverse comment heard over here is that the stanip should
have been larger.

CANADIAN HERALDRY
I;v Aienibers \V'. L. Fidcouer No. 50) and R. II. Poole (No. (;I).
Many people think of herald r> as some hing richer striking and
16cturesrlue practised some little in the dim and distant past, in th,^
dii,^s of the tournament amid ttie Crusade, and as such, vvorth^ of the
mLellion only of the historian, the archaeologist, arid the student of

enerlogy. But this ancient science has, in ninny respects, been so
absorbed into modern pia l,ces that very few realise the heraldic
ficinrce of nary thin s they ;ee and read every day. Take, for
etiaurpie, the title of this uragarine 1lill^le Leinves. Could anything,
have it greater heraldic sicnificance ? The very sound of it in modern
ear's shouts " Canada.'
The late John 1lucharl very aptly described the latlgnage if heraldica, That historical ,horihanid ' and we venture to suggest that rio
philatelist who takes it rent interest in stamp design can afford to ignore
that language.
:v ,(`ood Heraldic achievement, particularly of a
l)ominiorl, should h:, it corn
post te and effective pir^turestorv which clearly and siuil(!.v
I.Orrlinands instant re,-() nrhon.
When thinking of Canada,
what usuatly arises in the
hind's eve ? Furs ? Fish ?
\V'heat ? N,Iapie ? Frenchmen
Scotsmen ? Englishmen ? lrishrrlen ? Snow ? Indians? Big
Carne ? Quite a list hut all
these have in one ^yay or
another found expression in
the heraldry of Canada and
Newfoundlini+ Let its then
trace its history.
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The arms of the Hudson's Bay Company, which was incorporated
in 1670, is the Cross of St George on a Silver Field with a beaver in
each of the four quarters, the Crest being a squirrel sitting upon a
" chapeau,'' the turned-up edges of which show a lining of ermine,
the supporters being two bucks.
Nearly two hundred years later, in 1851, when the first stamps
were issued by the Colony of Canada, the design chosen for the threepenny, the lowest value, was the beaver from the arms of the Hudson's
Bay Company surmounted by Queen Victoria's monogram, " V.R.,"
and the Crown, thus perpetuating heraldically ;Britain's claim to the
Colons through long association of the trading company therewith.
After the Dominion of Canada was formed in 1867, new Arms
were assigned to the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec (previously called
Upper Canada and Lower Canada respectively), Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick, by Royal Warrant in 1869, and authority was given also
for these At ins to be borne together quarterly for the Dominion. They
were blazoned as follows :1. Ontario . Vert a sprig of three leaves of Viaple slipped Or, oil
a Chief Argent, the Cross of St George.
2. Quebec . Or, on a fesse Gules between two Fleurs-de-lis Azure
in Chief and it sprig of three Maple Leaves Vert in base,
it Lion passant guardant Or.
3. Nova Scotia . Or, on a fesse wavy Azure between three Thistles
proper, a Salmon naiant Argent.
4. New Brunswick . Or, on waves a Lymphad with oars in action
proper, on a Chief Gales, a Lion passant guardant Or.
There was no Crest, Motto, or Supporters.
For those who are not conversant with heraldic nomenclature the
following glossary will be useful
Or ..................Gold Proper ........ In natural colours.
At_gent............ Silver. Chief......... Upper part.
Gules ..............Red. Base.......... Lower part.
Azure .............Blue. Fesse.........Middle part.
Vert ...............Green. Lymphad...Ancient Galley
(signifying commerce).
Here we have the first introduction of the Maple Leaf into Canadian
heraldry. In the quarters for Quebec and Ontario it will be observed
that Canada's national emblem is shown, and in the quarter for Quebec
there is a gracefui reference to France in the two Fleurs-de-lis, Quebec
at that time being occupied mainly by French 'Canadians.
The first use of the maple leaf in a stamp design was made in the
Jubilee issue of 1897, Since then it has been extensively used, appearing as it does on most of the Canadian stamps issued up to the present
day. It is interesting to note that the maple leaf is used to form the
wreath surrounding the arms of the Governor-General's flag, in place
of the Oak leaf as used in other parts of the King's Dominions.
The quarter for Nova Scotia maintains its connection with its
Mother Country by portraying three thistles, and Ontario with England
by showing the Cross of St George. It is very strange that in granting
the above arms to Nova Scotia in 1869 it was overlooked that there
was a previous coat in existence (recited in all the grants of arms to
Nova Scotian baronets), issued by Charles I. prior to 1629, and con-
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sisting of the blue Cross of St r\ndreNv on it Silver Field with the Royal
Arms of Scotland on it snl<<11 centre Shield, galled it Shield of Pretence,
with it unicorn and it sava,-e wild man; as supporters. These arms
were matriculated in Lyon legiste^ between the years 180:-1810. The
actual entry is undated. They were finally granted by Ho}al \Varraut
on 19th .1anonr^, 1929, and are now therefore the official arms of the
Province.
Alreadv, therefore, we have found many of the items on our
original list-Furs, Fish, Maple, Frenchmen, Scotsmen, Englishmen.
Froin 18(39 the new Uourinion grew apace, mid in 187o Manitobit
was created, followed by British Columbia in 1871, Prince Edward
Island in 1843, and Alberta and Saskatchewan later.
The original arms described above was a fine ail dignified
lieraldi;, device, bit[ as these further Provinces were created their arms
were added to the original design, with the result that it was not
unusual to find jurnhled together ()if one shield the arras of the nine
Provinces. (See Figure II., taken from it letter-card.)
It had long been felt that this
practice was open to objection, and
on 21st November, 1921, the
Dominion of" Canada was granted
the current Armorial Bearings
whereon none of the Provincial
anus appears, but which is, nevertheless, on the whole, one of the
most beautiful achievements enjoyed by any of His Majesty's
Colonies or• Dependencies. Moreover, it is definitely and wholly
heraldic, which can truthfully be
said of very few of the others.
Canada was founded by men of four
different nations-French, English,
Scottish, and Irish, and each of
these nations iy represented.

On the Shield-on the upper
two-thirds of it-arc displayed the
Royal Arms , differenced by what was once the Arms of France, in the
fourth quarter , and on the lower third, there is it sprig of Maple.
The Crest is it Lion that holds it Maple Leaf in his , right paw.
The supporters are, with some slight distinctions, the Lion and Unicorn
of the Royal Arms. The Lion holds the Union Jack , and the Unicorn
the ancient Banner of France.
The motto is "A mari usque ad mare " ( From sea to sea), alluding
to the fact that the Dominion of "Canada stretches from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. It isi taken from the Latin version of Psalm 72, 8 - " Et
dominabitur a mar, i usque ad mare et it flumine usque ad terminos
orbis terrarum .'' In the Authorised Version the quotations reads-" He
shall have dominion also from sea to sea and from the rivel into the
ends of the earth."
Arms were granted by Royal Warrant to the following Provinces
as under , hat none of these appears on stamps or in the Dominion
Arms, and they will therefore be described very briefly.
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1. Manitoba on 10th May, 1905. A Buffalo and the Cross of St
George.
2. Prince Edward Island on 30th May, 1905. An Oak tree and three
Oak saplings growing on an Island, and a Lion passant
guardant.
3. British Columbia on 31st March, 1906. A Rising Sun over the
Sea, with the Union Jack and'an Antique Crown.
4. Saskatchewan on 25th August, 1906. Three Sheafs of Grain and
a Lion passant guardant.
5. Alberta on 30th May, 1907. A Range of Snow Mountains with
Green Hills and a Wheatfield. The Cross of St George.
Canadian stamps are not rich in heraldic design. Neither the
obsolete Arms nor any portion thereof appear on any issue although
the maple leaf is well represented as a corner ornament.
There are it few heraldic references in the early issues.
These are perhaps not generally recognised. They consist of a
delightful little spray of the heraldic flowers from the Arms of Great
llritain (the Rose, Thistle, and Shamrock) between the " V " and the
'' P " of the Beaver design of 1851-1859, and the same emblems on
some of the early stamps of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland. Types 2, 4, and 5 of the last-named Colony show the three
flowers conjoined on one stem indicating the happy fusion of national
interests.
The modern Arms are extremely well depicted on the
1938-1946 Special Delivery
Stamps. There is, however, a
mistake in the "tricking" of
the Unicorn on the 1938-1939
issue. "Tricking" is the
method by which the heraldic
colours and metals are indicated in an uncoloured drawing by means of differential
shading lines. In a coloured
drawing of the Arms the Lion
is Golden and the Unicorn
Silver. Gold is indicated in an
uncoloured drawing by small
black dots on a white surface
and Silver by a pure white
surface. It will be observed
that on the stamp the Unicorn
is tricked with spots in the
same way as the Lion. This
mistake was corrected in the
next Special Delivery issue of
1942.

As Canada is so fond of pictorial stamps, the authorities might
well follow the lead of France and depict the Provincial Arms separately
on a new series. It would be a welcome change from Mechanised
Harvesters and impossible Log-cutters I
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Canadian O.H.M.S. Stamps
By :Member C. 13. D. GARRETT No. 1G2) .
Reprinted, with additions, from B.N.A. Topics.)
Nlanv of you are lrware that Official Stamps were in use lon>-•
before they appeared fur Canada as the official check of Government
mail. Recognised among .Great Britain's real classics are the I. R.
Official (Inland Revenue), 0. W. (Office of Works), etc. The Officials
of some old .Australian Colonies (in the "70's and '80's) command a
high price.
In Canada, they were first used iu 1924 or• 1925, at which time they
were used by the I)epartrneut of Finance, to whom the Dominion
Government gave their sanction to perforate the stamps with the letters
"O.H..M.S.' Thus it may be considered that from their earliest use,
all O.H.MMI.S. stamps were perforated by the Government.

It wasn't until 1939 that O. 1.V1.S. stamps were used by all Federal
offices throughout the Dominion, in all hr°andhes such as : Police.
Forestry, Entomology, Customs, etc. In that year an Order in Council
was put ihrough rtuthurising their use.
Neither the Government nor the Post Office Department had it
machine that could do the per_foratirig, so they borrowed the one used
hy the Finn rice I)epartmerrt. This machine perforated the letters with
five holes in each vertical stroke, and this type has become identified
as Type 1. A machine was later made for the Government which used
four holes to each vertical stroke, and this style has become identified
as the " small hole " Type II.
It is quite possible that there were two machines, each effectin
It. different setting-one, a normal setting with the letters O.H.M:S.
in the vertical position the second may have been with the letters
set horizontally or sideways.
The pins were arranged to fit the small size, ordinary stamp.
Rare specimens are found With double perforations. This double "
variety should not be confused with the usual appearance ur two sets
of perforations on the larger size stamp. As explained, the arrangement was made for the smaller stamp and thus the larger size would
naturall y result in two sets of perforations. The true double variet>
shows two overlapping strikes : these are quite rare.
A great many varieties are caused by the manner in which the
nnpunclred sheet is fed into the machine. The figures, A-fl. show these
variations as seen from the front of the stamp.
A.
B.
C.
I).

Vertical, upright printing
Normal, when fed in normal position.
Reversed.
Inverted, when fed face up but from bottom of sheet first.
Inverted, reversed.

I,:.
F.
G.
It.

Horizontal , sideway printing
Normal, reading up. Normal, reversed.
Inverted compared with E.
Inverted and reversed.
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Although I haven't seen all the above variations, it is likely than
they exist as noted and some are probably very rare. It is possible
that any of these eight varieties could be found with double punches.
Forms A - D occur with Type I (5 hole) and Type (4 hole), but
E - 11 occur only with Type II punches.
The following is a complete listing to 1946 as known to me.
Doubled varieties are noted with the key letter " t." The Type is
noted first together with the variety.
Normal

Reversed

Inverted

Inv . Reversed

O H H O S W W S
M S S M H O O H
A

B

-C W O 2
O2 a: U)
E

F

1911-28
Ic Yellow .......................1 A
2c Green ........................ I A
3c Brown .......................IA
3c Red .....................IA, Ill
4c Yellow .......................IA
5c Violet ..... .................... IA
7c Bistre ...... ............. ....IA
8c Blue ..........................IA
10c Blue ..........................IA
l0c Brown .......................IA
20c Olive ..........................IA
50c Black .........................1A
1 dol. Orange ......... IA, B, C

1928-29
lc Yellow .......................IA
2c Green ........................ I A
Sc Violet .....................IA, C
l0c Green .........................IA
20c Red ...........................IA
50c Blue ..........................IA
I dol. Olive ......................IA
1930-31
Ic Green I .................IA, CC
Ic Green 11 .................IA, C
2c Red I ... ...................IA

C

D

K O U) 1
w z O
G

H

2c Red II ..............1A, IIC
3c Red ..........................1A
10c Library ......................IA
20c Red ..................IA, B, C
50c Blue ......................IA, B
I dol. Green ....................1A
3e on 2c II ..................... I A
Medal 1932

Ic Green ........................IA
2c Brown ...................IA, B
3c Red ..............IA, B, C, D
Sc Blue ......................IA, B
13c Violet .....................IA, 13
1935
10c Mountie ....................IIE
13c Confed . .....................IA
50c Parliament... IA, E, HA, C
1938
le Green.AA, C, TIE, Et, F, Ft
2c Brown ........7A, HE, Et F
3c Red ............IA, HE, F, Ft
4c Yellow ...........IA, TIE, F
5c Blue ...............IA, TIE, F
8c Orange ......IA, IIA, E, F
10c Pale....IA, E, F, TIC, E, F
10c Rose... IA, E, F, TIC, E, F
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13c Halifax ......IA, C, HA, C
20c Fort ........... 1A, HA, At, C
50c ............. .............IIA, C
1 dol. Chateau ......... I.... IL\
1.942-43
1c ........................III:, F, Ft
2c Brown .............III;, F", h't
3c Red ...... ............... IIE, I,,
3c Mauve ..................III,,
4H'
4c Grain .... ....... TIA, C, E, F
4c Red ..................IIE, F, Ft
Sc Blue ......TIA, 1;, Et, F, Ft
8c Farming ......IIA, ^C, E, F
10c .... ...... ........... IIH, F, Ft
I3c Tank ...... .......... IIA, C, F,
tic 'l'ank ....................IIA, C
20c Corvette ............ IIA, C, C
She Ahnition ...........HA, C, E
t dol. Destroyer ...........II\, Ili
1946
10c Olive Green ...........ILA, C
Commemoratives
2c. Confederation ........... AA
3c Confederation .............l,A
5c Laurier ...................... I A
20r Historical ....................TA

Inc Cartier............ IA, B, C, D
3c Imp. Confer .. ...............IA.
c Imp. Confer . ...............IB
Sc Postal Ulwiion ...........IA, B
2Uc Regina. Conf. ......Ir., 13, G
3c Coronation: ..................II"
he Royal Visit .......IA, HE, p
2c Royal Visit ........IIA, E, F
3c Royal Visit...IA, HA, F, F
Airmail
1928 be ........ .............. IIA, C
1937 Ge ................TA, HA, C
1942 Gc ......................IIA, C
1942 '7c ...... ................ IIA, C
1946 7c .......................... II('
19,12 Express 16c ...........IIA
1942 Express 17c .........IIA, C
1946 Express 17c (error

of accent) ... IA
Special Delivery
1933 20c ............. ............ IIA
1935 20c ........................ IIA
1938 10e ..........................IA
1938 20c ......................... ITA
The commemoratives are
quite rare.

PRECANCEL NOTES
MONTREAL. MONTREAL .
QUEBEC.

MONTREAL.

QU E. P.O.

.ATemher Frank W. Cuinphel1 sends the following notes on precancels that, mm he of interest to collectors.
The first city type pre-cancels were printed on the c and Ic values,
the Ic value heirig of great rarity-onl;v three " Toronto!Canada " are
known.
The Edwards were commonly printed wilth the city type. On
ahout half of them the overprint was inverted. Why so is still a.
m vsterv.
They were printed from electrotype plates. Some of these plates
were in use for thirty Years unchanged. Storage must have been
lead, as many plates were damaged.
It is interesting to note that the numbers used on the numerical
type were those allotted to Money Order offices, and that these office
nrirnhers had been given to each office in progression to the West until
the number 9999 was allotted to a town in British Columbia.
Pre-cancelled postcards and envelopes are not so common, but
those that exist are in considerable variety. The reason is that firms
rnuy- obtain their pre-cancelled stationery from contractors who have

p4*1*1411 .
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an arrangement with the Post Office to provide standard stationery.
They may choose different sizes and qualities of paper. The stamp
is pre-cancelled at the same operation as the printing of the firm's
name. City types are very rare on these, bail the numeral types are
comparatively common.

VARIETIES FOR THE FINDING
(19) 3c. George VI current. Two varieties of paper are to be found
on each of plates 15 and 21. Thin paper is reported to be the
variety on plate 15 and the thick paper one is the scarcer on
plate 21.
(20) 6c. Large head. Yellow brown. Retouch on scroll at j ight under
" E '' of " Postage."

WAY LETTER MARKS

Member 'Carn's article in Number ^5 roused some interest in this
mark. Member Frank W. Campbell, of Royal Oak, Michigan, writes
that the earliest mark of the kind he has seen was on a letter of 1794.
The type on this cover was the single word " WAY '' on a letter mailed
West of Three Rivers on route to Quebec. This was proved by the
Three Rivers straight line postmark in the same ink and style of type
and by the evidence of a similar cover dated in 1796.
Way Letter marks lost their original purpose after the postal rates
were changed in 1851 from charge by " distance carried '' to a " flat
rate '' for single weight, but thereafter they were used for some other
purposes. The Editor has unstamped covers from Quebec to Montreal
dated 16th November, 1856 and 23rd September, 1858, with the single
word " Way." The mark used as a cancellation is found on " small
cents " issues. This places its use as such in or after- 1870. Indeed,
it was used as a cancellation as late as 1908, for Member H. G. Walburn
writes that he has a 2c. stamp of the Quebec Tercentenary issue with
" Way Letter '' in double circle used to cancel it.

QUERIES.
The Map Stamp.
We have been shown a colour variety of the Christmas Map
Stamp. In it the sea is in a distinct purplish brown. The stamp
is mint and is the second copy seen. It does not appear to be a
chemical changeling. Can any member report similar copies or give
nn explanation of the colour ?
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War Issue 8c.
This stamp was at first printed in a true sepia yellowish brown)
hence its catalogue description. Subsequently it wits printed in a
reddish brown. Those printed in the first shade are very rare on
this side of the Atlantic. Can any member give more information
about numbers printed, etc. ?

EXCHANGE SECTION
Vice-president D. Gardner, 20 Woodburn Avenue, Airdrie, Lanarkshire, who has taken over from ['resident A. E. Stephenson the duties
of Honorary l xchange Secretary, is anxious to -et more material for
the packets.
There are approximately 240 members who wish to see Packets,
and to meet this demand four circuits are operating. The postal list
for each Packet is too lengthy, and the Honorary Secretary would like
to have six circuits with if Packet going out to each at least six times
it Year. This cannot be done unless at least 60 books each month are
received from contributing members. Canadian Club Books will be
available shortly
Good material priced reasonably sells well. Both quality and
rFuantity are wanted. Common stamps, unless they are of interest
from the point of view of perfection, post ma.I•k, shade, or minor
variety, do riot repay the trouble of mounting. There must be nnrch
B.N.A. material lying around in members' files--duplicates, and
urate6al in which the nrernber has lost interest. This is possibly
the very material wanted by other members. When it Packet has
been broken up, the Honorary Secretary will indicate the circuit already
covered, and if the residue is remade into another book it can be sent
mound another circuit.
A '' F'roblerns air(] Wants '' Book will be included in each Packet.
Members should make rise of it freely. Direct contact between
members is encouraged by this meana. If you can answer an enquiry,
please do so, as many members will benefit. Items of outstanding
interest abstracted from the " Problems and Wants " Books may be
worthy of inclusion at a later stage in Maple Leaves. Books will be
circulated in the member's name, or pen name if' desired, and if a
number of books are sent to the Secretary at one time, they may be
distributed over several circuits.
Meanwhile, the demand is for Books and more Books, but British
North American material only, please.
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What is the Canadian Philatelic
Society of G.B. ?

1. It is the link between collectors of all branches of B.N.A. Philately
and Postal History all over the world.
2. it gives members in the United Kingdom opportunities of meeting
others with similar tastes by means of local study groups.
3. It provides a means of acquiring or disposing of R.N.A. stamps and
postal history items through the medium of an Exchange Packet
(U.K. only).
4. It provides facilities to members for the loan of Philatelic Books,
Papers, etc., from the Society's Library.
5. It gives, when required, the benefit of expert advice on Philatelic
matters from a Committee acknowledged to be unsurpassed in the
United Kingdom for their knowledge of B.N.A. philatelic subjects.
6. It gives to all members the Society's quarterly journal, 'Maple
Leaves.'
7. It gives any organised Philatelic Society in the United Kingdom
its support in arranging B.N.A. exhibits and displays.

FOR WHAT ? 7/6 per annum covers membcrshp and 'Maple Leaves.'
Secretary: ALBERT SMITH, Ill ( 4rampian Rd., Aberdeen.
President: A. E. STEPHENSON, Ellislea , Kinross.
Treasurer : H. B. DAVIE, 23 Lenzie Rd., Stepps , (llasg,ow.
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Buying or Selling Stamps at Auction
The H. R. HARMER Auctions are universally acknowledged the World's best medium
for the sale of fine and rare stamps. Nearly sixty years' experience has made H. R.
Harmer's position predominant in the field of philately and collectors who desire to
sell their Stamps cannot do better than place their interests in his hands. Vendors
have choice of Sale-London or New York-and H. R. Harmer will be pleased to
advise prospective Vendors according to their individual requirements.

Full particulars of the H. R. HARMER
Service, on both sides of the Atlantic,
are given in our latest resume

Price 11- (or SO.25)
Each, Post Free

INTERNATIONAL STAMP AUCTIONEERS
H. R. HARMER Ltd.
39-42 , New Bond Street,
LONDON. W. 1
0218
Phone:
Mayfair

H. R. HARMER, Inc
32, East 57th Street,
NEW YORK, 22, N.Y
Phone: Plaza 3 - 6482

- IS IT -

CANAD A or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present, but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE, LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone : MONarch 6224
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POSTAGE STAMP
AUCTIONS
have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers
because of the grouping of countries or continents, but mainly
owing to the fact that an estimated value is printed against each
lot which has been carefully and conscientiously described and
valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate his bids with judgement based on quality and an accurate valuation, and ensuring
the seller the finest market and the best nett results from
his sales.
Each series of SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada . New Brunswick . Newfoundland . Nova Scotia . etc.
Send for current Sale Catalogues
International Stamp Dealers , Auctioneers and Licenced Valuers

ROBSON LOWE LTD.
Head Office :

50 PALL MALL

:

LONDON, S.W.1

ABBEY 4034

Crown Chambers
Richmond Hill
Bournemouth

721 Widener Building
Philadelphia 7
U.S.A.

and

THE

CANADA ONLY
DEALER
largest retail stock this side
BUYING ? The
of Canada is at your disposal
'ant Lists welcomed and receive prompt attention.
My large purchases ensure that if not already in
stock I can offer sooner or later what will relieve
your particular headaches-usually sooner !
SELLING?

I must buy to maintain this
stock and priced offers of anything but common low values
will be most welcome at any time

F. JACKSON p s ES

SEX CPS

; ROCHDALE

CANADA 1926

2
CENTS on 3c. CARMINE (S.G. 265)
but DOUBLE SURCHARGE, One Inverted
We have acquired part of the only known sheet of this interesting and uncatalogued variety. The piece is now being broken up and we are able to offer:
Single Mint Copies with £25 Ditto, marginal copies, £17 lOS.
perforations on four sides ^'+ imperf. at right ... ....
(Blocks pro rata)

DAVID FIELD , LTD.,

Stamp eaers since 884

7 VIGO ST.,ILONDON1W

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a chance of picking up
interesting items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contain items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost 51- post free.
I When in Glasgow , be sure to visit

POLLOCK 'S STAMP SERVICE
20

Rope Street , Glasgow. C.2
Phone-DOUGLAS 5428

Printed by Airdrie Printing Co., 42 High Street, Airdrie
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* WANTED
HIGH PRICES PAID
SPECIALISED COLLECTIONS OF ALL COUNTRIES

Particularly the following-

Great Britain United States
Canada Newfoundland
British West Indies
Cape of Good Hope
Also good general collections , rare single Stamps and unusual Covers

FRANK GODDEN, LTD.
110-111 STRAND
LONDON, - W.C.2.
Telephone : Cables :
TEMPLE BAR 4711-2 ALBUMS, LONDON
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AND COMMENTS.

The Convention.
This number has much of its space taken up with the subject of
the Convention. We make no apology for this, as the Convention was
such a success that we must let absent members know about it. Nevertheless it has limited the amount of space left for articles, a number
of which have been crowded out.
Next Year' s Convention.
The dates for next year's Convention have been fixed as 215t to
23rd April, 1949-i.e., during the week after Easter. The Committee
hope that members taking Easter holidays will find their way to Edinburgh. Accommodation has already been booked provisionally.
Silver Cup.
Our esteemed member Cliff Aikins of Toronto has presented a silver
cup for competition, and the Committee have agreed that it be presented to the member who sends in the best article during the next
twelve months based on research work. More about this later. Meanwhile-thank you, Cliff Aikins.
Congress at Bournemouth.
Our members were well represented at the B.N.A. Study Circle
at Congress. Led by our valiant J. C. Cartwright, the contributors
were, it is reported, without exception members of C.P.S. of G.B.
Space prevents our giving details, but it must be said that the Congress
arrangements were excellent. Everything went with a swing, and
those who attended thoroughly enjoyed their visit.
Transatlantic Mails.
Member F. W. Staff, whom we were glad to have at The Convention, kindly handed over the typescript of the article on Transatlantic
Mails printed in this number. Those of our members who have
recently read it in B.N.A.P.S. we are sure will be glad we are printing
it for the benefit of others.

Way Letter.
Member A. G. Bailey writes that he has a cover of 5th July, 1784,
with single word ' WAY,' together with the Three Rivers' straightline postmark addressed to Quebec. This is the earliest recorded
specimen.
Members ' Advertisements.
Members' advertisements are not coming forward very quickly,
but a start has been unide with a few in this issue.
The Groups.
A Group has been formed for Lancashire and Cheshire. Member
T. W. Frost, of Macple, Cheshire, is Contact Member. He will be
supported on the local committee by Members Lea, Calder, and 'Gill.
Chain Letters.
The latest Chain Letter to come to notice is one that asks that
20 different faultless stamps '' be sent to the first name on the list.
On the one seen the persons named are in New Zealand and Canada.
Members will help to break the chain.

THE SOCIAL

SIDE OF

THE CONVENTION.

Our Convention opened on Thursday, 22nd April, with a welcome
to delegates by President Stephenson, who expressed the pleasure of
the Convention Committee at the attendance of so many members from
all over the United Kingdom, and said how pleasing it was to welcome
a member just arrived from the Dominion itself.
In the afternoon a number of members took the opportunity of
seeing the Border country by motor coach.
In the evening a large party enjoyed the show, " I)an_rerous
Corner,'' h) J,. B. Priestly, staged and produced by one of our own
members, Mr Wilson Barrett.
On Friday aches visited the Castle, Royal Mile, Holyrood, Arthur's
S eat, and the Forth Bridge.
One of the delightful features of the Convention was the opportunity it afforded for little informal discussions in the hotel lounges.
These usually lasted into the " wee seta' oors.''

THE SOCIETY DINNER AND RECEPTION.
D i Friday evenings abort seventy members and guests joined in
cocktails and sherry in the reception-room while photographs were
being taken of various parties attending.
It. was a very happy and informal party that sat down to dinner
after a --race spoken in Braid Scots by the President.
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The toasts were friendly and humorous. Not one of the speakers
attempted to be formal. The fray was joined when Member Dr Donald
Chisholm, a member of the Caledonian Philatelic Society, in proposing
the toast of the -Society: slipped 'over the words "`Caledonian" and
"Canadian."
Our President in reply was quick to exploit, Dr Chisholm's lapse,
and made good play on our expansion and our raids over the Border
from the beauties of Scotia into the wild's of London and Birmingham.
He returned to serious vein in expressing the hope that the Canadian
Philatelic Society of Great Britain has given the lead to other Scottish
and English philatelists in bringing together philatelists from both sides
of the Border.
Member J. C. Cartwright' followed with the toast of the Guests.
Where he finds his stories we don't know, but no future 'C.P.S. toastlist will be complete without his name.
Guest Major Adrian Hopkins, R.D.P., in replying was in his usual
witty after-dinner mood. After many quips, ranging from bow ties
to lipsticks, he was indiscreet enough to make a jesting comparision
between G.P.S. members and the intelligentsia of the Postal History
Society. This was too much for our office-bearers, and as a result
Major Adrian became Member Adrian (No. 349) before the evening
was over-" The C.Y.S. always get their man."
Two new Fellows were then introduced in the persons of R. W. T.
Lees-Jones, Cheshire, and Gerald Wellburn, British Columbia. The
Committee could not have chosen members more worthy of our jealously
guarded honour.
We were then regaled with a real titbit when Member 0..A. Fraser
in his rich Aberdonian tongue proposed the toast of Our Members Overesas. . Why, he asked, had he to pay his subscription and his fare to
Edinburgh to come and tell Aberdeen stories, whereas other people were
paid by the B.B.C. to tell them.
Gerry Wellburn, in reply, at once won his audience by his delightful
tilt at 0. A.'s dialect. He passed gracefully from serious to lighter vein
and back in his comparisons of British Columbia with the Scottish
Capital and Philately in the Dominion with that in the Old Country.
J should mention that during the afternoon of Saturday our
member made us long for a holiday in B.C. when he gave us a display
of colour films of scenes in that Province.
Mrs Stephenson then presented the certificates of awards given for
displays at the Convention. Upon her presentation of one of these to
her husband it was remarked that that was the first time she had
recognised her hubby's philatelic weakness.
Member Cartwright, acting for the Winnipeg Philatelic Society,
then presented A. E. S. with a certificate of Honorary, Membership of
the Winnipeg Society, an honour our President greatly appreciates.
The strains of "Auld Lang Syne" brought to a close what was one
of the most successful Philatelic social evenings yet held north of the
Border.
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DISPLAYS AND STUDIES.
Work on study and display started early, and members soon- got
down to problems.
The first study meeting was held on Thursday, when A. E. S. led
a. discussions on the possibility that a third die had been used for the
1c. George V. type yellow 1922. After much study and discussion the
meeting agreed with the President's theory that only two dies were
used but that three types can be distinguished because of the use of
one of the dies for both wet and dry printings.
An article on this subject will probably appear in the Journal during
next season.,
Later in the afternoon the Postal History Students had their innings,
when there was a very fine display, talk and discussion under the
leadership of Member N. Clougher, with Members Ethel Harper and
Frank Staff taking a great part in it. Miss Harper's outstanding
collection of " Paid to the Lines " covers show the different rates of
postage and methods of carrying mail over the U.S.-Canadian border.
Frank Staff took us over the border by sea. A good discussion followed,
but there is still much to be learned.
Thursday evening was given over to the first of the Invitation
Displays, when Member R. W. T. Lees-Jones, F.C.P.S., F.R.P.S., displayed his Pence Issues,. We now know why these issues are so
scarce-R. W. T. seems to have most of them, Beavers, Prince Consorts,
Twelve Pence Blacks, in quantity; Varieties, Blocks, and Entires in
abundance ! One entire with a block of thirteen sixpence and another
with a block of eighteen of them! It is doubtful whether such a display
of Pence Issues has ever before been given in the U.K. Perhaps we
can induce R. W. T. to come hack next year with his collection of
1859 issues.
On Friday evening we saw Member G. L. Hearn ' s Invitation
Display , which included some fine "pre - adhesive'' covers and early
stamp issues to 1870. We are very grateful to Captain Hearn for producing such a fine display at such short notice.
During the afternoon Meinber Francis Field led a Study Circle
on Air Mails . With such an authority in the chair , need we say any
more about its success and the large audience that was attracted?
Later we had Member L . T. Vowle ' s Invitation Display of Newfoundland covering proofs and essays, etc., of the Colony-the display
that won the award at the New York Centenary Exhibition.
Saturday morning saw the last, but not least, of our Invitation
Displays when Member Gerald Wellburn showed us his collection of
the stamps of British Columbia and Vancouver island. When he told
us that only GG of a certain stamp were issued and then produced 17
of them we understood why B.C. and Vancouver are the scarcest of
the Provincial stamps. Here we have the true philatelist -Gerry can
remember apparently how each cover came into his possession, and
knows how to tell the story modestly. What patience he had in waiting over twenty y ears to get covers from the third generation of holders!
The first two showed no signs of appreciating the zeal of the philatelist.
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EXHIBITS AND DISPLAYS.
The Exhibits and Displays at the Convection were so numerous
and of such good quality that it would take too much space to describe
them. ' Members will therefore have to be content with the following
list:L. T. Vowles-Newfoundland.

R. W. T. Lees-Jones-Canada Pence Issues.
Gerald Wellburn-British Columbia and Vancouver Island.
G. L. Hearn-Canada issues to 1870, including pre-stamp covers
and early issues.
A. Wallace Cowan-Canada and Newfoundland proofs.
R. H. Poole-New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
A. Gabbitas-Canada pre-stamp covers.
A. E. Stephenson-Canada re-entries and postmarks.
Frank Staff-Canada postal history.
A. B. Auckland-Canada pre-stamp covers.
Morton Evans-Newfoundland re-entries.
C. W. Meredith-Canada King George 5th issues.
H. G. Kirby-Canada: selected sheets.
J. Stevenson-Canada: selected sheets.
Ethel Harper-Postal history items.
S. H. Godden-aCanada: selected sheets.
In addition there were displays by nine of the Groups.

AWARDS.
Awards of Fellowship of the Canadian Philatelic Society were
made toR. W. T. Lees-Jones........ Study and research.
Gerald E. Wellburn.........Study and research.
These members with our President are the first three Fellows of
the Society.
DIPLOMAS.
(1) Invitation Class.
R. W. T. Lees-Jones-Pence Issues.
Gerald E. Wellburn-British Columbia.
Captain G. L. Hearn-Victorian Issues.
L. T. Vowles-Newfoundland proofs.
(2) Contributed Class.
A. E. Stephenson-Canadian Postmarks.
C. W. Meredith-Modern Varieties.
A. Gabbitas-Canadian stamps and covers.
(3)

Professional Class.

(4)

S. H. Godden-Canadian stamps.
Miss E. Harper-Paper and display on Canadian Postal
History.
Group Class.
Greenock Group-Commemoratives.
Edinburgh Group-Newfoundland
Kent and Sussex-1859 Issue.
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Canadian Transatlantic Mails
Member FRANK W. STAFF (No. 68).
The first Government Mail Packet service between Canada and
the United Kingdom commenced in March, 1788, when the F almouthNew York Packet put in at Halifax on both its outward and inward
trips to New York.
Previous to this letters were sent, privately by any ship, or were
given to a traveller going to England who would post them on arrival.
Much of the mail went via Montreal to New York, but the whole
system was a haphazard affair and was a real cause for discontent
among the early British settlers, besides being it cause of considerable
loss of revenue to the G.P.O.
The Halifax-New York-1C almouth Packet service of 1788 was maintained only during the summer months, when a regular courier service
was established between Quebec and Halifax from March to November,
and during the winter months letters went by New York as before.
This Packet service was very unpopular-the Packet boats often
waited in Halifax for it week or so after the arrival of the mail, and
there was no knowing how long it letter would take to get to England.
The public mach preferred to send letters by the small trading
vessels which carne up the St Lawrence River or which put in at
Halifax or at St John, New Brunswick. Not only were they quickerthey were also cheaper, and postage rates in those days were no small
matter.
In 1790 the British Ship Letter Act was pas,cd, which more or less
regularised the sending of letters by private ship. A charge of 4d was
made on each letter entering the United Kingdom, but on outward
letters the charge vas one-half (eventually one-third) the Packet boat
rates, and the ships' captains received a gratuity of lot on every letter
delivered by them to the Post Office.
This Ship Letter Rate wits increased in 1814 to od, and again in
1837 to 8d. 1)urinel these Years a number of attractive-looking postmarks were in use at the Ship Letter Offices attached to those Post
Offices of ports handling overseas mail by private ship.
As examples of different methods in use up to the end of the 18th
century the following descriptions of three covers in my collection will
not he out of place.
Dated 1753 from Nova Scotia to London, showing postage
paid of One Penny outy. The letter was obviously carried
by traveller and Posted on arrival in London for delivcr.y
in London.
I)ated ii .1une. 1700 from Camp Crown Point (Lake Chainplain) showitrg the British Type two-line postmark New
York
and having the official packet boat rates written irr shillings.
(The rate was is for ?;oz., 2s for toz., and so on, plus the
British Inland postage.)
Although this cover was sent from what is now the United States,
in that year it was British territory, only a few miles from the Canadian
border, and serves the purpose of this article.
- Dated Montreal it June 1800 to Scotland (showing the Falmouth Ship Letter stamp) and forwarded by "'in. Hunter
of Quebec.
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EXCHANGE SECTION
Since January 1st, 1948, twelve packets have been put into
circulation, a relatively small number to meet the demands of 276
members on the packet circulation list. Six circuits are working
with roughly 50 names on each lister but the contributions from
members are quite inadequate to meet the demand. Three of
the twelve packets issued were made up from contributions received
from sources outwith the membership, but the possibilities of
this method of building packets are limited. To those who have
sent regular contributions, or even odd sheets, we express our
thanks. Will members who have so far done little to help please
make a special effort ?
The policy now followed is to undertake to call in and break
up each packet after it has been in circulation for six months, or
earlier if its possibilities have been exhausted. No. 1/48 packet,
issued on 10th January, has already been paid out, and numbers
3/48 and 4/48 are due to be broken up within the next month.
This will, I hope, encourage members to contribute. To save
unnecessary correspondence, will contributors please note that Mr
A. E. Stephenson, the ex-Hon. Exchange Secretary, is still responsible for packets issued prior to 1st January, 1948, and he hopes
to have all those cleared at an early date. At intervals packets
have been held up by members for periods of from two to five
weeks, and this accounts in some cases for complaints received
from members that they have not seen a packet since joining.
Members will realise that in a Society such as ours most collectors
have a fair representation of the more common stamps of B.N.A.,
and an examination of a completed packet shows an outstanding
demand for mint material, varieties of all kinds, Plate number
blocks, and anything out of the ordinar:v. Good condition is
important, and accurate description helps sales. Lastly, before
you start pricing your stamps, try to decide for yourself whether
you wish to dispose of most or just a few, and price with this
point in view.
Club Books or Club Covers can be supplied by the Hon.
Exchange Secretary,
I). GARDNER,
20 WOODBURN AVENUE, AIRDRIE,
LANARKSHIRE.
P.S.-In future packets you will find a Club Book headed
The purpose of this book will
Take a Little, Give a Little."
be apparent when you see it.
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In this letter the writer clearly describes the uncertainty of getting
mail (Napoleonic War period ), and after writing that he had called
,at the Post Office and learnt of the arrival of two ships from the Clyde,
with alas , no mail for him, goes on to say-" . . . no less than four
vessels have arrived from Clyde-the Countess of Darlington , Oughton,
the Eliza, and the Neptune . . . But perhaps you wrote by the Oughton,
and if you have you may console yourself with the very pleasing idea
that they are now at the bottom of the ocean. She was chased upon
the Banks of Newfoundland by a Vessel under French colours, and the
Captain, with an amazing deal of prudence , thought proper to throw
all his papers and letters overboard. To be sure it would have been
of great consequence indeed , although the Republicans had got our
It's the first time I ever heard of a Merchantman
loving epistles .
throwing her letters overboard till once she was fairly boarded. Curse
it, if I don ' t think the fellow deserves a round dozen at the Gangway
for his foolishness . . . ."
According to the Quebec Almanack for the year 1800:"At the beginning of every month a Packet Boat sails from Falmouth
for North America, having the mail for Quebec on board. In the
summer months she puts in at Halifax ( on her way to New York) and
From Halifax they are forwarded
then delivers the Mails for Canada .
In the months of November, December , January,
by Post for Canada .
and February the Packet Boats pass Halifax and deliver the M ails for
Canada to the Agents for British Packet Boats at New York , who forward
them through the United States by the nearest post route for Montreal.
A mail for England is dispatched from Quebec once every fortnight in
.summer and once a month i n winter to be put on board the first Packet
Boat for Falmouth."
By the war of 1812 the movement of mails through the United States
to New York, and the British Packet Boat Service there, naturally came
to an end and the overland route to Halifax had to be resorted to.
This route was a very unpopular one: furthermore , the inland postage
added considerably- to the total . A letter in my collection dated Leatherhead ( Surrey ) October 21, 1815, addressed to Fredericton , N.B., shows
the Packet rate ( in sterling ) 2/2 with an additional sum in the top righthand corner thus: Packet 2 N 5
11 2/5 currency was the equivalent of
3 N 4 2 % 2 sterling.
The letter arrived Halifax, N.S., February 16, 1816, having taken
.about four months!
Official enquiries made in the year 1826 disclosed the startling
information that nearly all overseas letters coming to Canada were
being carried by American Packets; the letters would be sent to the
care of the various agents of the different U.S. Packet Boat Companies
for posting in New York. The Ocean Postage was only two cents, so
that, with the U.S. and Canadian Inland postage added , the total
postage on it letter was usually about 2 / 1 (currency) .
These American Packet boats began first in 1816 with the famous
Black Ball Line (New York to Liverpool ) ; other well-known Lines
were the Red Star Line, the Dramatic Line, the Swallowtail Line, and
a host of others , all plying between Liverpool and London from New
York , Philadelphia , or Boston.
I have several covers carried by these Packet services ; all are from
England , dating between 1821 and 1835 and addressed to Montreal and
Quebec . None bear any British Postal markings or postage . All have
the New York arrival postmarks , and are rated to the U.S. border in
,cents, and in sterling to their Canadian destination.
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One of my favourite covers, "stampless" in every meaning of the
term, because it bears riot it single hand-struck postmark, is one from
Glasgow, March 30, 1828, to St Catherines, near Montreal, endorsed
"per Favorite." The contents concern an invoice for pig iron "shipped
on board the Brig Favorite, Alexander Allan, Master." Alexander
Allan was the father of Hugh Allan, the founder of the Allan Line, and
according to it book on early Canadian shipping, the "Favorite'' was,
one of the most popular vessels sailing from the Clyde to the St Lawrence River, and wai owned by Alexander Allan.
I recollect buying this cover for a few cents in Montreal a year or
two ago, and was attracted not only by the name Allan, but by I 1 td
written in ink in the top right-hand corner. I have been unable to
ascertain just where this letter was handed in for it to be assessed
11td postage. Obviously somewhere along the St Lawrence River_
Another similar cover dated South Shields, March 31, 1825, by the
"Horatio,'' addressed simply to Montreal, carries the pen-written postage,
(in red, denoting paid), Is 84d. Whether this was also given in by the
Captain at a little St Lawrence port or not 1 cannot determine for sure.
Doubtless people depended a great deal upon these small trading
vessels for the carriage of mail to and from the Old Country in the first
quarter of the 19th century.
Around 1830 great agitation arose for improved postal services, not
only on the Overseas services but also within the Provinces, and
Canadian merchants as well as those in High Offices, including the
Governor-General, voiced their protests in no uncertain terms. There
is no doubt that this continued agitation stirred the British Government
to action, and that the arguments put forward by the people of Canada
had some weight in bringing about their decision to subsidise a new
Mail Packet service, which was to become the famous Cunard Line.
The year 1838 saw the first, mail carried across the Atlantic to New
York, by steamship, the " Great Western " and the " Sirius " being
the two pioneer mail steamers. The " Great Western " continued for
many years in service, and Canadian mail carried by the ship is not
uncommon. On May 4th, 1839, Samuel Cunard, a well-known and
respected citizen of Halifax, N.S., secured a contract with Her Majesty's
Government for the carriage of mails by steamship, and on July 4th,
1840, the first of his fleet of four steamers, ''The.Britannia," made the
voyage across the Atlantic from Liverpool to Boston in 124 days. The
contract was for two trips monthly each way between Liverpool and
Halifax, between Halifax and Boston, and between Pictou, N.S., and
Quebec. The British Government granted a considerable subsidy,
whilst requiring of Samuel Cunard a most exacting and efficient service,
The Cunard Line, or to give it its correct title, " The British and North
American Royal Mail Steam Packet Company," was the British Government's remedy for the year-long complaints of the people of Canada for
a good and efficient Packet service. The Cunard Line certainly surpassed all expectations in the magnificent service it rendered not only
to the merchants and citizen of the United States, but also to Canada.
Trade and good relations between these two countries were substantially
increased as a result. A further boon was the reduction in the
postage rates is for ',oz. between the U.K. and Halifax, N.S., and Is 2d
(1s 4d enrr('nc;v) to places lxyond Halifax.

The Cunard Line quickly gained supremacy of the Atlantic, and
in spite of hard and healthy competition from the United States became
one of the world's greatest steamship lines.
In 1853 the Canadian Government contracted with a Liverpool firm,
Messrs McKean, McLarty and Lamont, to run a line of screw steamers
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for the conveyance of H.M. Canadian Mail twice a month in summer
to Quebec and once a month to Portland, Maine, in the winter. This
Liverpool firm failed badly in maintaining any regular service, and
after two years the contract was cancelled+. This failure was the opportunity for Hugh Allan, a prominent Montreal merchant and a man of
great energy and enterprise, to found what eventually came to be known
as the Allan Line, a line which existed up to the beginning of the present
century. In April, 1856, Hugh Allan, having obtained a contract from
the Canadian Government, founded the Montreal Ocean Steamship
Company. Both Allan and the Canadian Government tried repeatedly
though unsuccessfully, to secure a mail-carrying contract from the
British Government. Great Britain, however, took an extraordinary
.attitude by terming these Canadian-owned ships as American, and
insisted on treating these steamers as foreign although they sailed under
the British flag! (Portland, Maine, was the U.S. port used by the Allan
Company.)
Britain, by dubbing these Canadian mail steamers American, caused
mail carried by them addressed to the U.S. to be rated higher than mail
carried by Cunarders. Doubtless this attitude by the Mother Country
was adopted to safeguard the interests of the Cunard Line, which had
so faithfully carried out its contract besides establishing a splendid
reputation, and whose name was a hallmark of British enterprise and
reliability. The same reputation certainly could not be accredited to
the early efforts of the Allan Line ships, which, in their efforts to establish record Atlantic crossings, probably took undue risks and suffered
an alarming number of shipwrecks. The Cunard Company had suffered
only one wreck in the whole of its existence, and that without loss of
life!
The Canadian public, alarmed at such a high rate of shipwreck,
demanded an enquiry by the Government, which resulted in the Line
being thoroughly reorganised. From that time onward the Allan Line
ranked alongside the foremost in the world, and built for itself a first'
class reputation.
During the 1860's the Allan Line carried the bulk of the Canadian
mail between Canada and Great Britain via the St Lawrence route at
•a 6d rate, and there can,be no doubt that the competition offered by this
Canadian venture was responsible for a gradual reduction in the postage
rates. In 1878 Canada became a member of the U.P.U., when the rate
,of postage between Great Britain and Canada was fixed at 5 cents (2d) .
Letters carried by Allan Line steamers between Canada and Great
Britain will often be found stamped with a small circular dated stamp
in red " PAID COL PACKET DERRY," whilst mail reaching Glasgow
(Allan's Glasgow Line was formed in 1861) received a marking in black
" Glasgow COI, PACKET " in two lines, and at Liverpool a similar red
stamp to that used at Londonderry was employed. It would appear,
then, that the British acknowledged the mail from Canada as
" Colonial " (assuming the abbreviation COL to denote " colonial " and
applied the American designation to the Allan ships on mail destined
to a U.S. port.
Other postmarks associated with the Allan Line are the numeral
obliterators which were issued to some of the Mail Packets,. These are
very rare, especially when found on entire covers. Among those
definitely known to have been used on Allan Line mail are B.17, B.18,
B.27, B.28, and B.29.
As a sideline to a Canadian postage stamp collection an arrangement
of covers illustrating the points described in this article will be found
to have very great interest and appeal.
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VARIETIES FOR THE FINDING.
The following has been contributed by our member Isnardo Bruno
(No. 250) :-

(21) Re-entry on 2 cent Numeral issue,
A hitherto unrecorded re-entry has come to my notice on the ^ cent.
black or grey black of the 1898 issue. The re-entry consists of a doubling
of the outside left frame, which is made up of four fine lines, and the
inside frame line from a point about opposite the Queen's right shoulder
and reaching almost to the top. The outer circle is doubled from a little
below the shoulder almost to the second "A" of "CANADA" downwards
to a point a little below the right shoulder. Traces of doubling can be
found exactly opposite on the right side of the stamp, the inner and
outer frames being doubled, but not quite so clearly as on the left side.
Even the perpendicular lines on the Queen's veil are doulbled:
As a great number of these stamps were printed on a poorish quality
paper, on which the design appears very smudgy and often looks
double-but is not-it is only on the better quality paper, where the
design is very fine and clear, that the doubling can clearly be seen.

I believe there was only one plate used for this value, so that it
must be the result, of faulty rocking-in of the transfer roll:.
Unfortunately my copies are singles, one on good paper, the other
on the poorer quality, so I cannot give the location on the plate.
Though I have examined large numbers of this stamp I have found only
two with the re-entry. There were 9,180,000 issued, and there should
therefore still he plenty of material for specialists to work on.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2.
4.
6.

THE MAP STAMP.
By Member G. R. C. SEARLES (No. 176).
Though much has already been written
about the Map Stamp and its varieties, there
are probably some aspects of it that have not
yet been studied. In the hope that some
member or members of the Society will write
up it comprehensive study of it, I am con-,
tributing the following notes about varieties
that I have not seen mentioned el sewh ere_
These are as follows:A. Printing with Greenish Blue Sea .
Strong line through "HOLD VASTER EMPIRE, Etc."
Line through "HAS BEEN."
Line through "THAN HAS BEEN."
Line through `WE HOLD, Etc."
Line in "E" of "POSTAGE."
B. Printing with Lavender Sea.
Line through "HAS BEEN."
Line through "WE HOLD, Etc."
"T" in "POSTAGE" re-entered and line through "BEEN."

BUSINESS MEETING.
Between sessions the Society's Committee got through a pile of
work. Next year's programme was discussed, and it was decided to
hold another Convention next year. The poor Scots' hope of a jaunt
to England will have to be deferred. On the motion of Sheffield,
seconded by Kent, it was decided that Edinburgh would again be the
venue next year. Let's make it a still greater success, if that is
possible.,
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AIRPOST and AVIATION
Specialities
Bought, Sold and Exchanged
Canadian First Flight Covers ........................ from 2s each
Newfoundland 1931 Special Flight Covers ...... from 12s each
" THE AFRO FIELD "
at 5s per annum includes latest News, Articles, and Pictures
from all countries.
PHILATELIC ARROWS -for indicating errors, varieties,
retouches, etc,., 2s 3d per 100 (postage extra)
MOUNTING CORNERS are ideal for covers, cards, and
documents. Write for details.

F. J. Field, Ltd., Sutton Coldfield, England
OFFICE -BEARERS.
President--A. E. STEPHENSON, Ellislea, Kinross.
Vice-President-J. C. CARTWRIGHT, 53 Madeira Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
Secretary--ALBERT SMITH, 111 Grampian Road, Aberdeen.
Treasurer-H. B. DAVIE, 23 Lenzie Road, Stepps, Glasgow.
Vice-President and Exchange Secretary D. GARDN ER, 20 Woodburn
Avenue, Airdrie.
Librarian-F. H. FAIRWEATHER, 4 Struan Place, Newport, Fife.
Publicity Member-O. A. FRASER, 123 Crown Street, Aberdeen.
Editor and Acting Business Manager-A. B. AUCKLAND, 42 Brighton
I11ace, Portobello, Midlothian.

MEMBERS' ADVERTISEMENTS.
Pre-cancels wanted, all periods and types, especially Edward VIT.
issues in good condition.-G. E. Manley, Whales Form, West
Chiltington, near 1 lborough.
Convention Photographs .-Photographs of groups taken at the -Convention may be obtained from ",Stamp News," 205 Hope Street,
Glasgow. Size 8in. by bin. Price, 6s each post free (1 dollar 25c.).
Small Heads. - Used blocks of the small heads wanted-all values
except half cent: also covers 1870-1900. - Geo. R. C. Searles,
25 Derby Road, Belper, Derbyshire.
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Buying or Selling Stamps at Auction
The H. R. HARMER Auctions are universally acknowledged the World's best medium
for the sale of fine and rare stamps. Nearly sixty years' experience has made H. R.
Harmer's position predominant in the field of philately and collectors who desire to
sell their Stamps cannot do better than place their interests in his hands. Vendors
have choice of Sale-London or New York-and H. R. Harmer will be pleased to
advise prospective Vendors according to their individual requirements.

Full particulars of the H. R. HARMER
Service, on both sides of the Atlantic,
are given in our latest resume

Price 11- (or $0.25)
Each, Post Free

H. R. HARMER
INTERNATIONAL

STAMP AUCTIONEERS

H. R. HARMER Ltd.

H. R. HARMER, Inc.

39-42, New Bond Street,
LONDON, W. 1
Phone:
Mayfair 0218

32, East 57th Street,
NEW YORK, 22, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 3 - 6482

IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. G INN & CO.
you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present, but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224
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have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers
because of the grouping of countries or continents, but mainly
owing to the fact that an estimated value is printed against each
lot which has been carefully and conscientiously described and
valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate his bids with judgement based on quality and an accurate valuation, and ensuring
the seller the finest market and the best nett results from
his sales.
Each series of SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada . New Brunswick . Newfoundland . Nova Scotia . etc.
Send for current Sale Catalogues
International Stamp Dealers , Auctioneers and Licenced Valuers

ROBSON

LOWE LTD.

Head Office:

50 PALL MALL :

LONDON, S.W.1

Crown Chambers
ABBEY 4034
721 Widener Building
Richmond Hill Philadelphia 7
Bournemouth and U.S.A.

THE

CANADA ONLY
DEALER
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt
attention. My large purchases ensure that if
not already in stock I can offer sooner or
later what will relieve your particular
headaches-usually sooner !
'CANADIAN NEWS LETTER'
issued monthly
contains pages of articles, news, market tips and special offers
Send P.C. for specimen copies

F. JACKSO N

(P.T.S., S.D.A., C.P.S. (G.B.)

92 ROUSE STREET, SUDDEN, ROCHDALE

CANADA 1926

2

CENTS on 3c. CARMINE (S.G. 265)
but DOUBLE SURCHARGE, One Inverted
We have acquired part of the only known sheet of this interesting and uncatalogued variety . The piece is now being broken up and we are able to offer:
Single Mint Copies with C25
Ditto, marginal copies , L'17
perforations on four sides imperf . at right
_.. .... dd..r.

Y OS•
1

(Blocks pro rata)

DAVID FIELD, LTD.,

Stamp Dealers since 1884
7 VIGO ST., LONDON, W.1

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a ch ance of picking up
items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contarn items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost 5, - post free.
When in Glasgow, be sure to visit

POLLOCK'S STAMP SERVICE
20 Hope 'Street, Glasgow, C.2
Phone DOUGLAS 5428

Printed be Airdrie Printing Co., 42 High Street, Airdrie
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* WANTED
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Notes and Comments
Volume Two.

\Vith this number we start another season. Four Printed numbers
of Maple Leaves have now been issued, but as these would make too
slim a volume for those who want to have them bound, we have
decided to continue Volume 2 into the second year. Looking over the
past four numbers we feel that we have reason to congratulate our
members and our advertisers, who have combined to make the journal
a success. It is hoped that others will come to their assistance to
ensure the further improvement of the Society's own magazine.
Subscriptions.
Subscriptions (7s Gd or $1.50) for the year 1948-49 are now due, and
should be paid without further notice to our Treasurer, H. B. Davie,
23 Lenzie Road, Stepps, Glasgow, or to contact members who may be
willing to collect them. Member R. J. Duncan, Box 118, Armstrong,
British Columbia, is the Society's liaison member for Canada and
U.S.A., and subscriptions of members in North America may be forwarded to him.
Photographic Section.
It is with pleasure that we are able to announce that member
W. H. S. Cheavin, who is already well known to most of us on this
side of the Atlantic for his research work on the philatelic use of X-ray
photography, has volunteered his se.-vices in an honorary capacity as
the Society's photographer. Such services will cover all kinds of
philatelic photography-micro-photography to show parts of design,
watermarks, papers, etc-and X-ray photography, the new Electron
photography discovered and perfected by member Cheavin himself.
This is an exceptional service that is available to few Societies.
Members wishing to make use of it should write direct to member
\V. H. S. Cheavin, 19 Rosendale Road, Vest Dulwich, London, S.E.21.
Members will be required to pay only for the materials used.
The Convention, 1948.
Arrangements are well ahead for the 1949 Convention. Invitation
displays have already been promised by member Brig. Studd (Studies
from the Classics to 1868) and by Fellow R. NV. T. Lees-Jones,
F.R.P.S.(L.) (Issues of 1859). The scheme for the Exhibition, Study
Groups, and the social side of the Convention is taking shape, and all
who can attend during the four days from 20th April are sure of a
pleasant and profitable visit. Don't forget to book early '

Some Group Activities.
Crowded out of the last number was a note about a most successful
"Summer Dinner" of the London Group held on 8th June. Thirty-two
members and friends were present under the chairmanship of member
Nugent Clougher. Canadian Railways were well represented, but of
course the speeches were not all about railways I Further meetings
of the Croup will be held on November 15th (The Pictorials and their
Stories) and on December 13th (The Christmas Map stamp of 1898).
\leelinggs are held it 0.35 p.m. at British Columbia House, I Regent
Street, London, S.AV". I. All members visiting London then should
make a point of being present.
Member F. 1E]. At. Betts of Maidstone showed Canadian Cancellations
to an interested meetin,g of the Sevenoaks and District P.S. on
1'tth September.

The Aberdeen P.S. public exhibition in the Music Hall from
September 15th to 211st had exhibits by several C.P.S. members, including member L. T. A'ovvles', I" it '.S. (L.) Newfoundland exhibit just
returned from IJIAIIA, Switzerlund, and member Stanley Godden,
whose selected sheets of Canadian stamps and postmarks roused much
interest. A change in the Aberdeen Group contact has been made, and
grateful thanks ure due to member John Anderson, who retires after
giving gallant service. AV'e welcome member Alastair hruee as his
successor.
Canadian News Letter.
This is the title of it ua ithly leaflet our good member and advertiser,
h'..1ackson, began to issue in Jnne. In it have already appeared some
very, interesting articles. Aleml,er Jackson has offered its the right
to reproduce articles, and we have gratefully accepted.
Other News Items.
The Society is now affiliated to the British Philalelic Association.
The Exchange Secretary is still anxious to obtain sheets for the
Packets.

_A complete inrper'forate sheet of the Map stamps is to he broken
rp by an L iglish dealer.

Canada 1868 Large Heads
The iliscoyeries in this issue of it further re-entry and Of \\-hill
appeuu s certainly to be it hitherto unknown type of watermark add
tvv to the list of varieties of these interesting stamps, an issue which
does not abound ill varieties.

The re-entry is in the 15c. value. It shows it doubling of the outer
top frame line over the letters "POS'' of "POST_AGt,." The copy
found is in one of the early reddish purple shades. TI will be interesting to learn if it exists on the shades of the later printings.
The watermark is on the value. It is in neither "Pirie" script
nor "I;otliwell'' block letters. The lettering is about 5111111. high, aid
is what appears to be. the leper 'A'' with a long tail in script.
\lenohers should ll,ol; over their copies of these stamps for possible
specimens of such varieties.

G. Ii. S. SI::\RLES.
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The 3d Beaver
It is difficult to find something new to write about, so often do
I find that Howes, Jarrett, or Boggs has got it in print already , All
the same, even these gentlemen have not covered the whole field, for
I recall that Ali, Fred Aitchison published an article as far back as
1011 giving all the re-entries found on the 3d plate. Even in the light
of recent research that article is still complete.
But to talk of shades and papers. In the 3d Beaver shades as well
as plate varieties are important. There is it very decided shade apparently always associated with it scarce laid paper which differs from
any found on other papers. Once this shade is recognised the stamp
an be sorted as "laid" even though the typical laid lines cannot be
rIistinguished. I discovered this secret by accident. I found that the
laid lines on this print were not- the usual straight ones but were
corrugated or wavy. BY holding the stamp in a position to reflect light
in line with the eve a fleeting glimpse can sometimes he obtained of
the lines. I found a strip of four, it pair, and some singles all of the
same shade. I wonder if there are many more about ?
R. W. T. 1,I:ES-JONES.

An Evening at Home
Stamps ! Stamps ' Stamps ! Another Journal to go through
Hope there is something in it of interest to me ' . . . . Nothing ! Well
that's the worst of being it specialist. I'll have to wait until my
specialist's Journal turns up ! I'll put it away and think of something else.
One of my other afflictions is golf. So let's talk of golf. Perhaps
you, reader, don't play golf-but read on. In it way this may interest
you and does concern you. My ruminating brought to mind my early
days when I practised hard, got my handicap down on a good course.
.NIv club was a good one. We had eighteen holes and it splendid
"nineteenth" where I was never handicapped ! Yes ! I spent very
happy days in that club. Later, life took me farther afield and I joined
a second club. The war came, and I had to give up my first club,
of which I had been a mew her for wellnigh twenty-five years-great
years, during which I had duly paid my sub. and enjoyed all the
pr•ivele.ges of membership. After very few years at club number two,
to my surprise, I was asked to allow my name to go forward for the
Committee. This was somewhat of a shock, for number one club had
not considered that I had possibilities.
Now let's get back to stamps ! We all like to read articles about
the work and discoveries of some other collectors. But think ! Is it
not our duty to contribute some note or article to our ,loiirnal ? Yes !
However large or small, I am sure our Editor would be most grateful
for it. Think it over- and snake the resolution. '' One it year

Varieties for the Finding
(22) 2c. Carmine 1912 issue. Major re-entry-entire right .side of
stamp to the centre doubled. This was found by our President on a
"straight edge" right and bottom.

Postmarks of Canada
liv A. C. Si I,11'Iil':NSON
!Jlemher No. 1)
To students of Postal History what country affords such it wide
and varied field of interesting study in its postmarks as Canada, where
the range extends from early stampless covers with all sorts of interesting marks to modern ureter marks and pre-cancels, etc. ? I shall leave
the early- period of Pre-Stamp and Ship Letters and start with the
postmarks of the adhesive stamp period.
Let me commence with one or two points and general definitions
which will be helpful in clarifying references. I start with the simple
definition of a Postmark as ''any mark struck on a package, etc., by
the postal authorities during its conveyance by the postal services.''
Canadian marks will as a rule come under the usual divisions.
These are :-

(1) The Record.

This is the mark that gives an indication of the place of
origin, sometimes of the destination, time and date of despatch,
and date of delivcrv at P vn of destination. The Record

usually takes the form of a simple ring in which is printed
the name of the despatching office and the date. This is found
on the front of the packa<_).e.
(2) The Cancellation.
This is the mark applied ttr the stamp to prevent its being;
used again. The cancellation is sometimes referred to as the
"obliterator'' or the ''killer."
In the early days the postal authorities of Canada issued instruclions to the effect that the Record should not he used to obliterate
the stalrrp lest the stamp should come loose or be removed from the
package; the stamp should be cancelled by a separate mark or killer.
Collectors soon discover how- effectively the postmaster did his work,
and how difficult therefore it is to obtain lightly cancelled early
Canadian stamps.
In :April, 1R9'r, a new directive was issued instructing that
the use of the special Postage Stamp Obliterator he discontinued
and that the ordinary office Dated Stamp had in future to serve the
double purpose of dale stamp and obliterator. From this date stamps
were rather more kindly dealt with, though many- local postmasters
still persisted in rnurdernia the stamps on packages posted at their
offices.

The Rings . The first official cancellation of the adhesive stamp
appeared in most office in 1851, about the saute time as the first
stamps. The killer took the form of a number of concentric rings..
To these marks we ,ire the name of "Targets." The dies for these
killers had to be renew ed its they wore out, and those issued in replacement at various time., rarely corresponded exactly with the originals.
There are conserluently many varieties in types.
In 1855 a new type of cancellation appeared consisting of four
concentric r•in,s with a rruorber in the centre. These obliterators were
issued to the 52 most important offices, the first /i9 being isslred in
numerical order to those towns, in alphabetical order. To avoid confusion with G the nnnncer 9 was not issued.
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We have Fred Jarrett to thank for the tremendous amount of work

he put into the study of postmarks. It was his efforts that led to the
identification and listing of these numerical cancellations.
The following is the list
1.
2.
:3.
4.
5.

I3ar Tie U.C.
Belleville.
Berlin U.U.
Bowina lville IT.("
Brantford.

London U.C.
Melbourne.
Montreal.
Napauee.
2:3. Niagara

6. 13rirlrtoo l".C.

24. Oa.kcdle.

7. Collingwood Harbor.

25. Oshawa.
26. Owen Round.
27. Ottawa.

8. ('hatham F.C.
10. Cobourg.
11. Cornwall.
12. Dundas.

18

38. St. Catherines.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

30.
31.
32.
:33.
:3-1.
35.

Godericli.
Guelph.
Hamilton.
111gersoll.
Kingston.

St. HvIicnrthe.
St. Thomas.
Sandwich.
Sherbrooke.
S:mcoe.

41. Smiths Falls.
45. Rtanstead.

28. Paris U.C.
29. Perth.

1:3. Galt.
14.
15.
16.
17.

38 P_eston.
37. Quebec.

19.
20.
21.
2'2.

46. Stratford.
47. Three Rivers
48. Thorold.
49. Whitby.
50. Windsor
51. Brockville.
52. Clifton.

Peterboro
Picton.
Port Dover.
Port Hope.
Port Sarnia.
Prescott.

The Grids. While the Numerals were used in the larger offices
the smaller offices continued to use the Targets. Around 1859 a new
type of killer appeared which consisted of a number of parallel lines.
These are known as the "Grids,'' and were used mostly by the smaller
offices.
The Second Series of Numerals . In 1868, after the Confederation
of the British North American Colonies to form the Dominion of
Canada, changes took place in the postmarks as well as the stamps.
A new series of Numerals was issued. These were in the forte of two
concentric rings with a number in the centre. The numbers this time
were allotted to Post Offices according to the size and importance of
the office using them. The Numeral can he found in combination with
"cork" designs. The numbers were allotted as follows (the origin of
some of there has not vet been identified)
I. Montreal.

21. Goderich.

2. Toronto.

22.

:3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

23. w0orlstoek.
24. Rtratfor,l.
25. Xciv Glasgow.
26. Windsor.
27. Ingersoll.
28 Rarnia.
29. Coburn.
30. Picton N.S.
:31.
:32. Barrie.
33. Sherbrooke
34. Branchtonc V .C.
35. Linrlsav.

Quebec.
Halifax.
Hamilton.
London.

Nt Jolur N.B.

8. Ottawa.
9. Kinston.
10. wdrrev N.R.
11. F're,hricton.
12. St C atherines.
1:3. Belleville.
14. Guelph.
15. 131 antford.
16. llroclcville. "
17. St. H vacinthe.
18. } armouth.
19. Peterborough.
20.

:36. St. Tones. Que.
37. .Amherst. 3R 130wmanville.
:39.
411. Cornwall.

41. Rt 1'larvs.
42. Acton Vale. Qoo.
4:3. Windsor N.S.
-14. Owen mound.
45. Perth.
46. Dundas.
-17. " apanee.
48. Simcoe.
49. Prescott.
511. St Andrews N.B.
i
51. Picton.
52. Calerlon.
53. Three Rivers. "
.54. Truro N.R
55. Berlin.
56. I3r aurptou.
57. Rt Thomas.
.58.

:Aylmer.

59. (Tinton.
6(r. Newmarket.

Given as such by Roods.

In the numeral 6 a small portion was removed from the bottom
of the inner ring in order to distinguish it from the 9, which had no
mark.
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Duplex Marks. About 1561 there appeared the first of the Canadian
Duplex Marks. This way the Record or Town mark combined vyith
the Obliterator in one die or punch. It appeared ill London, Ontario,
in the form of a double circle. In the left-hand circle was the name
of the town with the date, etc., while the right-hand circle was composed of an eight-bar ,rid with the London second series numeral in
the centre. The Duplex type was adopted by other towns, though
they did not always have the same form,. We find .Montreal and
Toronto using them; but, in their case the in inerals must not be mistaken for the two-rim, numeral killer; their numbers signify the suboffice usinC tin punches.
Cork Cancellations . In the early days of the U(lminion a type of
postmark began to tuppear, the study of which is one of the most
interesting in the pustulark field. This was the Cork cancellation. It
is found mostly amomi the I)ominion Queens issues, but is occasionoily found oil the Cdwardinn and Georgian issues. Some doubt exists
as to the origin of the actual corks used for these killers. Some sources
of information attribute them to an official supply by the Post Office
Stores Department. Other sources maintain that the local postmasters
acquired [lie corks from the nearest empty bottle ohtainable. The Post
Office Department is known to have issued instructions to the small
offices that in the absence of metal killers corks should he used as
obliterators. It i, evident that postmasters lei their own fancy dictate
the design of the corks. Usually the designs took the form of bars,
hot. ;e nlents, or Iluarters, hill Tine makers let Their imagination run
riot, with the result hot some weird and wonderful effects were produced'. Some of the designs took the forth of flowers, crosses, arrowhends, hearts, cog^^ heels, Masonic arms, stars, and other designs of
au infinite variety. Solve offices resorted to tying it piece of cloth w.-er
the cork, ;rid, when used, it hid it most unlisu!al effect. Letters of
the alph;ulet also are to he found : they were often the initials of the
postmaster. On occ;tsiou the cancelling clerk merely dipped his finer
ill the ink-pod and smeared it on the stamp, thus formin<,. a fingerprint
mark.
The Roller Cancellation . _About I105 ( Roller cancellations begun to
appear. These were issued for oener;l use ill cancelling parcel stamps.
They were formed of iei,vht vertical hors with the name of the town
lyill- , horizontally. Spelilee.ns of this type of m;u-k curt he found on
used copies of most of the higher valves of the Jubilee issue. Another
yet.vIlrominettt type of roller c;tncellatioti is that of the early type of
pre-cancels by which hulk users of stamps had Ihem cancelled before
sale. This type took the form of two or three straight or wavy lines,
running horizontally over the stamp.
Later Cancellations . After 1893 poshnarks began to change their
forum and their variety multiplied. If unemhers are interested, further
articles dealing kvilh these may he published.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
Dull I lime, h'otrr Issues .... _............ Li 1 1$4 4)
Half Page, Four Issues) ............... 16 (,$241)
.Ah nihers' :Alts., per Issue, Is (id (30c.) per line.
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Numbers Printed
Universal Postal Union Congress, 1933

5,100,000

World's Grain Conference, 1933

5,561,100

Royal William, 1933 ...

5,000,000

Cartier, 1934 ... ...

12,370,000

United Empire Loyalists, 1931, ...

3,000,000

New Brunswick, 1934 ... ... ...

5,050,000

Silver Jubilee, 1935. lc. ... ...

30,500,000

2c.

31,000,000

3c.

60,425,000

5c.

3,050,000

1Oc.

3,125,000

13c.

1,100,000

Coronation, 1937

51,400,000

Royal Visit. 1c.

50,043,000
100,224,000

3c.

60, 425, 000

War Effort. 4c.

8,000,000

13c. ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 4,000,000
Graham Bell , 1947 ... ... ... ... ... ... 25,000,000
Special Delivery Air, 17cG. ( Die I , error ) ... ...

30)),000

Books
Books may he borrowed from the Librarian on payment of postage
and a small charge, varying according to the item borrowed.
The following is it brief selection of books in the Society's Library:Canada and B.N.A .....................................Holmes.
Canada ....................................................Boggs.
Canadian Pre-cancels ...............................Hoover Bros.
Canadian Stamps ......................................Hamilton.
Newfoundland ..........................................Boggs.
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The Centenary of Responsible Government
in Canada
1848 - 1948
Article prepared by Dr GUSTAV'E LANCTOT,
I)onrinioii Archivist,
and issued I)v the Philatelic Department , Ottawa
Before 1848, the Canadian provinces of the time, United Canada
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
(coruprising Ontario and Q uebec ),
were
in
a
general way administered by a
Prince Edward Island ,
Governor named by the British Cabinet, an Executive Council chosen
appointed also by the
by the Governor , a Legislative Council life elected
by the people . LegisLegislative
Assembly
Governor , and a
branches
of the Legislature,
'
lation was debated and voted on by the two
but the Governor was left completely free to assent or dissent any Dill
thus passed when presented for sanction.
The remarkable peculiarity of the system resided in the fact that
the Governor also exercised the executive functions of the Government,
thus conrbiningg the dual authority of Governor and Prime Minister.
' s complete liberty
The system Nvas ag gravated the more by the Governor
he pleased as
to select , regard less of politics and parties, whom
these councillors bore
metnhers of his Executive Council . Moreover ,
no responsibility to the Le gislattive Assembly, while the Governor's
policies remained accountable only to the British Cabinet. Consehad but a very limited
tltiently, the people's elected representativessince
even its legislation
,
share in the administration of the country
was left to the discretion of the Governor and the policy of the
Executive Cooorii was not submitted to the control of the Legislature.
Indeed, the Government before 181,8 was not ill any way responsible
for ils administration to the people of the country.
lb st in (duelice, maid later in Ontario and Nova Scotia , the political
leaders had for years vainly sought the introduction of some kind of
responsible Governmetit that is, responsible to the elected representaby the British
tives of the country. Stich claims were not accepted
held
the
opinion
that
the
British
principle
of responsible
Cabinet, which
could
not
he
adopted
in
a
colony
without
creating an
government
inathnisudrle dual accountability to the British Cabinet and the Colonial
I egrslaturo. But Canadian reformers steadily combated this long-spent
theory, by maintaining that there really existed a double field of
adrntinistration - art Imperial one accountable to the British Cabinet,
but also it Prrlvincial one inherently accountable through its elected
representatives to the people of the Colony.
way, such was the principle advocated
iii it more or less groping
by Canadian legislators. First enunciated by Bedard in the first decade
angles by 1 apineau
of the last century , it was taken up from different
any
definite
concessions
from the British
and Mackenzie , but withou t
Ministers. until eventually colonial discontent exploded in the Rebellion
French Lower Canada.
of 483T in English Upper Canada and
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Appointed to remedy the political crisis, Lord Durham, adopting
Baldwin's suggestions, supported the principle that the "internal
government of the colony" should rest "in the hands of the colonists
themselves" and "thus leave to them the execution of the laws."
Unfortunately, with the dilatory instructions of the British Cabinet
and the personal reluctance of the Governors of both United Canada
and Nova Scotia, the two leading provinces in the movement, colonial
administrations refused to yield to the Legislatures' resolutions claiming control of the Executive Council and requiring that the Executive
Councillors be selected from the majority party in the Legislative
Assembly.
But the reformers refused to he denied their rights, and pushed
forward under Uniacke and Howe in Nova Scotia and LaFontaine and
Baldwin in United Canada. Their unrelenting pressure, with its logical
presentation of their case, slowly moved the British Cabinet into it
partial acceptation of their demand. do March, 1847, the Colonial
Secretary, Earl Grey, wrote that ''it is doubtless necessary that the
direction of the internal policy of the colony should be entrusted to
those who enjoy the confidence of the, Provincial Parliament." Though
unaware of this change of British opinion, the Provincial leaders
decided to force a constitutional decision of their case on the floor of
the Legislatures,.
On January 26, 1848, the Nova Scotian Assembly in Halifax voted
a motion of want of confidence in the Executive Council, stating that
"the present Executive Council does not possess that confidence so
essential to the promoting of public welfare, and so necessary to insure
to Your Excellency the harmonious co-operation of the Assembly."
As a result the Executive Council was reluctantly forced to resign, and
the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir John Harvey, asked James Boyle Uniacke
to form a Government from members of the majority party in the
Assembly. The way being thus cleared, a genuine responsible Governnient was formed on February 2, 1848, under Uniacke as President of
the Executive Council and Joseph Howe as Provincial Secretary.
Similarly, in United Canada, a few weeks later, on the 3rd of
March, the Assembly in Montreal expressed by a heavy vote its want
of confidence in the Executive Council of the Province, with the
declaration that it was `essential to the satisfactory result of our
deliberations" that "Her Majesty's Provincial Administration should
possess the confidence of this House and of the countryadding "that
that confidence is not reposed in the present Advisers of His Excellency.'' Immediately the Executive Councillors tendered their resignation, and the Governor, Lord Elgin, asked LaFontaine, its leader, to
constitute a Government representing the majority party in the
Legislature. In consultation with Baldwin as co-associate, LaFontaine
proceeded to form on March 11th the first responsible Ministry of
Central Canada.
Thus, in the year 1848 in both provinces the Government was
entrusted to an Executive Council chosen from and accountable to the
party having a majority in the Legislative Assembly. This accountability of the Executive Council to the majority of the people's elected
representatives introduced responsible government in Canada which,
in reality, meant the administration of the country by the people of
the country. Through the recognition of this principle Canada
achieved a new great step towards autonomy-a step which in the
course of political evolution led the country to its present political
independence.
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Extracts from Letters
On page '+ of No. 8 mention is made of an earliest known date
I'm- it WAY marking Too had the Editor did, not say whether this was
hand-written or stamped. On page 52 member, Bruno reports a re-entry
on the ',c. Numeral, and states that because only one plate was used for
the issue, the re-entry must he the result of faulty rocking-in of the
transfer roll. I wander if member Bruno knows what it's all about.
I'd certainly he interested in his explanation for the re-entry had this
stamp been printed frour two or more plates.
F. AVALTI:R POLLOCIy.

'`Cents Issue'of New Brunswick. Do you know of any covers
bearing a combination of VVario<<s values to make the ITe. rate to G.R. ?
What is the earliest (bite of any cover you may happen to know
of bearing n single 17c. stamp?
Have you or du you know of any soldiers' letters bearing it sin_(,le
2e. stani ?

Re the 17 cents. I an) of opinion that the 17c. stamp (lid not get
into circulation in the Province until about December, 18611.

Gil(). I;. FOSTI;II, Box Bordentown, New Jersey, L.S.A.

1949 Convention Fund
Vice-President .I. C. Lartvvright has to raise it stun of £75 to ensure
(;onventi('u will he ern onlstanding success. Gash gifts or donations
of stanrlis nay he sent 111 hind at 53 Madeira Park, 'T'unbridge Wells,
ur to the Hun. Exchange Secretary and V.-P., 1). Gardner, 2r) Woodhurn
\yemie. :Airdrie. Slie. ial books for the purpose are also included in
1'tichan^ e Packets. .'Add a little--Take a Little" from those. It all
helps.

Once-Bearers
President-A. V. STET>HI:NSON, Ellislea, Rinros.-).
\ ice-President- .1. C. C_AR'T\\- ItIGHT, 53 \ladeira Park, Timbridli e
\V<-11s, lent.
Secretary .ALItVIIT SMITH, Ill Grampian (load, .Aberdeen.
Treasurer H. B. I)AVI h;, 23 Leurie Road, Steeps, Glasgowy.
Vice-President and kx'h^urge Secretary 1). GABUNIEi1, 20 Woodburn
Avenue, Airdrie.
Li br;iria ii V. H. V \IIt\V'E.-\THER, 4 Striran Place, Newport, Fife.
Publicity Vlenrber 0. A. h'IL\SI?lt, 123 Crown Street, Aberdeen.
Editor and Acting Business A1,uia^,ei--A. H. AGLRLANI), 42 Brighton
Place, Portobello, .Midlothian, Scotland.
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For SPECIALISTS ...
PHILATELIC ARROWS " for indicating errors, overprints, etc.
MOUNTING CORNERS " for covers, cards, and documents.
WORLD AIR POSTS," the lavishly illustrated guide to the
air mails of your favourite countries.
THE AERO FIELD "-The magazine that sets the pace in
aero-philately.
\Vrite for details.

Covers . Special Postmarks

.

Air Mails, etc.
OUR UNIQUE STOCKS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE.

Francis J. Field

SUTTON GOLDFIELD
ENGLAND

THE FIRM OF

kAMSAY STE WAPT
ftP.A., Etc.,

HAVE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING

THE PURCHASE OF

Mr F. H . Vallancey' s Business
HEATHER LODGE ,

SIDCUP, KENT

THIS COMPRISES THE
LARGEST STOCK OF

Philatelic Literature
IN THE WORLD
Orders being booked for BOGGS' " CANADA ''

54 FREDERICK ST., EDINBURGH
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I.

Fine Stamps at Auction
'Fie H. R. HARMER AUCTIONS are Ilniversaliy
acknowle teI to he the hest niellinul for the
hilyin ur aching of tine and rare stamps. We
invite collectors to contact ns if they wish to
1li,pose of their stamps oil the most al^
tan,ems terms. Dull particulars of conuniss:on
terms, insurancl etc.. oil request froul our
Lon loll or Nev boil; office,, For prospective
hmvers editions of our auction catailo,ues are
;tvailable ill good time for postal bid ]ill,,. Write
for subscription hlank. Twelve mouths' snbseription for all London (`atalogues and Lists of
lh'ices 11caliseI. '_'()s Yost I''ree.

H. R. HARMER
INTERNATIONAL STAMP AUCTIONEERS
H. R. HARMER Ltd. H . R. HARMER, Inc.

39-42 , New Bond Street , 32, E ast 57th Street,
LONDON, W. 1 NEW YORK, 22, N.Y.
Phone :

Mayfair 0218

Phone: Plaza 3-6482

and at SYDNEY , N.S.W.

- IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present, but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224

- llIll nn.,ni^ .. rwnnwnn,^,r.,a!I' }p^p,ninn^e+ in 11111I!It
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BOURNEMOUTH - PHILADELPHIA
MELBOURNE

LTD
Head Office

5O PALL MALL - LONDON -5-W-1
Abbey 4034

OUR AUCTIONS
Have proved iuime,isely popular with both buyers and sellers because of the
grouping of countries or continents, but mainly owing to the fact that an
estimated value is printed against each lot, which has been carefully and
conscientiously described and valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate
his bids with judgment based on quality and an accurate valuation, and
ensuring the seller the finest market and tfie best nett results from his sales.
Eaclli Series of
SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sect;ons of
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada :: New Brunswick : Newfoundland :: Nova Scotia :: etc.
-il D l,'OB CITE RI?NT SAlJ S CATALOGUES
BOURNEMOUTH OFFICE
GRANVILLE CHAMBERS
RICHMOND HILL
Tel. Bournemouth 3235

AMERICAN OFFICE
1320 WIDENER BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA, 7, Pa., U.S.A.
Tel. Locust 4-1367

THE

CANADA ONLY
DEALER
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt
attention. My large purchases ensure that if
not already in stock I can offer sooner or
later what will relieve your particular
headaches-usually sooner!
CANADIAN NEWS LETTER'
issued monthly
contains pages of articles , news , market tips and special offers
Send P.C. for specimen copies

F. JACKSON

(P.T.S., S.D.A., C.P. S. (G.B.)

92 ROUSE STREET, SUDDEN, ROCHDALE

1V.

Our Winter Programme
The British Empire Approval Department is prepared for increased
activ ity. Stock and Approval Books have been re-made to meet
the demand from clients who prefer fireside collecting during the
winter months.
Additional staff have been taken on to deal with .want lists, and
particular attention will he given to the specialist . For this
purpose specialised collections of various Colonies and Dominions
have been purchased.
The Empire New Issue Service one of the best-is again able to
receive new n!ciiil;er^. This applies also to the Foreign and
Colonial New Issues on Approval. Collectors requiring enough
to snake sendini', worth while are invited to ;()in this service.
Particulars on request.
The Buying Department will purchase and- single rarities or collections for stock, or dispose of clients' property b'
by Private Treaty on
a commission basis. O ur licensed valuers undertake valuations at
moderate charges.
lastly, the 1 1 West-End Philatelist " will he sent post free for
ns for six issues. Specimen copies, 3d each.

DAVID FIELD ,

Stamp Dealers since 1884
LTD ., 7 VIGO
ST., LONDON, W.1

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a chance of picking up
interesting items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contain items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost 5 post free.
When in Glasgow , be sure to visit

POLLO' "S STAMP SERVICE
205 Hope Street, Glasgow, C.2
Phone

DOUGLAS 5428

Printed Sv Airdnc Punting Co., 42 High Stree
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* WANTED
HIGH PRICES PAID
SPECIALISED COLLECTIONS OF ALL COUNTRIES

Particularly the f ollolwing . -

United States

Great Britain

Canada Newfoundland
British West Indies
Cape of Good Hope
Also good general collections , rare single Stamps and unusual Covers

FRANK (31ODDEN, LT
110 ®111

STRAND

LONDON,

W .C.2.
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Notes and Comments

1349
The office-bearers of the Society send to ail Members their Best
\V'ishes for the year 1949. They can't foretell the future, but in the
affairs of the Society they hope that everything will go according to
plan-particularly the great event of the C.P.S. year, the Convention
in Edinburgh. All those attending should have, if anything, even
a b&ter time than in 19118. As for Canadian stamps, one of the events,
it is hoped, will be the issue by the Canadian P.O. of a commemorative
stamp or stamps in honour of the great historical event of the yearthe addition of the tenth Province.
The Convention
More invitation displays have been promised. We hoped to see
Dr William Shaw's " Newfoundland," member Younie Mann's " New
Brunswick," and a display by member Cheavin of his X-ray photography. Members coming to Edinburgh are sure of a treat. Hotel
bookings for Easter week are becoming more difficult. Booking early
is advised to avoid disappointment. Notes about the Convention are
distributed with this number.
The Groups
We are very pleased to be able to record the formation of a group
in Edinburgh , where, under the leadership of Major G. B. Harper, an
interesting programme of monthly meetings has been arranged. At
the inaugural meeting in November member A. A. Dawson brought his
air mails to start the discussion, and to the December meeting President
Stephenson brought his varieties of the 1912 issue and some of his
postmarks.
Member Searles reports that the Derby and Notts group invited
to their December meeting the members of the Leicester group, and
among members welcomed were R. A. Knight, H. T. Wiggins, and
L. Barish. A number of members produced " large cents," the subject
for discussion, and among those shown, seven copies of the clear deep
violet of the 15c. value were identified.
The London group had its A.G.M. in November, when the group
council members were re-elected with the exception of member Kirby,
who has moved to Manchester, where he will find another field for
his activities. Our enthusiastic member Clougher reports that attendances at the meetings are getting bigger, and members are showing
great keenness. At the last meeting the question for discussion was
" What is a pictorial stamp ?"
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At Aberdeen in November members Anderson, Fraser, and Bruce
brought their " small and large cents," and the discussion that, followed
their display was a very interesting one. At the same meeting a successful auction was held on behalf of the Convention Fund. Other
groups please copy !
Glasgow
The small cents again were discussed at the November
meeting. Member Roberts, who showed them, produced a three cent
dated July, 1870, but the question of its shade was undecided.

Member George Spence produced the " small and large cents
how popular they are !-and kept the company entertained at Dundee
in November.
Kent and Sussex have elected member A. MacDonald as their new
contact, member. (Is there a Scots Fifth Column at work in the South ?)
Member Cartwright is now relieved of his duties as contact member
and can now devote .all his energies to his duties as Vice-President and
Convener of the Convention Fund. By the way, J. C., how's the Fund
going ?
Membership
Our membership keeps growing, but we still want more. From
our experience in Edinburgh it seems that the formation of a Group
is of the greatest value in recruiting-so, if there is no group in you
district, what about it ? Will you take the initiative ?

Support Our Advertisers

That is the usual slogan, but evidently our members do not need
to be encouraged by slogans. One of our advertisers reports that 101,
orders followed publication of his advert. in the October issue of Maple
Leaves.
B. N. A. P.S.
We have not mentioned recently our worthy contemporary, B.N.A.
TOPICS, the monthly journal of the British North American Philatelic
Society. It is always full of interesting articles on B.N.A. Philately,
and to B.N.A. enthusiasts is well worth the subscription to the Society.
The current number, among other interesting items, contains some
additional notes on the Edwardian issues 1903-1912.
.1 ness of Member
We are sorry to learn that our first lady member, Miss_B. Lyndhurst Ogden, is seriously ill. Our members, we are sure, will join
with us in wishing her a speedy recovery. We who met her in Edinburgh last April hope to see her again in April, 1949, completely restored
to health.
The Circulating Packets
As the membership grows still more sheets are required for these
packets. They cater for all tastes. The comment of one member about
a packet was that the contents were fit for salvage only ! A member
who saw the same packet later added his comments. He had picked
four blocks, all with fine imprints, and " would the Exchange Secretary please send more of this ' salvage
Perf. O.H.M.S.
We find that a number of inaccuracies crept into the listing of the
stamps pert. O.H.1I.S. given in the article on these varieties in the
April number-not due to mistakes on the part of the author. The
normal listing in the States and Canada shows our types F. and G.
reversed. As these stamps are very popular, we haves decided to publish
a revised listing-probably in the next issue.
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Reminiscences .. of Edinburgh 1948 Convention
By R. W. T. LEES-JONES
It was the writer's pleasure to meet many B.N.A. students and
enthusiasts, but for the purpose of this note or record-two people in
particular, One was Mr Gerald Wellburn, the other Mr Fred Aitchison
-both strangers to me except for articles which each had written, and
up to the Convention it had not been my privilege to contact either
personally. Of late Mr Gerald Wellburn had written these articles
in the Canadian journal, " Popular Stamps," the outcome of his
studies in respect of the paper used for the printing of the Gc. value
of Canada. He had viewed hundreds of copies, and recorded copies for
sale by auction, both in his part of the world and also in ours. One
salient point he mentioned, namely, that he had seen or recorded covers
whereon were 6c. stamps, printed in a shade of Greenish Black, upon
Wove paper, all dated and counter-dated to establish the fact that they
were used prior to the second printing of this value. In short, for the
tic. value Laid paper and Wove paper were used for the first printing
mainly, we admit, Laid paper was, the general type used. Now-in 1911
-I was given a copy of the April number of the Philatelic Journal of
Great Britain-the organ of the House of Pemberton. I was starting
then to try my hand at " Canada," and therein found an article by
Fred Aitchison, to me, for years, my guide, philosopher, and
friend. Upon my return home after the Convention-having had the
joy of meeting " Fred Aitchison," the writer of my original text-book
-I looked it up to refresh my memory to see what it read like after
the lapse of so many years, and see what kind of an article it appeared
in these enlightened days. Judge for yourself. The first paragraph
was as follows :" Mr Clifton A. Howes . . . shows that the first consignment of
tic. and 12c. contained Wove as well as Laid paper, arid further confirmation regarding the 4c. on Wove paper, delivered in 1851, is given
by MessrsP. L. Pemberton and Co., who recently advertised that
value on Wove paper, on entire, dated 3rd and 5th Nove:nhcr, 1t51,
this was nearly five years before the second consignmerC was mad
by the printer to the Canadian Government. Hitherto the issue of
the Gc. on Wove paper had been generally accepted as coming later,
and is catalogued 1852-57."
The answer is this. I have Wellburn's recorded cover dated with
the block of 12 + I single, and had not realised its true significance :
that this cover was a first printing of the 6c. upon Wove paper, in
.shade of Greenish Black, and was more than it nice block, used-it was
one of a very few giving chapter and verse of a rare stamp.
Mr Aitchison was a student of Canadian stamps, and his writings
have been forgotten in the mist of 37 years. Mr Wellburn has unearthed by himself the " fact " again. Howes knew something about
the subject, too, as one can find by reading his " Canada." We or
grateful to the writer of the 1911 era, and have to thank Mr Wellburn
for resuscitating the study and finding more proof, and such decisive
proof. There is the possibility and probability in the case of man.,,
of us that in regard to a collection which we may have had in oar
possession for many years, that the old proverb still holds good,
" Familiarity breeds contempt." We all owe these various writers a
great debt, each having ploughed his own furrow but found the same
answer : an answer we had forgotten-if we ever realised the significance of their research.
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An Introduction to the Large Cents Issue
By G. B. HARPER
The union of Upper and Lower Canada into the Province of Canada
in 1840 proved a success, but it was not until 1864"that a meeting was
held in Charlottetown Y.E.I. to discuss further union. (Fathers of
the Confederation.) This and a later conference in Quebec produced
a draft of the proposed Constitution for uniting the provinces of Canada,
Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick. An Act called the B.N.A. Act received
thev Royal Assent on March 29th, 1867, and came into effect on July 1st,
1867. Ottawa was selected as the Capital.
One of the results of the Confederation was the reduction of postal
rates. This necessitated the issue of a new series of postal stamps.
The consequent issue, commonly known as the " Large Cents Issue,''
made its appearance less than a year after the passing of the Act.
The size and design of this new series was very different from those
of previous issues. All values of the issue bore in the central vignette
a profile portrait of Her Majesty Queen Victoria looking to the right,
taken from a contemporary coin and engraved by Charles Henry Jeers.
The frame of each value was of a different design incorporating the
value expressed in words and figures.
Previous issues (i.e., 1859) were the product of the American Bank
Note Company, but following the Confederation a new company opei.wd
in Canada first in Montreal and later in Ottawa, under the name of
the British American Bank Note Company, and this was the firm
resi,,onsihle for this, the first koininion issue.
The s'.amps were line engraved on steel plates, Recess printed in
sheets of 100 each arranged in unbroken blocks of 10 x 10. In pne
malgfns surrounding the printers' imprint " British American Bank
Note (o.npany, Montreal and Ottawa " appears on all icrtr sides in
cotouriess capitals on a coloured ground strip. It occurs opposite the
two centre stamps in each position-i.e., above stamps 5 and 6, below
stamps 95 and 96, to the left reading upwards of stamps 41 and 51, and
to the right reading downwards of stamps 50 and 60. The ^c. stamp
has an additional imprint over the second and third stamp of the top
row consisting of the words jc. in Shaded Roman capitals. The 3c.
and 5c. also had a similar imprint except that in the case of the latter
the capitals were not shaded.
Initial values issued were bc., Ic., 3c., 6c., 12je., and the., an additional value 5c. being issued in 1875 to meet a new rate of Sc. for joz.
between Canada and Newfoundland and Canada and U.K. fixed at
this time.
The first notable feature about the stamps of this series is their
size, namely 20 x 24 mm. in all cases except ic., which was rightly
smaller at 17 x 21 mm. Here is seen U.S.A. influence. All previous
Canadian issues had been patterned in size after the standard set by
the British Postal Department. U.S.A. stamps from the first were larger
in size, and it is interesting to note that at this very time the U.S.
postal administration were experimenting with a square stamp, resulting in their first pictorial issue of 1869. This experiment in size lasted
only three years, and all following issues up to 1890 were of the larger
size.
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The reception of the Large Cents on this side of the Atlantic was
not cordial . " The Philatelist ," issue of June 1st, 1868, ran an article
dealing with the issue, and the following extract appears : " Unlike
the pleasing variations hitherto so conspicuous in the stamps of Canada,
Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, the newly issued set for the joint
use of the three colonies consists of seven individuals identical as far
as the head represented and varying in colour, monetary denomination,
and minor detail only. The British American Bank Note Company
have gone on a diametrically opposite tack with regard to this emission
and that of Newfoundland. It is possible that the new Dominion may
have wished to testify peculiar loyalty to their Queen and gave injunctions to the designer to produce nothing but her semblance, yet the
changes might have been rung on full face, three-quarter profiles left
and right, crown, diadem, and widow's cap."
After detailing the individual points and ma'. :ing special note of
the fact that the Queen ' s head faces right instead of left, the article
concludes with In fact, ingenuity seems to have been exhausted
in the production of distinction without much difference.U.S. criticism, on the other hand, was-more favourable. The
American Journal of Philately in their issue of May 1st, 1868 , state :
" The long-expected stamps of the new Dominion have at length made
their appearance . They are printed on white unwatermarked paper
and perforated . Contrary to general expectation , they are manufactured
by the British American Bank Note Company of Ottawa, and it must
be acknowledged they do them great credit." After praise of the production of certain of the values and the quality of the engraving, they
go on to state-"referring to the 5c. value-it was decidedly the finest
specimen of engraving they had ever seen, and they concluded bystating that the American Bank Note Company must look to their
laurels.
One point that deserves comment is the fact that, although the
Confederation was established on July 1st, 1867, the stamps did not
appear until the following March . It is possible that the adverse
criticism was based on the first printings produced at Montreal, which
were generally inferior to the Ottawa printings specifically referred to
in the U.S. comments.
Although this issue had, in general, the short life of approximately
two years , a surprising number of separate printings were made, and
there are therefore many shades and paper varieties to be found. This
is possibly explained by the fact that the postal administration of the
newly-formed constitution during this transition period was undergoing
considerable changes, and no statistics were available to guide them in
the matter of the quantities that would be required for each value.
Limited data based on old postal rates were available for each separate
Province , but initiap difficulties in the consideration of the whole would
be very great. Thus it was apparently the policy of the departments
concerned to order rather too small a supply than too great, especially
as at the time there was some doubt as to the number of Provinces
that would form the Confederation .
But all except Newfoundland
joined, and the result was that the quantities ordered proved far too
small and several subsequent orders had to be placed in order to meet
the demand.
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s already stated, wa s;
The initial issue , produced at Montreal, a
inferior to the later printings produced at Ottawa. Gibbons describes
the general differences as a less clearly defined background and
generally blurred impression in the Montreal printing, probably dun
to the rougher paper suface on which the printing was made. The
, crisp,
date of release was March , 1868, and the paper used was thin
semi- transparent wove.
Later in the same year the first Ottawa printings made their
appearance , the paper for this release being Medium to Stout Wove.
The first printing in Montreal included a supply of all denominations
Additional printings were
except the 5c ., as did the Ottawa printings .
The
subsequent
printings gave rise
made of each value as required .
values
being
found
on
soft very white
,
to further paper differences
and thinner poor quality
,
coarse
yellowish
wove
paper
,
wove paper
The I.e., 2c., and 3c. values make
paper ( often tinged grey or yellow ).
All
values
exist on the watermarked
.
rare appearances on Laid paper
papers, described at length in an article by Mr A. E. Stephenson published in " Maple Leaves " No . 5, entitled " Chasing the Large Head
Phantom.."
Varieties of shade are found in all values , and, in ;eneral, it wot
seem that the deep and darker shades are of the ear l ier printings.
and is to some extent supported
This theory was put forward by Jarrett,
In a number of cases what are apparently deep
.
listings
by Gibbons '
and dark shades may really be due to heavier inking during the print, are evident , and by
ing process. Definite changes of shade, however
careful analysis of the primary colours the different batches can be
The the. value supplies an extreme range of colour
distinguished .
Reddish Purple to Slaty Blue, with shades even
shades varying from
of Green. This greater range is due partly , no doubt, to the longer
life of this value , which was used concurrently with the later " small
cents " issue up to 1895. A change of colour from Reddish Brown to
, 1869, this change
Orange Yellow in the 1c. value took place in January
being no doubt decided on because of the close similarity in colour of
the 1c. and 3c. values.
All values, apart from the be., were perforted 12 on single-line
machines . The be . value issued in 1875 was perforated III, x 12, and
copies of the ;c. and the . printed about the same period can be found
with this gauging . Further minor varieties are listed by Holmes, but
the 12 gauge may be taken as the general one for this issue.
Further study is provided by the wealth of varieties of cancellations
to be found on this issue. Their large size provided a greater surface
upon which to register the many official and locally made dies in use
during this period - though exasperation is often occasioned by the
letter when we find that the term " killer " has a very literal meaning.
It is interesting to consider the present - day sequel to the events
The signing of the agreement on 11th
noted in the first paragraph .
subject to certain provisions)
December, 1948, makiu , Newfoundland (
Canada
brings
to
reality
the vision seen by those
the 10th Province of
aneeting at Charlottetown P.E.I. in 1864 . The very inkwell used on
this occasion was the self - same one that was used in 1864.
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Convention of the Canadian Philatelic
Society of Great Britain
to be held on 20th to 23rd April, 1949, at the North British Hotel,
Edinburgh
CONVENTION COMMITTEE
Convener-A. E. Stephenson, " Ellislea," Kinross.
Convener of Section A Exhibition-Major G. B. (Harper (for Edinburgh
Group), c/o Cole, 41 Scotland Street, Edinburgh, 3.
Convener of Section B : Research and Study-R. W. T. Lees-Jones,
" Merridale," Hale, Cheshire.
Convener of Section C : Social Activities-A. Gabbitas, 56 Blair Athol
Road, Sheffield, 11.
Edinburgh Liaison and Hotel Bookings-A. B. Auckland, 42 Brighton
Place, Portobello, Midlothian.
Society Secretary and Information-A. Smith, 111 Grampian ILoad,
Aberdeen.
Convention Finance-J. C. Cartwright, 53 Madeira Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
Society Finance-H. B. Davie. Insurance-F. H. Fairweather.
Publicity-O. A. Fraser, David Gardner, N. M. Clougher.
Convener of Stewards-Major G. Harper.
Ellislea , Kinross.

To all Members,

At last year's General Committee Meeting the English members
carried a motion that the Convention should again be held in Edinburgh. The Scots felt that this was the best festimonial to the succes_;
of the 1948 gathering.
Th Scottish Capital holds all that is required to give a Convention
a proper setting. It holds unbounded interest and has countless beautyspots to entertain the sightseer. It has good hotels, shops and theatres,
etc.
The Committee's problem was a difficult one in view of the very
high standard of exhibits and study circles in 1948. They have not
rested on their laurels, but set to work with a will, and think they have
prepared a show better even than that of 1948.
The social side last April was undoubtedly a highlight of the Convention with its informal and friendly atmosphere. It is for that many
ii our friends admit they desire to be back again.
The Convention is the only opportunity for our members to mee: t
together on common ground to discuss their common interc;ts.
It rests with them to make the Convention a double success. Th^ir
first duty is to return their reservation forms as soon as possible i'_n,ieating that they will be present.
I took forward to greeting old friends again and to meeting '. .v
,ones in Edinburgh next April.

Yours sincerely,
A. E. STEPHENSON, President.

The programme is in three sections, each under the direction of
it Convener.
SEC FIi^ EXHIBITION. ROOM D,
Entries are invited for this section under the following classes
ia) GROUP lyiSt'L:V',S (Competitive).--Eac

h Local Study Group is

invitea to send a : isglay of 4 or 8 sheets. Any suu,ect may ne
satect d by the Group conLiibL.ting.
11T
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one
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show
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specified members of g rou p. Dis
members contributing. (B.N.A. only).
(b) CONTRIBUTED CLASS (Competitive) .-This class is open to all
members to contribute displays of 4, 8, 12, or 20 sheets of any
interesting subjects of B.N.A.
(c) RESEARCH AND STUDY CLASS ,:Competitive). -This is a new
class, but it is felt that it will forward one of the chief aims
sheets
of tinySociety.
subject Entrants
of theirown study or research rinOB N.A.
r

Philately.
The greatest care is taken of all exhibits sent in until they are
returned to their owners. The Exhibition accommodation is under
the constant care of stewards, and those who wish may have the use
of the hotel strongroom for their sheets. We would, however, remind
members that their insurance cover should be in order.
All members contributing should see that their exhibits are sent
off to be in the hands of the Convener of Exhibits at the latest by
April 16th, or to him care of the Manager, the North British Hotel,
Edinburgh, for delivery to him by 19th April. All sheets sent by post
must be registered.
SECTION B. RESEARCH AND STUDY. ROOM A.
(a) INVITATION DISPLAYS.-As in the past, the Committee have
considered certain well-known collections and have extended
invitations to five well-known Philatelists to give talks and
displays.
(h) STUDY CIRCLES.-The Study Circles proved such a great attraction that it is intended to run a number of these again. Each
circle will be, under the leadership of a member who knows his
subject. Only in some of these circles will there be formal
displays given in the Time Table. All circles will be run
informally throughout the period of the Convention.
A few of the Circles and their Leaders are listed below
Air Mails-Francis Field.
Ship Letters-Major Adrian E. Hopkins, M -C., R.D.P.
Postal History-Frank W. Staff.
Canada : Victorian-R. W. T. Lees-Jones, F.R.P.S., F.C.P.S.
1897-1912-A. E. Stephenson, F.C.P.S.
1912 onwards-J. C. Cartwright.
Maritime Provinces-N. M. Clougher.
Other Circles will be nominated later.
SECTION C. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES.
een arranged for
(a) A MOTOR COACH TOUR The b
tour will for the of to noon of
Tr_ ii-da,Y;, 21 1-0, A p ril.
ing famous beauty spots.
(b) On the Thursday evening a THEATRE PARTY has been arranged
for the ladies and non-collecting friends while members "flirt
with Lady Philatelic." The party will be conveyed to and
from the Theatre by motor coach.
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(c) The SOCIETY RECEP'IiON AND DININTER, which has always
proved to be one of the highlights of previous Conventions,
will be held on the Friday evening.
(d) Members and friends wishing to see the sights of the Scottish
Capital in their own time will be given every assistance by
the Section Convener and Members of Committee
A separate reservation form will be sent to all :members requiring
it. Will members wishing to attend any of the Social Activities please
return this form to the
Social Activities Convener,
Mr A. GABBITAS, 56 Blair Athol Road, Sheffield, ii.
A hotel reservation form is included also for members requiring
hotel accommodation, to be filled in and sent EARLY to
Mr A. B. AUC1zLAND, 42 Brighton Place, Portobello, Midlothian.
CONVENTION PROGRAMME AND TIME-TABLE
WEDNESDAY, April 20th.
12.30 p.m. to 4 p.m.-Registration of members attending.
"Meet old friends and make new. Room A
5.0 p.m.-Opening of Convention and Welcome by the
President. Room A
7.30 p.m.-Invitation Display, "Canada 1859," by R.W.T.
Lees-Jones, F.R.P.S. (L.), F.C.P.S, (G.B.),
Hale, Cheshire. Room A
THURSDAY, April 21st.
10.0 a.m.-OPENING OF EXHIBITION. Room D
The Exhibition will be open throughout the
whole period of the Convention except during
the hours of the Invitation Displays.
11.0 a.m.-Study Circles. Informal. Room A
During the Informal Study Circles any
member interested in any subject should contact the Leader of the Circle.
2.30 p.m.-Study Circles. Informal. Room A
3.30 p.m.-Study Circles. Room A
7.30 p.m.-Invitation Display, "Newfoundland," by Dr R.
Willan, Shaw, Lanes. Room A
FRIDAY, April 22nd.
10.30 a.m.-Study Circles. Informal. Room A
11.30 a.m.-Study Circles. Informal. Room A
2.15 p.m.-Study Circle. Postal History. Leader-F. W.

Staff, Dorset.
4.15 p.m.-Study Circle. Ship and Packet-Boat Letters.
Leader-Major Adrian E. Hepkins, M.C.,
R.D.P. Bath.
7.0 p.m. (prompt).-Society Reception and Dinner and
Presentation of Awards. Rooms A and B
SATURDAY, April 23rd.
10.0 a.m.-Annual General Meeting of Society. Room A
11.30 a.m.-Invitation Lecture, " X-Ray in B.N.A. Philately," with lantern illustrations. by W. H.
Cheavin, F.R.M.S., F.R.E.S., F.R.P,S, (L,),
London.
3.0 p.m.-Invitation Display, "Canadian Classics from
1851 to 1897," by Brig. D.T. A. Studd, D.S.O.
M.C., F.R.P.S. (L.), Sunninghall, Berks.
We extend a very hearty welcome to non-members to attend the
Exhibition and any of the meetings, other than the .1.G._M., during the
course of the Convention.

Convention Fund Postal Auction
As an additional means of building up a convention Fund to provide financial assistance for future Conventions, it is proposed to
conduct a postal auction. Contributions of stamps and other philatelic
material for this auction will be accepted under two categories, viz.:(a) Outright, donations, f_o:7i which the total proceeds will go to
the Fund, and
(b) Material from the sale of which the owner will receive 75 per
cent. of the, proceeds and the Fund will receive the remaining 25 per cent.
Al] philatelic material connected with the B.N.A. Group will be
accepted-i.e., stamps, covers, postal stationery, proofs, photographs
and illustrations books, etc., but in addition it is proposed to accept
stamps and covers of all countries within the British Empire and of
the U.S.A.
Contributors are asked to send with their lots detailed descriptions of them to assist the auctioneer in his classification.
Contributions must be received by the 13th February so as to enable
a list of the material, classified under suitable lots, to be posted to all
contributors by the end of February.
Members interested in specific lots will be able to view such lots
by application to their Contact Member or direct to the auctioneer
and by paying postage both ways.
The closing date of the auction will be the 20th March, so that
a list of prices realised may be published with the April issue of Maple
Leaves. This will enable unsuccessful bidders to find out by what
margin they have lost their favourite lot.
All the bids will be finally checked by a cor_:mittee presided over
by Mr J. C. Cartwright.
The auctioneer responsible for receiving and classifying the,
material, and for all work connected with the auction will be
Mr L. BARESH, 82 Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey,
to whom all contributions, enquiries, etc., should he sent. Cheques
and iioney Orders, etc., however, should be made out in the name
of Mr J. C. Cartwright..
Whilst those responsible for dealing with material sent undertake
to exercise due care, they cannot be held responsible for any loss er
damage due to causes other than negligence oe carelessness.
We trust that all members without exception will make the
auctioneer's life during the next three months an extremely busy one
by sending in some material, and thus help to put the Convention Fund
on a hea.lthv basis and avoid the necessity for a further appeal in the
corning year.
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The Canada-British West Indies Sea Routes
Till?, CANADIAN NATIONAL STEAM SHIP COMPANY'S ROUTE Y
By A. E. STEPHENSON
Much has been written about Canadian-U.K. Atlantic Mail routes
and Arctic Mails, but there is a field of collecting nearer " home" awaiting the Ship Letter and Paquebot Specialist in the Canada-West Indies
shipping runs.
For years a chaotic state existed among the shipping companies,
where British West Indian Colonies', British, Canadian, American,
Dutch, and French shipping companies were all plying amongst the
islands with literally hundreds of ships, yet no reliable and regular
service to and from the main islands existed and certain islands were
completely neglected by the bigger ships.
Some very well-known names appeared among the companies sailing on the West Indian and Caribbean trade routes. Among these
appear the R.M.S.P. Company, Furness Withy, Harrison Line, Ocean'
Dominion, American Caribbean, C.G.T. (French), Royal Netherlands,
and the Quebec S.S. Company.
In 1925, the Canadian Government Mercantile Marine, having
absorbed the Quebec S.S. Company, brought a new name to the shipping
group, and at this time the Canada-West Indian Trade Agreement was
made.
The West Indian Government agreed to subsidise ships of the
C.G.M.M., to be known from then on as the Canadian Nationfl Steam
Ship Company. This mail subsidy granted to the company was the
only one of its kind given - all other companies whose ships picked
up mail being paid only for what they carried.
The C.N.S.S. Company fulfilled their side of the bargain by commencing a building programme for a fleet of boats-the famous " Lady
Boats "-which gave a fast, regular, fortnightly mail service between
Canada, the States, B.W.I., and the South American mainland.
Ships such as the Canadian Skirmisher were replaced by the new
steamer " Lady Nelson," which entered the service in 1928, and by the
" Lady Somers " and Lady Drake " in 1929. Other ships added later
to the fleet were the " Lady Rodney " and " Lady Hawkins."
With the outbreak of World War No . 2 the entire fleet went into
active service , as did all other ships of the Empire Merchant Navy.
The " Lady Nelson " and " Lady Rodney " did wonderful service
on being commissioned as hospital ships. They both survived the war
and went back after refitting to their old peace-time runs . Unfortunately, there was another side to the picture. The three remaining
" Ladies were casualties to U-boats and fire. These gallant ships will
live again , the C.N . S.S.' Company having already embarked upon building a new fleet of " Ladies."
The service is being maintained by such ships a$ the steamships
Lorne Park , Cartier, Canadian Observer , Canadian Leader, Canadian
Conqueror , and Canadian Cruiser.
There were two main routes covered by these steamers, both passing via Bermuda.
One route , starting at Montreal and proceeding direct to Bermuda,
is open only during the summer season. The other, the mail route,
proceeds from, Halifax, N.S., to St John, N.S., thence to Boston, Mass.,
and to Bermuda.
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From Bermuda one route carries on to the Bahamas and to Jamaica
and British Honduras. The other route from Bermuda goes to Le"
ward Islands, Windward Islands, and British Guiana.
gaits for the U iL are dropped off at the various points suitahi
for the link-up with the U.K. Mail steamers, such as Barbados an'
Bermuda. On the northward run the U.K. mails are passed fro
Boston to New York.
The Canadian ;Mail is passed to St John, N.S., thence overland to
the main cities.
Many interesting Paquebot covers are to be found among letter.,.
carried by these ships. Stamps of Canada, U.S.A., B.W.I., Colonies,
Central and South American Republics may be found "killed" by th:'
postmark of the G.P.O. at the first port of call. Other killers are the
word "Paquebot" in one line (block letters) and a two-ring date type
with "Paquebot" and the name of port of call. Occasionally the stamp
is cancelled by a one-line "Mailed at Sea" mark.
In addition, the ship mark is struck. This usually takes the form,
of the name of the ship with the words "Posted on the High Seas,"
with either the words "Purser's Office" or "Canadian National Steamships." Ship marks of the following types may be loud :LADY NELSON.
Type 1-Two-ring 35nun. circle.
"Lady Nelson Canadian National Steamships."
Type 2-One-ring 2211rrn . circle.
"R.M.S. Lady Nelson.

Posted on High Seas."

LADY RODNEY.
Type i-Single line "Lady Rodney Montreal."
LADY DRAKE.
Type I-One-ring 33111111. circle.
"R.M.S. Lady Drake. Canadian National Steamship
Coy. Mailed on the Hirh Seas."
Mailed on the High Seas."
Type 2-Two straight lines.
"Lady Drake," 25mm.
" Mailed at Sea ," 50mm.
LADY SOMERS.
Type 1-Single line 35mm., "Lady Somers. Mailed at Sea."
LADY HAWKINS.
Type I-Two-ring 30mm. circle.
"C.N.S. `Lady Hawkins ' Purser ' s Office.
Posted on the High Seas."
Type 2-As Type 1, but 27mrn. circle with wavy outer ring.
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ROUTES.
Direct Summer Route
Montreal.

Main Mail Route
Halifax, N.S.
St John, N.S.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Hamilton , Bermuda.

Nassau, Bahamas.
Kingston, Jamaica.
Belize, British Honduras.
(Kingston to Belize is
served by Cutter).

St Kitts and Nevis.
Antigua.
Montserrat.
Dominica.
St. Lucia.
Barbados.
St. Vincent.
Grenada.
Trinidad -Tobago.
Demerara , British Guiana.

Postal Note Stamps
We are occasionally asked for what purpose the stamps marked
Postal Note " were used. The following extracts from an official
booklet will perhaps be of interest, as it describes the purpose of these
stamps, known as " Postal Note Scrip "
The Postal Note System affords a cheap, convenient, and safe means
of remitting small sums of money to places in Canada and Newfoundland. Postal Notes are sold and cashed at more than 11,000 Post Offices
in Canada, and are available in the following denominations :-30c.,
40c., 50c., 60c., 70c., 80c., 90c., $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00,
54.00, $5.00. Also $10.00 Postal Notes at the smaller Post Offices at
which Money Orders are not issued. The commission and Revenue
tax are as follows :-2c. for 30c. and 40c. denominations; 3c. for 50c.,
60c., 70c., 80c., and 90c.; 5c. for $1.00, $1.25, and $1.50; 6c. for $2.00,
$2.50, $3.00, $4.00; and $5.00, and 8c. for $10.00.
Postal Note Scrip is provided in five denominations-1c., 2c., 5c.,
lOc., and 25c., and may be used for small remittances separate from
Postal Notes, or if necessary affixed to Postal Notes to make up an odd
amount to complete a remittance. Postage stamps are not permitted to
be used for remittance purposes. On Postal Notes of $1.00 and over
Scrip not exceeding 9c. may be affixed. Scrip for an amount over 9c.
may be affixed to Postal Notes under $1.00 provided the combined
value of the Note and Scrip does not exceed $1.00.. The purchaser of
Postal Notes must fill in the name of the paying office, the payee and
his own name in the spaces provided on the face of Postal Notes.
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Varieties for the Finding
(23) 5 cent Blue, 1932 , shows a series of horizontal lines crossing
the white in front of nose. Are-entry appears in the letters "ANA"
of Canada.
(24) 1 cent Yellow , 1930 , shows a fine re-entry in the upper portion
of the right numeral and top of word "cent." The same re-entry may
be found in the I cent Green of the same issue.

Queries
Member L. G. Tomlinson, F.R.P.S. (L.), who is interested in the
stamps and postal history of Prince Edward Island, sends the following
queries :(1) " In the article on Transatlantic Mails in the July issue the
writer quotes certain numeral obliterators as having been used by
the Allan Line. Jarrett gives B.31 of the series as used for Prince
Edward Island. I have never seen this, but when I was doing some
research work recently at the G.P.O. I came across the exact cancellation
in their records as that shown- by'Jarrett (No. 52), with a note that it
had been issued to Sierra Leone in 1860. Can any explanation of this
he given ?

(2) " Mr Stephenson in his Postmark article in the October number
repeats Jarrett's reference to the 1880 roller cancellations for parcels.
I have several of these roller cancels for Charlottetown, Y.E.I., on the
Island's cents issue. These stamps were withdrawn in 1873, but as
they were not demonetised they could, of course, have been used for
postage in 1880. However, the number of stamps so cancelled suggests
that they were used before Confederation. Unfortunately, I have not
seen the stamp cancelled in this manner on a dated piece, and, as they
were used for parcels, it is unlikely that dated pieces are available.
I should like to hear whether any member can throw any light on th^
problem."

Office-Bearers
President-A. E. STEPHENSON, Ellislea, Kinross.
Vice-President-J. C. CARTWRIGHT, 53 Madeira Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
Secretary-ALBERT SMITH, 111 Grampian Road, Aberdeen.
Treasurer-H. B. DAVIE, 23 Lenzie Road, Stepps, Glasgow.
Vice-President and Exchange Secretary-D. GARDNER, 20 Woodburn
Avenue, Airdrie.
Librarian-F. it. FAI RWEATHER, 4 Struan Place, Newport, Fife.
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For SPECIALISTS ...
PHILATELIC ARROWS
" for indicating errors, overprints, etc.
" MOUNTING CORNERS

" for covers, cards, and documents.

WORLD AIR PO

STS," the lavishly illustrated guide to the
air mails of your favourite countries.

" THE AERO FIELD

"-The magazine that sets the pace in
aero-philately.
Write for details.

Covers . Special Postmarks

. Air Mails, etc.
OUR UNIQUE STOCKS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE.

Francis

J. Field

SUTTON COLDFIELD
ENGLAND

THE FIRM OF

1kAM$AY WAicr
B.iP.A., P.H.S., Etc.,

THE PURCHASERS OF

Mr F. H . Vallancey ' s Business
HEATHER LODGE ,
HOLD THE LARGEST STOCK OF

SIDCUP, KENT

Philatelic Literature
IN THE WORLD
A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF MAPLE LEAVES.
"The Colonial Postal System and Postage Stamp of Vancouver Island
and British Columbia 1849-71."

By A. S. 1)EAVJL1,E.
[his superb book was first published in a limitedn edition of 500 copies
in 1928, and Chas long been considered out of stock and unobtainable. Strongly
bound, cloth, 210 pp., and many photograph illustrations. An exhaustive
study indispensable to the specialist. £3 3s.

54 FREDERICK ST., EDINBURGH
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Fine Stamps at Auction
are universally
't'ile H. R . HARMER AUCTIONS
acknowledged to be the best medium for the
buying or aelliug of fine and rare stamps. We
invite collectors to contact us if they wish to
dispose of their stamps on the most advantageous terms. Full particulars of commiss,on
terms, insurance, etc., on renuest from oar
London or New York offices. For prospective
buyers editicus of our auction catalogues arc
available in good time for postal bidding. Write
for subscription blank. Twelve months' subscription for all London Catalogues and Lists of
Prices Realised. 'l(Is post Free.

H. R. HARMER
INTERNATIONAL STAMP AUCTIONEERS
H. R
. HARMER

Ltd.

39-42 , New Bond Street ,
L O ND ON ,

W. 1

H

. R. HARMER, Inc.

32, E ast 57th Street,

o
NEW YORK , 22 , N . Y .
Phone: Plaza 3 - 6482

Phone: Mayfair 0218
and at SYDNEY, N.S.W.

- IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these` two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present, but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON ,' E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224

60URN' MOL:-F,. , e'LAC` I rl.11
M E L a U RNc

LTD

Head Office
50• PALL MALL • LONDON •5•WI
Abbey 4034

OUR AUCTIONS
Have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers because: of the
grouping of countries or continents, but mainly owing to the fact that an
estimated value is printed against each lot, which has been carefully and
conscientiously'', described and valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate
his bids with judgment based on quality and an accurate valuation, and
ensuring the seller the finest market and the best nett results from his sales.
Each Series of
SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes Sections of
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada : : New Brunswick :: Newfoundland :: Nova Scotia :: etc.
SEND FOR C'URRF NT SALES CATALOGUES
BOURNEMOUTH OFFICE
AMERICAN OFFICE
GRANVILLE bI-[AMBERS
1323 WIDENER BUILDING
RICHMOND HILL
PHILADELPHIA, 7, Pa., U.S.A.
Tel. Bournemouth 3235
Tel. Locust 4°1367

THE

SEALER
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt
attention. My large purchases ensure that if
not already in stock I can offer sooner or
later what will relieve your particular
headac ses-usually sooner!
`CANADIAN NEWS LETTER'
issued monthly
contains pages of articles , news , market tips and special offers
Send P . C. for specimen copses

F. JACKS O

(P.T.S., S.D.A., C. P.S. (G.B.)

92 ROUSE STREET , SUDDEN , ROCHDALE

iv.

Our Winter Programme
The British Empire Approval Department is prepared for increased
activity. Stock and Approval Books have been re-made to meet
the demand from clients who prefer fireside collecting during the
winter months.
Additional staff have been taken on to deal with want lists, and
particular attention will be given to the specialist . For this
purpose specialised collections of various Colonies and Dominions
have been purchased.
The Empire New Issue Service -one of the best-is again able to
receive new rnernbers. This applies also to the Foreign and
Colonial New Issues on Approval . Collectors requiring enough
to make sending worth while are invited to join this service.
Particulars on request.
The Buying Department will purchase any single rarities or collections for stock, or dispose of clients' property by Private Treaty on
a commission basis . Our licensed valuers undertake valuations at
moderate charges.
Lastly, the " West - End Philatelist " will be sent post free for
5s for six issues. Specimen copies, 3d° each.

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a chance of picking up
interesting items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contain items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost 5/- post free.
When in Glasgow , be sure to visit

POLLOCK 'S STAMP SERVICE
2O Hope Street , Glasgow, C.2
Phone-DOUGLAS 5428

Printed by Airdrie Printing Co., 42 High Street, Airdrie
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* WANTED
HIGH PRICES PAID
SPECIALISED COLLECTIONS OF ALL COUNTRIES

Particularly the following.-

Great Britain United States
Canada Newfoundland
British West Indies
Cape of Good Hope
Also good general collections, rare single Stamps and unusual Covers

FRANK GODDEN, LTD.
110-111 STRAND
LONDON, - W.C.2.
Telephone : Cables :
TEMPLE BAR 4711-2 ALBUMS, LONDON
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Notes and Comments
The Convention.
Notes about the Convention will be found on another page. Here
all we need say is that it was a great success and members who attended
spent four interesting days. Some expressed regret that there is not
to be another until 1951; there is always the prospect. of meeting in
London at the hkxhibition next year. The Society will have frames at
the Exhibition and our good member Stanley Godden, whom we
missed at this year's Convention, will be in charge of exhibits.
The Handbook.
Comments on the Handbook made by members visiting the Conyention were mostly favourable. But some members could not refrain
from gentle leg-pulling about the condition of some of the members of
Committee in the photograph. (Some copies have the photograph
smudged). By the way, on page 9 put your pen through the part line
beginning " by him " that unaccountably strayed into the middle of
the page to mar an otherwise fine specimen of printing. We must
again thank our member Ian Pollock, of Glasgow, who so kindly
arranzed the publishing of the Handbook for us. We hope to keep the
membership list up to date by publishing membership alterations
occasionally . A start will probably be made with the next issue. In
this, however, we must report with regret the passing of our valued
members Ethel M. Smith, of Bode, Cornwall, G. H. Leigh Clare and
Sir Lindsay hverard.
Tho Groups and their Activities.
New Groups are being formed in Newcastle by member John Bird;
Hampshire by member Fred Walker, of Bournemouth; and the West
Riding of Yorkshire by member James Macaskie, of Huddersfield.
The Glasgow Group are well ahead with their arrangements for
next season. Meetings are to be held on the third Monday of each month
from September. Further details will be given later.
London Group report, a most successful past season, the highlight
,of which was the dinner held on 31st March to commemorate the
inclusion of Newfoundland as the tenth Province. Notable speakers at
the dinner were Col. W. F. Rendell, the Newfoundland Representative
in London, and Sir John Wilson, the Curator of His Majesty's collection.
A unique event took place during the evening, when those present were
presented with specimens of the " Matthew " commemorative stamp.
For the first time in the history of Imperial philately, British subjects
had legally in their possession stamps not yet current.

so

New Stamps.
The '' Matthew stamp will be a favourite with all collectors ui
B.N.A. Some criticism there is about details of the design. but finer;:
should be none about its general appearance. Published illustrario_c:
of the new Canadian low value stamps with new portraits of the Kind
are very pleasing.
Spandrels.
A discussion raised in the Glasgow Group concerned the origin and
meaning of the word '' spandrel." An explanation from the building
vocabulary is that it is the corner block or support for an arch, originating in the Anglo-Saxon words span thirl.'' Member Falconer, uur
heraldic expert from the North, has since suggested that the heraldic
spandrel is an oval. What is a philatelic spandrel ?
O.H.M . S. Perfs.
It is hoped to have a small number of the O.H.M.S. Perfs. check list
printed in booklet form in a cover similar to that of this journal. Will
members who wish to obtain a copy write, enclosing 2s. 6d., to Leopold
Baresh, 82 Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey. Member Baresh ha
kindly agreed to act as the Society's business manager.

Extracts from Letters
Postal Scrip Stamps.
There is no commission charged for Postal Note Scrip. These are
sold at face value and since the article in the last issue of " Maple
Leaves " was written there have been several additions to the issue or
Postal Scrip stamps. The stamps are now issued in the following
values : ic, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 6c, 7c, 8c, 9c, 10c, 20c, 25c, 50c and The.
H. L. PAINE, Saskatchewan.
Ring Postmarks.
1 enjoyed reading the article on " Postmarks of Canada '' in the
October number and it occurred to me that some of our members might
be interested in a bit of additional information that has recently cone
to hand in reference to some of the " 2 Ring Numerals." From varior^.;
sources I have obtained the following which seems to be the correct
allocation of certain of these numerals :
22-Galt. 31--Oshawa. 34-,Chatham. N.B
57-Paris. 58-St. Thomas West.
20 and C9 still remain unlocated.
I have been making a collection of these numeral cancellations for
several years. The task dhave set myself is to obtain one of each of the
numbers in three groups :
1. Any one value of the pence issues for each 4 ring numeral.
2. One of each stamp of the 1859 issue for each 4 ring numeral.
3. One of each stamp of the 1859 issue for each 2 ring numeral.
I am still quite a long way from completion.
REG. BARRA :LOUGH, Quebec.

An Unrecorded Maritime Postmark
The following mark has been found on a 2c. stamp of 1868. It is
enclosed in what appears to be an oval. At the top of the oval the letters
EAS HAIL SE '' can be distinguished above a crown ; below
there are the letters " CANADA." The shape and size of the oval suggest
that the letters above are part of the words " OVERSEAS1 MAIL
SERVICE." Has any member seen this mark ?
H. Av. T. I..-.1.

Si

The Convention, Edinburgh, 1949
These were crowded days from 20th to 23rd April ! Exhibition,
displays and talks, study groups, committee meetings, A.G.M., theatre,
bus tour and dinner. We could not take part in them all : Space does
not permit of a description at length of all that should be described.
First, largely due to the intensive work of our acting Secretary, Major
Harper, and a few willing helpers, the Exhibition was ready on time.
The selection was an excellent one, containing as it did exhibits to
suit all tastes from that for pre-adhesive entires to that for " varieties
of recent stamps.
L iew words cannot due justice to the displays and talks by R. AV. T.
Lees-.]ones, F.C.I'.S., F.R.P.S.1.., on the 1808 issue of C:anada '^^: hay
a collection can be built up on five stamps ') ; by Dr Willan on Newound_and (What a fine show); by Brig. Studd, D.S.O., on Canadiai_
classics; and by W. H. Cheavin on X-Ray in B.N.A. Philately. An article
iii this issue by member Cheavin will give sonic idea of the nature of
his talk and a resume of Brig. Studd's talk will appear in the IiCX
issue.
Committee meetings and morning study- circles were inclined to o.e_•lap-a point we have noted for consideration by organisers of fuiu
Conventions. However, very successful circles gathered round Ethe
Harper and Major Hopkins to discuss Postal History and Packet-Boai
Letters and round A. E. Stephenson to consider " Conducting a J roup. -

A HAPPY GROUP TAKEN DURING THE C.P.S. DINNER

As for the Committee meetings : there was much talk, but we did
get through quite a lot of business. Major Harper's good work as acting
Secretary earned him the nomination as Secretary in place of Albert
Smith, who has unfortunately had to resign on account of ill health.
By the way, I wonder if members appreciate what an immense amount
of work Albert put in for the Society. In the critical early months of
the revival of the Society, it was largely due to him that there was such
a growth in membership. His friendly letters to enquirers about the
Society made many recruits-and his help in getting the duplicated
Maple Leaves " issued was most valuable. Thank you, Albert ! May
you soon be restored to health !
The Committee recommended in its nominations the return of the
principal officers (with the exception of the Secretary). Other decisions
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reached at the Convention meetings were that the next Convention should
be held in 1951 in the North of England and that the next .A.G.VL
should be held in London next year during the Philatelic Exhibition
week in May.

Two sub-committees were appointed : (a) under the chairmanship
of J. C. Cartwright on the question of honorary membership; and j))
under D. Gardner to consider the allocation of the membership funds.
The Bus Tour and the Theatre Outing were not so well supported
this year, but those who took part enjoyed themselves.
Now as to the Dinner, there is not much space left, so I *hall have
to be brief, arid cannot comment much on the speeches. 't'hese were by
members Fairweather, Stephenson, Hopkins, Gardner, Ethel Harper,
G:artwri,ht, Clougher and Slinks 'How pleased we were to have Capt.
kinks over from Vancouver to take part in our meetings ') Shall make
no comment on the speeches other than that they were all witty and were
well received, but must mention one of the highlights of the evening
when, by good staff work on the part of Ethel Harper, Montreal and
Edinburgh were linked up during the dinner by trans-Atlantic phone.
Greetings were exchanged between the assembled company and Major
-Watson, Chairman of the C.P.S. Convention running at the same time
at. A\'esImour t., Montreal.
The signing of the roll by our new Fellow, Brig. M. A. Studd, D.S.O.,
(Thank you, Member, Gabbitas, for the gift of the handsome Roll
Book; and the presentation of the awards by Mrs Stephenson, wife
of our President, were other high spots. What a nice gesture on the
part of our Sassenach members to give a bouquet, to i,i rs Stephenson.
Over eighty members and delegates attended during at least part of
the four days of the Convention, coming from Aberdeen to ilournemouth
in Britain, and from Northern Ireland and Vancouver. They all seemed
to enjoy the meetings, much to the satisfaction of those who had made
the arrangements.
We are indebted to member Ian Pollock for the loan of the blocks
of photographs taken at the Convention.

TF E COMMITTEE AND CONTACT MEMBERS
Sta ding, 1. to r.-H . O. Dive , Lenzie ; Capt . P. B. Hew'so1, Motherwell;
J. B. Wardhru ; h, G1asgaw ;
A. Bruce Auckland ,
Edinburgh; N, M.
Cfou,;her , London; J. F, B rd, Newcastle-on-Tyne; R. W. T. Lees-Jones, Hale,
Chishire ; F. S. Walker, Bournemouth .
Sitting, I. to r.-D . Gardner, Airdrie;
Brit;. M . A. Studd , Sunninghill , Berks.; A. E. Stephenson , Kinross; Capt. B, C.
Binks , Vancouver ; J. C. Cartwright , Kent; Major G . B. Harper , Edinburgh.

\.1

A study group in session with prominent: Major
A. E. Hopkins , Bath ; Miss Ethel Harper , London;
F. S. Walker , Bournemouth; W. C. Hinde, Stockport ; George Irwin , Bangor , N.I.; A. E. StephenCheshire.
R. Willan ,
son, Kinross; and Dr .

AWARDS AT THE CONVENTION
Award of Fellowship of the Society was made to :
Brie. M. A. STLIDD, D.S.O., F.R.P.S., London. Study and Research.
The Aikins Trophy was awarded by an ad hoc Examining Committee
to our President, A. E. Stephenson, F.C.P.S., for his articles in " Maple
Leaves."
Diplornas were awarded as follows :
Specially Contributed Class :
Invitation Class :
R. W. T. Lees-Jones. 1. J. Younie Mann, Edinburgh.
Dr. R. Willan. 2. C. G. R. Jacques, EdinburghBrig. M. A. Studd. 3. J. F. Bird, Newcastle.
W. H. S. Cheavin•
Research and Study Class :
Contributed Class :
1. W. Wardhaugh, Glasgow. 1. A. E. Stephenson, Kinross.
2. Miss E. Harper, London. 2. G. R. C. Searles, Belper.
3. Miss B. L. Ogden, Penzance. 3. E. McGuigan, Stirling.
Group Displays :
1. Kent and Sussex.
2. Newcastle-on-Tyne.
3. London.
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MAPLE LEAVES'
Check List o f O.H.M.S. Perfs.
Positions
A

B

C

D

O H H O S Vi W1
M S 8 M H O O H
Normal Reversed Inverted

E

F

Inverted Reversed

G

H

= W K O O

c^ Z

O2

z

0

' E ' Reversed

' F ' Reversed

WZ

Read up Read down

TYPE 1 - 5 HOLES

TYPE 11 -- 4 HOLES

t- Double Perforation.

246-2 i6
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

-cott
No.

DO

107
108
109
110
112

113
115
117
118
119
120
122

Gibbons
No.

1912-1927
246
lc. Yellow.
247
2c. Green.
205
3c. Brown.
249
3c. Red.
250
4c. Bistre.
252
5c. Violet.
208
7c. Bistre.
254a
Sc. Blue.
255
10c. Blue.
255a 1(k. Brown.
212
20c. Olive.
214
50c. Grey.
256
$1
Orange

Pusitiotus

Type

I

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
!

A.
A.
A.
A,
A,
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

B.
C.
C.

B. C.

`: j

Scott

N o.

No.

Gibbons
Positions

` 1 }fie

No.

1928-1929
1
15

13
17
1`3

149
150
153
155

275
276

279
281

Ic.
2c.
5c.
1Oc.

Yellow.
Green.
Violet.
Mountain.

Harvest Scene.
Boat.
Parliament.

19
20

157
158
159

283
284
285

20c.
50c.

21
`22

163
163b

300
300a

23

164

289

24
25

165
165a

301
391a

26

167

2-,

17o
173

175
176

303
301
293
295
296

Ic.
ic.
2c.
2c.
2c.
3c.
5c.
tOe.
20c.
We.

31

177

297

32

191

314a

61

I

A.

I
I

A.
A, C.

I
I
I

A.

A.
A.
A.

I

1930-1931

28
19
3i)

I
Green 'i)
I
Green (ii`
I
Green.
1
Red (i).
I
Red (ii) .
1
Red.
t
B1ue.
1
Library.
i
Tractor.
i
Church.
I
St Mountain.
3c. on 2c I

A, C.
A, C.
A.
A, C.
A C.
A, C.
A, B, C.
A.

A,B,C.
A, 13, C, I).
A, B, D.
A.

319-323

333
34

195
196

319
320

1c..
2c.

1932
Green.
Brown.

3.5

197
199
201

321a
323
325

3c.
5c.

Red.
Blue.

I
I
I
I

Quebec Citadel.

I

A.
A, B, C. D.
A, At, B. C, I).
A, B, C.
A, B.

219
223
223
224
226
226

343
347
347
348
350
350

1935
Red.
Mountie .
Mountie.
Confederation.
Violet.
Violet.

I
I
11
i
i
2

A.
A.
A, C, D. E.
A.
A, E.
A, C.

1

A, C.

2
i
2

I , Et, F, Ft.
A, F.
E, Et, F, Ft, G.
A,C,F.
E, Et. F, Ft.

36
37

38
39

4, ?
41
42
43
44

231

357

45

231

357

46
47
48
49

232
232
233
233

358
358
359
359

13c.
3c..
10c.
1Oc.

13c.
SOc.
50c.
lc,.
Ic.
2c.
2c..
3c.
3c.

1937
Green.
Green.

Brown.
Brown.
Red.
Red.

1

2

No.

Scott
No.

Gibbon'
No.

1lype Po otimts

1937-Cont.

357-36'

50
51
52

234
234
235

360
360
361

4c.
4c.
5c.

Yellow.
Yellow.
Blue.

53

235

361

5c.

Blue.

54

236
236
241

362

8c.

362

8c.

363

i0c.

241

363

10c.

58
59
60
61
62
63
64

241a
241a
242
242
243
243
244
245

363a foe.
363a toe.
364
13c.
361
13c.
365
26e.
365
20c.
366
Soc.
367
$1

than'-e.
Oranee.
Rose.
Ruse.
Red.
Red.
Blue.
Blue.
Brown.
Brown.
Green.
Violet.

65
66
67

249
250
251

375
376
377

68

252

378

69

253
254
255
256

31-9
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388

SSa

55
56
57

I
2
4
2
i
2
I

A.
E, F, Ft.
A.
E, Ft, F, Ft.
A.
F; F.

2
1
2
I
2

A, E, F.
C, E, F.
A, E, F.
C, C. Ft, F, Ft.
A, C.
A, C.

I

A.

2
2
2

A, At, C.
A, At, C.
A.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

F, F, Ft.
F, F, Ft.
E, Et, F, Ft.
E, F, Ft.
A, C, E, F.
E, Et, F, Ft.
A, E, Ct, F. Ft_
A, C, E, F.
F Et, F , Ft.
A, At, C, Ct. FA , C.
A, At, C.
A, C, 1E;.

1942-1945

7u

71
72
73
74

75
76
77
78

257

258
259
260
261
262

tc.
2c.
3c.
3(:.
Sc.

4c.
5c.
8c .
10c.
13c.
14c.
20c .
50c.

$4

Green.
Brown.
Red.
Mauve.
(ire-.
Red.
Blue.
Brown.
Brown.
Green.
Green.
Brown.
Guns.
Destroyer.

4
2
2
2

A, C. E.

1946
79
80
81
82
83
84

268
269
270
271
272
273

401
402
403
404
405
406

Sc.
40c.

14c .
20c.

50c.

$t

Brown.
Green.
Brown.
Grey.
Green.
Train ferry.

2
2
2
2
2
2

A, C.
A, At, C, Ct.
A, At. C.
A, C.
A, C.
A, C.

N o.

Scott Gibbons
No. No.

Type

Positions

COMMEMORATIVES

316

1927-1939
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
112
113
11,11
115
116

141
142
143
144
148
t90
192
193
202
203
209
237
246
246
247
247

266
267
268
269
273
312
315
316
329
330
333
356
372
372
373
373

tc.
2c.
3c.
5c.
20e.
lOc.
3c.
5c.
5e.
20c.
lOc.
3c.
1c.
ic.
2c.
2c.

117

248

374

3c.

118

248

374

3c.

111

Confederation.
Green.
Parliament.
Laurier.
Baldwin, etc.
Cartier.
Conference.
Prince.
Parliament.
Regina.
Loyalists.
Coronation.
Royal Visit.
Royal Visit.
Ro,A'al Visit.
Royal Visit.
Royal ,Visit.
Royal Visit.

I
I

t
i
I
1

1
I

I
2
1

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A, B, C D.
A.
B.
A, B.
A B, C D
A.
F.
A.
A, E, F.
E.

A, C, E, F.
1

A.

A, E, F.

AIR
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
Ail

Cl
C5
C6
0C6
C7
C8
CO
CEI
CE2
CE3
CE4

274
355
371
371
397
398
407
S13
S14

St6
S17

5c.
6c.
6c.
6c.
6c.
7c.
7c.
16c.
17c.
17c.
17c.

1928.
1935
1937-38.
1937-38.
1942-43.
1943.
1946.
1942-43.
1942-43.
1947. " Circumflex."
1947. "('gave."

2
2
1
2
2
..
2
2

A, C.
A.
A.
A, A1. C.
A, C.
A, A1, C.
A, C, Ct.
A, C.
A, C.
A.
A.

SPECIAL DELIVERY
'SDI

SD2
SD3
BD4
SD5

E7
E9
Elo
Ell
E12

S9
Sit
S12
S15

loc. 1938.
lOc. on 20e. 1939.
tOc. 1943.
loc. 1947.
lOc.

2
2
2
ti
2

A, C.
A, C.
A, C.
A, C.
A, C.

s
We are indebted principally to Member C. B. D. Garrett of Vancouverfor the most of the facts on which the foregoing list has been compiled,
but we are much indebted also to the many other members who wroteto us about the list or showed its specimens.
The original listing of these perforated stamps (in ;1939 was duneby the late Mr Nicholson of Vancouver and Nieniher Garrett. After the
list was published in '` Maple Leaves '' last year, =Members Garrett and
Gordon of Vancouver and Member Pollock of U.S.A. got together a
combined listing of all the varieties they knew of tip to .January, 1949.
The list will be published by Member Gordon in '' Popular Stamps",
and by Member Pollock iri a U.S.A. magazine. This list, with the
additions supplied by other members is probably almost complete for
.January, 1949, so far as the main varieties are concerned, but double
perfs. may yet turn up for any of the other types and positions.
It may be useful to have the following notes reprinted from Member
Garrett's article in the April, 1948, issue.
In Canada, the O.H.M.S. perfs. were first used in 1924 or 1925, at
which time they were used by the Department of Finance, to whom the
Dominion Government gave their sanction to perforate the stamps with
the letters " O.H.M.S.'' Thus it may be considered that from their
earliest use, all 0.'H.:VI.S. stamps were perforated by the Government.
It wasn't until 1939 that O.H.M.S. stamps were used by all Federal
offices throughout the Dominion in all branches such as Police,
Forestry, I',ntotnology, Customs, etc. In that year an Order in Council
was put through authorising their use.
Neither the Government nor the Post Office Department had a
machine that could do the perforating, so they borrowed the one used
1>y the Finance Department. This machine perforated the letters with
five holes in each vertical stroke, and this type has become identified
as Type 1. A machine was later made for the Government which used
four holes to each vertical stroke, and this style has become identified
as the "small hole " Type 11.
It is quite possible that there were two machines, each efectinga different setting-one, a normal setting with the letters O.H.M.S.
in the vertical position; the second may have been with the letters set
horizontally or sideways.
The pins were arranged to fit the small size, ordinary stamp. Rare
specimens are found with double perforations. This " double " variety
should not be confused with the usual appearance of two sets of perforations on the larger size stamp. As explained, the arrangement was madefor the smaller stamp and thus the larger size would naturally result
in two sets of perforations. The true double variety shows two,
overlapping strikes: these are quite rare.
The varieties are caused by the manner in which the unpunched
sheets are fed into the machine. The figures show these variations aseen from the front of the stamp.

X-Rays in B.N.A. Philately
By W. H. S. CHEAVIN, F.R.M.S., F.R.E.S.,
F.C.S., F.R.P.S.L.
Many members of the C.P.S. of Gt. B. have already seen some of
the remarkable results produced by means of X-rays, in the case of
the various issues of Canada and Newfoundland. They may have wondered why X-rays should have been used for reproducing postage
stamps. Everyone knows what an important part the X-rays play in
medirine today and that they have completely revolutionised medicai
dial3:osis.
-rays have the power of penetrating opaque materials. The operator
has, however, to regulate the voltage used to suit the thickness of the
material being examined. If the material is very thin, like the paper of
a postage stamp, the voltage has to be low compared with that used to
pr --rate metal castings to detect flaws.
Another fact we must note about X-rays is that they are absorbed
by N arious chemical compounds of a metallic nature, such as the colours
Vermilion, which contains mercury, and Prussian Blue, which contains
iron.
This absorption effect produces a shadow picture whch c,?n be
photographed on sensitive emulsions.
Such X-ray photographs are known as radiographs: thrv are neralive
images of the objects affected by the rays. In medical radiographs the
bones of the hand or other parts of the body appear as heavy dark oaiilines
against the lighter parts because they absorb the X-rays more than the
si in. These negative pictures give all the information necessary and
positive pictures do not have to be made from them.
It will be seen later that the negative images of postage stairs are
used to produce positive images as in ordinary photographs taken with
ordinary light.
Let me now very briefly show how after a long period of research inphilately I was led to the use of X-rays.
The Microscope
As far back as 1913 1 advocated the use of low magnifications of a
microscope for examining the details of the design of postage stamps
for the detection of flaws, retouches and re-entries. I explained then how
the texture or fibre of the paper could be examined and classified and
how it was possible by using a micrometer eyepiece to measure the
dimensions of overprints, etc.
By combining the microscope with some form of camera '' bellows
f_lr extension purposes it was possible to produce photographs of any
nmagnification, and it was discovered also that such photographs of the
design made the same size as the original were much finer than those
I-reduced by a camera lens in the ordinary way.
The reason for this is that a camera lens, however well made, is liable
to 'moduce some distortion and always so when it is used for magnificatio-:1. Thus magnified images of any kind can be shown clearly by only
using a microscope in which all the lenses are carefully corrected to
prevent, such distortion.
Ultra- Violet Rays
It was in 1928 that Ultra-Violet rays were first applied to the examination of postage stamps and I am proud to say that I helped the late A. .1.
Safi in this new form of research. Since then this method has been
.,really developed.
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Ultra-Violet rays are absorbed by any material exposed to them, hence

the Ultra-Violet lamp is very useful in the examination of postage st<i^)s,
particularly their inks and papers.
This absorption of Ultra-Violet rays produces what is known ..s a
fluorescent effect and it is the differences in fluorescence that show up
fakes, repairs, etc.
Arising out of the research with Ultra-,Violet rays, I was al;'- to
show the folly of mounting used stamps along with unused stamps. The
weight of the covers and the leaves are sufficient to produce
postmarks '' which wander through several thicknesses of album lea es.
X-Rays
In 1928 1 realised that the internal structure of the various pal.ers
would be shown much better if X-ray,, were used. This won .a be
particularly useful in the case of repaired stamps, as the penetrr:a on
and absorption effects of X-rays might show other features such as
filling materials in addition to those of the fibre and possibly shoe- the
watermark.
Early experiments gave poor results for the reason that the ordi_.ry
type of X-ray machine, which worked at 'i0-60,000 volts, was uusuit^,!de,
as the rays produced were too penetrating for such a thin piece of p^_. otir
and consequently there was little or no absorption. It was soon ren °sed
that a much lower voltage-about 9-10,000 volts-was necessary , _ut
at that time a machine producing such voltages was not available.
It was not until 1945 that it was possible to procure a suitable maci__ne
which would produce X-rays of a " soft " nature at the lower volt : _es
mentioned. These rays are known as GRENZ or SOFT X-RAYS. T ev
can only penetrate and be absorbed by thin materials. They have to >e
produced in a special form of X-ray tube fitted with it special wirt a w
made of Lithium Borate or Beryllium. They cannot penetrate ordirr.;ry
glass and, indeed, a proportion of them are absorbed by materials in
the air between the tube and the postage stamp.
This Grenz machine produced excellent results showing the textures
of papers, watermarks and even the filling materials used in prepa-Warns
the paper, and thus far surpassed the results obtained by Ultra-Violet
rays.
The next discovery with Grenz-rays was made accidentally when. a
Nova Scotia 6d stamp of 1860 was being examined for added pnl•er
instead of the repair, the whole design in all its detail appeared i.,radiograph ! This unexpected result was at once realised to UF- aan
important one-for the first time the design of a postage stamp had lccn
produced by X-rays and, moreover, the postmark hail been elirnir',ted
and the stamp, appeared as if it were in unused condition. Another n,_ lestone in scientific philately had been passed.
From this chance result all subsequent work has been developed.
It was known that most of the early B.N.A. and U.S.A. stamps I_•zd
been printed with inks containing pigments of various metallic cmpounds, and attention was therefore directed to them for fur_^rer
examination by Grenz-rays.
An enormous field of research was opened and many of these re=..Its
will be shown at the lecture before the members attending the
Convention held in Edinburgh.
Hard Rays and Electrons
The higher voltages at 40-60,000 volts are not suitable for philatelic
research, but I was led to consider whether X-rays at 190-200,00 vr,lts
might be suitable. It was known that when Hard X-rays strike a metallic
surface or compound, they are absorbed by the metal, which then in
turn produces electrons. These electrons also affect photographic
emulsions.
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in theory, stamps, such as those of B.N.A., printed with metallic p)gwei.ts. when bombarded with these Hard X-rays, might produce
ele,t:ons. This theory was found to be correct. _A stamptamp placed face
downwards in close contact with a photographic emulsion on a film,
plate or paper and exposed to the Hard X-Ravs, reproduced its own
design in reverse in wonderful detail. This metliod, like the Grenz
method, eliminated the postmark, if it had been prepared from a carbon
ink or non-metallic ink.
An important point to note is that the design -lp;eared in reverse as
a direct positive image of the original.
This was another step forward in scientific philately. Those v,.-I-()
u)^ stand photographic tet hniggae will realise its importance. No focus
problems are involved, no light filters or panchromatic plates required,
and no camera is necessary ' All that is required for preparing these
Ele,Iron Photographs is several pieces of cardboard placed over each
other and, in the middle, the stamp face downwards in contact with tht
ph _raphich emulsion : then an exposure of 2-h minutes.
The reversal of any typescript or figures of value is remedied by
iooTn iIr a negative image from the original positive and then producin
fr=m it a second positive image. Loss of detail by this process is very
sii o il.
These electron photographs show the design in remarkable detail arof
a:e far superior to those produced by Grenz rays, and inmieasuu•ahly
beitec than those produced by the microscope and camera, alone.
The future of this discovery is not known, but I venture to sr.g^_•est
that it may have a revolutionary effect on stamp reproduction.
point of particular importance to philatelists is that all photographs
taken by means of X-rays are reproduced in exactly the same size as the
original stamp and in every detail.
1 should add that earls' postmarks, such as the Maltese Cross, are
mode of inks containing metallic compounds. These are therefor:
reproduced by X-rays in the same way as metallic printing inks.

.A Urenz photograph of a forgery showing,
the over shadowing effect of the odneral
filling in the paper and the presence of a
hinge at the back of the ,tanip.

SUMMARY OF WHAT THE DIFFERENT METHODS DISCLOSE
1. The Microscope.
Details of design, re-entries and retouches.
Internal structure of papers, position of fibres, etc.
Measurement of overprints.

Above : Electron photograph of the genuine 3 dollar stamp in mint condition.
Below : Electron photographi taken under identical conditions of a forgery. Note
presence in lower left corner of the perforations. The forgery is heavily postmarked
but the electron method eliminates this from the photograph.
(Illustrations by courtesy of " Philately," the journal of the British Philatelic
Assocation).

11. Ultra - Violet Rays.
Fluorescent effects of printing papers, overprints and
postmarks.
Ill. X-Rays.
A. GRENZ or SOFT RAYS.
Design, Paper and filling materials if present, Watermarks,
Elimination of postmarks or Reproduction of metallic ink
postmarks, Faked and Repaired stamps.
N.B.-A Grenz radiograph or radiograph print always shows
the paper and perforations if present, as well as the design.
Filling materials if present appear irregularly dispersed in the
paper, white particles in radiograph and black particles
in radiograph print.
B. HARD RAYS AND ELECTRONS.
A positive though reversed image without detail of paper and
postmark (non-metallic', Faked Designs, etc., Metallic
ink postmarks.

AN INTRODUCTION TO CANADIAN " AIR MAILS "
Reprinted with thanks front the Jack Knight Air Log,'' Journal
of the Jack Knight Air Mail Society, Brookfield, Illinois, 1-.S. A.

Wings Over Canada
By FRED L. Wh.LLMAN
Canada is a country of vast areas that are linked together by the
airplane to unite a naiion from coast to coast and from the Arctic Circle
to the States. Many small airlines and a few large airlines have operated
in Canada during the last 25 years. " WVinggs over Canada '' has been
\\ ritten to answer requests to the Jack Knight Aeronautical Reference
Library for information on these airlines which have issued air labels
;tnd semi-official air mill stamps that are of interest to the aero
philatelist.
The short thumb-nail histories which this article ciuntains have
probably some of the most couplets information available, and have
teen gathered from data in our own Jatck Knight Aeronautical Reference
Library and from the American Air Mail Catalogue, Sanabrias Air Post
Catalogue, The Specialised Catalogue of Canadian Airmails by Jack
Knight member fan C. Morgan, and from information in the " Canada
Corner,'' by F. Walter Pollock in the Western Stamp Collector.
Canada issued its first air mail stamp in 1928, but the mails were
carried by air many vears before. The American Air Mail Catalogue
refers to two possible mail-carrying flights in 1912, and Morgan lists
two attempted flights-one in 1913, and the second in 1915. The first
completely successful flight, on which about 125 covers were transported, was from Montreal to Toronto on June 24, 1918. In the following month, on July 9, Katherine Stinson flew 380 covers from Calgary
to Edmonton, and in August. and September of the same year, several
flights were cornpleted between Toronto and Ottawa.
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For the next several 'N ears there were several experimental flights. ! ,at
it,) permanent routes were established, and some of the i`iiglits re
made as a part of air shows at exhibitions, or for publicity purpose.
The real beginning of Canada's air mail history starts in 192=1. in

that year ;old was discovered iii the Roii,^n-Noranda region or northern
Quebec, and a further discovery of this precious Metal occurred ii the
Reel Lake district of northern Ontario in 1916. To reach these and (,_ha r
pining and trading operations in the northern areas of the provi?jwrrs
and in the North-west and Yukon Territories all tar removed ni ii
railroads and heretofore accessible only by river-boat or canoe in .lie
summer and by dog-sled in the winter the airplane was the oln
answer. The panes were test used to bring in risen and supplies. ;-,)(I
to bring out ore samples, etc., but the need for more rapid cm 111(1111
tout was also irnrnediately essential. As the Post Otffce I)epartnrent at
no way of transporting the luaus satisfactorily, it made agreeii -its
itlr the air carriers, wnereby they would transport the mail as it priy rite

operation. ()n the face of arch letter or parcel regniar postage errs
atfixed the charges made by_ the air carriers were evioenced by hats
with no value shown, which had to be aftixed to the reverse side o. -lie
ietter or package. How completely this arrangement was sanctuwied
nay he ,jiidged horn the tact that some of these labels were acrruL,iy
;rvailable at the larger post otfices, or how else could one write to r^,-r^lives 1utd friends working at the mines?
This continued for several years, the various semi-official flight.- rife
duly recorded by :Morgan and in the Ainerican Air mail C:atavogor. I lit'
semi-official stamps are catalogued by Sanabria and also i v
The A.A.M.C. lists over tho `' semi-official first and special flight
Cv 192 the Dover:mment was undertaking sm•veys looking tr,vvard
regular air Mail service, which started in 19215, and which soon replrtced
the semi-official service by private carriers. The regular sere ice
expanded rapidly and the A.A.M.C. to 1943 lists over G-5o first flight.-.
which means thousands of covers to he collected, a.^ Canada prosiou- it
separate cachet for point-to-poim coverage in each direction. Ur course.
official first flight covers, being largely philatelic in character, and welt
publicised in advance, are iairly common, but, nevrtheiess, ri a.r:s
flown to and from such tar distant outposts as Arctic Red River, tu.•t
\icl'herson, _yklavik, Port Radium and Coppermiiie, iii far ni,rht mf
the Arctic Circle, cannot but stir the iniagination, and have it vahie is
the owner beyond that which the catalogue may give it.
anadiau
A list in alphabetical order will follow of some of the
lines of most interest to collectors. Any member of the society the
.lack Kni-lit Air \iail Society) who has any oid Canadian air-line
schedules. advertisements, photos, etc., lying around, is invited to donate
-hem to the lack Knight Aeronautical Reverence Library. Wc: belieye
we have one of the hest in the world On air line data and hope to iia ke
it better Ivy further donations from Hero Philatelists.

Thousands of Beavers
These were the days ! In replying to the toast of " Our New Fellow:,''
Brig. Studd referred to the days when he could buy unpicked "Beavers"
by the thousand and find among them numerous "logs in the waterfa i."
spots in the sun," and " bats in the belfry." WE should have liked
to have reproduced illustrations of these varieties, but we find the
hlocks are missing
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Varieties for the Finding
(25 1 Dollar Current . Member F. AV. Keane, British Columbia,
reports two distinct shades of the current I Dollar purple, one being
of a much lighter shade than the other.
(',26) 1 Cent, small cents issue . Member J. J. Bonar, Edinburgh,
reports a variety, a short line about two millimetres long under the
scroll hi the S.AV. corner. It appears to be No. 40 on the sheet as a small
piece of margin adjoining a copy on cover dated 23rd July, 1884, shows,
ouch hidden by postmark, the upper end of an imprint, apparently
Bo^:gs' No. V with beaded edge.
-1 cent Maple Leaves 1897. Member Bonar comments : The
phdes of this value were extensively re-entered and many of the stamps
sho,,. re-entries, usually very slight. The best one occurs, at least in
the third and last state, on No.69 of the left pane. A hold line leaves the
left outer frame just below the middle and reaches the inner frame
just above the lower maple leaf. There are traces of a similar oblique
line outside the right outer frame. Much of the lettering shows traces of
re-entry, especially " STAGE " of " POSTAGE, " and '' H " and " NT "
of the value, The adjoining stamps, Nos. 67 and 68, also are worthy of
examination. A line, apparently caused by a slip of the graver, leaves
the S.[,:. corner of No. 67 opposite the centre of the bottom frame line
and curving slightly down reaches the bottom S.AV. corner of No IN.

Office-Bearers
President-A. E. STEPHENSON, Ellislea, Kinross.
Vi President .1. C. CART\VRIGHT, 53 1ladeira Park, Trnrl>ride•e
\Vells, Kent.
Ac;kr Secretary--Major G. II. HARPER, 41 Scotland St., I^ldinlrur,^h, 3.
Tie asiirer H. B. DAVIE, 23 Lenzie Road. Slepps, Glasgow.
Vice-President and Exchange Secretary-T). GARI)NIE:IR, 20 Woodburn
Avenue, Airdrie.
Librarian- F. H. FAIR\VEATHER, It Struan Place, Newport, Fife.
Business Manager-L. BARESH, 82 Baker Street, AVeybridge, Surrey
B. _VtICKLANI), Ythancraig, Currie, Midlothian.

The 3 Cent 1870, Perf. 12,'
informs us that there are about Go copies known of the 3 cent
l 7t, perf. 12i. Since his book appeared, the B.N.A. journals have been
able to record that over two thousand copies have been located. 1 wonder
how inam- copies can be traced in the British Isles. The Society, I am
sure, would like to locate them and trace the dates of use and towns
at which they were used.
As a start I shall record my own copies and hope that other owners
will co-operate :
(I Cover postmarked Truro, 20th April, 1870, and Halifax, 2nd
February, 1870 "Earliest date recorded).
(2j Pair off cover, cancelled " 7 " in two rings St. John N.B.
R. W. T. h.-J .
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Rambling Notes
Report. A good time was had by all at the Convention-and the
party left the hotel each having paid his own bill Any dissatisfaction
there was was because there were about four hundred non-attenders
who were missing so much : These may read accounts of the proceedings, description of the displays and the exhibits, but they miss
the joy of meeting others and shaking hands in that cameraderie of
those who share in a common interest. Personal contact and first-hand
informtaion is always best, but second-hand news is not to be despised
and the absentees will no doubt read with interest the reports of the
proceedings.
A point unofficially discussed was the subscription and what
members were getting for it. Let me mention it few of the items
Introduction to other members, even if for postal correspondence alone,
the list of members being a valuable help in contacting other members
with similar interests to compare notes and opinions on stamps; and
articles of philatelic merit, helpful and instructive. What do YOl
contribute to the Society in return ? Your sub. was welome, but can
you give help as well ? The Society was started and welded together
by the President and a few others for disciples of B.N.A. philately.
Just, think of the amount of time put in by the Office-Bearers and Cornmittee on behalf of all the members. Remember that the Office-Bearers
also collect stamps and study them. They give many of their leisure
hours to the Society when they could he-" stamping '' themselves. In
other suheres the attitude of too many nowadays is : '' What am I
getting from this, that or the other thing ? ''- not the old spirit of
What, can I contribute ? " Dou't let the take-and-notg ive spirit have
s^^ sv in Our Society. We want it to prosper. It is now more than
established, and from year to year will grow in strength-if it gets
Y,)iTR co-operation
(Contributed)
STAR ITEMS FETCHING FULL CATAL O GUE IN SALE
.^ C(i_\IyIFNT ON THE L. T. VO\VLVS '' COLLECT IONd Of,'

NEWFOUNDLAND
S''A:ti1PS AT H. 11. HARMER LTD., ON JANI-ARY 10th, 194'0
By C. H. DO117BFY
Rarities, proofs and essays of Newfoundland, together with a few
lots of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia from fir L. T.V'owles' collection
proved once more that good stamps are always realising good prices
whatever the general situation of the market is. Not one single lot
remained unsold and the total realisation of the 306 lots in the sale was
£'6508 Is. 6d.
The highest price of an lot was bid for one of the 66 known mint
copies of the " PINEDO " which was knocked down at .800, followed
by a block of 4 of the" HALIFAX " showing 2 S.G. 148 c and one each
148 d and 148 i for £525. The next highest price was paid for the rare I d
red-brown of 1861-1862 with £270 (catalogued at £175) . The next 5
ranking items are :
(4) " HALIFAX '' mint block of 25 ... ...
...
£180
(5) " COLUMBIA " S.G. 191 used on cover
...
£170
,6) 1857 1/- S.G. 9 fine used ...
...
...
...
£150
(7) 1857 4d. S.G. 4 very fine used
...
...
...
Ei30
(8) 1857 8d. S.G. 8a used on cover ...
...
...
£125
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For SPECIALISTS ...
PHILATELIC ARROWS " for indicatiIl errors, overprints, etc.
MOUNTING CORNERS " for covers, cards, and documents.
WORLD AIR POSTS ," the lavishly illustrated guide to the
air snail; of your favourite countries.
THE AERO FIELD "-The magazine that sets the pace in
aero-philately.
Write for details.

Covers . Special Postmarks

.

Air Mails, etc.

OILII UNIOCI? STOCKS ARE AT YOUR SIERVICE.

Francis J . Field

SUTTON GOLDFIELD
ENGLAND

TN I? FIRM OF

i^ru t a r' I `r^10/r'NiV r
13:1'._x.. ^'.H... Etc..
THE PURCHASERS OF

Mr F. H. Vallancey' s Business
HEATHER LODGE ,
HOLD THE LARGEST STOCK OF

SIDCUP, KENT

Philatelic Literature
IN THE WORLD
A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF MAPLE LEAVES.
The Colonial Postal System and Postage Stamp of Vancouver Island
and British Columbia 1849-71."
By _1.'4. DEAV'ILL .
"I 'his superb bark was first published in a limited.. .edition of 500 eopies
in 1928. and has lung been considered out of stock and onubtainable. trougl.
hound. cloth. 210 pp.. and shiny photograph illustrations. An exhaustive
study indispensable to the specialist. £3 3s.

54 FREDERICK ST., EDINBURGH
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Fine Stamps at Auction
The H. R. HARMER AUCTIONS are universally
acknowledged to he the best medium for the
buying or selling of fine and rare stamps. We
invite collectors to contact us if they wish to
dispose of their stamps on the nuist a lcantageous terms. Full particulars of conuniss:un
terms, insurance. etc.. on request from our
Condom or New York offices. For prospective
buyers editions of our auction catalogues are
available in ;,ood time for postal biddin. Write
for siibseription blank. Twelve months' subscription for all London Catalogues :uid Lists of
Prices Realised. 20s Post Free.

t;

H. R. HARMER
INTERNATIONAL

STAMP AUCTIONEERS

H. R. HARMER Ltd. H. R. HARMER, Inc.
39-42 , New Bond Street ,
( 32, Eas t 57th Street,
LONDON, W. 1 NEW YORK, 22, N.Y.
Phone:
Mayfair 0218 -Phone:
Plaza 3-6482
and at SYDNEY , N.S.W.

- IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two

countries are concerned

No price lists issued at present , but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224

BOu P,Nru,OUTH PHILA DF: P11.A

oasoN LO
LTD

Head Office

50•PALL MALL •LONDON •5•WI
A
bb sy4 03

OUR AUCTIONS
Have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers because of the
grouping of countries or continents, but mainly, owing to the fact that an
estimated value is printed against each lot, which has been carefully and
conscientiously described and valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate
his bids with judgment based on quality and an accurate valuation, and
ensuring the seller the finest market and the best nett results from his sales.
Each Series of
SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA

Canada

:: New Brunswick :: Newfoundland :: Nova Scotia :: etc.
SEND FOE CURRENT SALES (,A'lALOGU1+S

BOURNEMOUTH OFFICE
GRANVILLE CHAMBERS
RICHMOND HILL
Tel. Bournemouth 3235

•

AMERICAN OFFICE
1320 WIDENER BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA, 7, Pa., U.S.A.
Tel. Locust 4-1367

THE

CANADA ONLY
DEALER
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt
attention. My large purchases ensure that if
not already in stock I can offer sooner or
later what will relieve your particular
headaches-usually sooner !
CANADIAN NEWS LETTER'
issued monthly
contains pages of articles , news, market tips and special offers
Send P.C. for specimen copies

F. JACKSON

(P.T.S., S.D.A., C.P. S. (G.B.)

92 ROUSE STREET, SUDDEN, ROCHDALE

lv.

Our Winter Programme
The British Empire Approval Department is prepared for increased
activity. Stock and Approval Books have been re-made to meet
the demand from clients who prefer fireside collecting during the
winter months.
Additional staff have been taken on to deal with want lists, and
particular attention will be given to the specialist. For this
purpose specialised collections of various Colonies and Dominions
have been purchased.
The Empire New Issue Service -one of the bes` is again able to
receive new members. This applies also to the Foreign and
Colonial New Issues on Approval . Collectors requiring enough
to make sending worth while are invited to join this service.
Particulars on request.
The Buying Department will purchase any single rarities or collections for stock, or dispose of clients' property by Private Treaty on
a commission basis. Our licensed valuers undertake valuations at
moderate charges.
Lastly, the 11 West- End Philatelist " will be sent post free for
5s for six issues. Specimen copies, 3d each.

DAVID FIELD, LTD.,

Stamp eaers since 884
7 VIGO ST.,ILONDON 1W 1

Pollock's Philatelic Auctions
No real collector misses a chance of picking up
interesting items for his albums at reasonable prices.
Nowadays, this is only possible in the Sale Rooms.
We hold regular monthly auctions which often contain items of interest to B.N.A. collectors. Out of
Town buyers are invited to inspect lots at our offices.
Our sales catalogues for the season cost 511- post free.
When in Glasgow , be sure to visit

POLLOCK ' S STAMP SERVICE
205 Hope Street , Glasgow, C.2
Phone-DOUGLAS 5428

Printed by Airdrie Printing Co.. 42 High Street, Airdrie
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British North America

We possess one of the largest stocks in Vurope
of the

PENCE ISSUES
of

Canada Newfoundland
New Brunswick & Nova Scotia
No collection of these countries is sltisfying
without at least one page of these classic
inipecfoeale stamps. We can supply copies to
suit the reeds of most collectors. Prices are
graded according to condition.
En(juiries invited.

FRANK GODDEN, LTD.
110-111 STRAND
LONDON, - W.C.2.
Teleizhho,ae TEMPLE BAR 4711
Cables ALBUMS, LONDON
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Notes and Comments
This Nam of " Maple Leaves "
This issue ends a volume of eight printed ntunbecs and we larcrit^r^_
include an index to the arlicles and features. The our ininhers of the
first volume were duplicated ones and it has been suggested that when
space permits some of the articles from these nwnbers should be
repeated. Views of readers will be welcomed.
Group Activities
Groups are not verb= active at this time of the year and nn ropi o
have reached the Editor except that of the Glasgow Group whose po_;grainnre has already been arranged.
B.N.A.P.S.
Our new publicity and advertising manager, Member Baresh, is
representative on this side of the Atlantic of B.N. A.P.S. (British North
American Philatelic. Society) and will gladly inform members of the
arrangements for joining that Society.
Next Congress of British Philatelic Societies
The next'Con-ress will he held at 'I'nnhridge Wells, and o;rr genial
Vice-President J. C. Cartwright is to be its chairman.
Rumour
It is rumoured that a very important collection of Canada form:d
Canada is soon to be sold in London.
X.Rays in Philately
Member Cheavin points out that the foundation of his discoveries
with X-Rays was his discovery that the 6d. New Zealand stamp of 1S:;o
was reproduced in all its detail. By mistake-a natural one when dealing with B.N.A.-his " N.Z." was read as " N.S." and so appears- as
" Nova Scotia " on page 90.
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BRICKS WITHOUT STRAW
At our last Committee meeting and at the Annual General Meeting
.1iapph Lx;ives came urnrlei' fire front many quarters. One of the
ui^je^tt^_Ins was that the' was not enough Society or Group News. Our
I'Allor• took this r rilicisnr in good part its It(, has been sending out
.O S. messages for material for the last three years.
Il is uou lbu end of .lulu and I our told that the deluge of news
Hate's expected as a result of the April discussion has not materialised
Mid Iltul NOT 0'1'1,; rt'purt, of Society news has come Forward. It was
gI sie,i trlsu !fiat '' Maple Leaves '' should publish Group Pro
ra^irrncs. (it) to dale one only has come to hand. Our Editor cannot
uurke bricks without straw.
\Ve are now approaching another season of Study and I hope I will
be Forgiven IM' Ilhrov,vih g a few friendly brickbats; i get plenty myseli.
"t t (;ontact. Nletnhers 1 would say: '' Have you got your Group Election
rued I'rugr^rrnnrc arrati,ged for next season?'' Some Groups are well
eslablisbed, hot others, to part it bluntly, are not. \Ve are not concerned
abort the size., of tine Groups, but want to have them working and
iviu nte+.nber; ;arv icr riod uppurtunitics fur study.
11ay I irppe;tl lo our general inernbers to support their office-bearer;
they are rill .hoop-Iover;, but seldoin r;et, time to see stamps l;ecaus°
of [heir .`_:oniruiiire dnlies, wlrich are all Voluntary and Honorary.

The its^4SI l5+_t st-ast_,n i approaching: let us all pull together and make
it a reat blooper season.
A. E. STEPHENSON,
President.

POSTAL BALLOT
`flit' results of the Postal Ballot are as follows:
Executive Office-Bearers .-Nominees listed on the Ballot Form were
ill all ilrsiances t'heft'!! with a large majority.
Amendments to the Constitution .--i-teconunendatious trade by the
General Como itttl_e. Ile.nr I on Ballot Form. This item was split into
three earls, each It;irl to receive a separate vote. In each case the
amendments received the required majority for its inclusion in the
Constitution. The percentages of votes in favour being 76, 86 and 81
respectively. Full details of motions are given in Amendments to Handbook.

Amendments to the Constitution . - Proposed at Annual General
fleeting. Item 9 old Ballot. Form. This amendment proposing an
increase of the annual subscription to twelve shillings and sixpence was
defeated by a very small majority of those who voted.
It was disappointing that so few members took part in the ballot.
Indeed, the office-bearers feel strurugly that more members should have
taken an interest in the election of their office-bearers and in the proposed amendments to the Constitution.
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Wings Over Canada
By FRED L. WELLMAN.
Continuation of Reprint from the " Jack Knight Air Log,
Journal of the Jack Knight Air Mail Society, U.S.A.

THUMB - NAIL HISTORIES OF CANADIAN AIRLINES
Algoma Air Transport , Ltd.-This company operated in Northern
Ontario and the Province of Quebec from 1928 on. 'Their main base was
located at South Porcupine, Ont. They did a freight and charter busi!; ss quid I'ew philatelic ile.rns of the Comparn,y ate available from which
a collector can get information or build it collection. We have no
schedules or other information to be able to tell you where they went
and when they stopped operations.
Arrow Airways , Ltd.-This company operated throughout the
provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. They carried mail, passengers
and freight and did it lot of advertising. The main operating base was
at the Pas. We have no record in our files to say when Arrow Airways
began opet'abons, but in 1942 they were incorporated in the Canadian
Pacific Air Lines merger of smaller airlines.
Austin Airways , Ltd.-This is a rather new line operating out of
Toronto. They serve Toronto, Nakina, Sudbury, South Porcupine and
Moosonee. They haul charter passengers and freight.
British Columbia Airways, Ltd.-The first flight of this Company
took place on July 23, 1928. They operated between Victoria and Vancouver in British L;olurnbia They operated for only one week, after this
losing their plane and crew.
Canadian Airways , Ltd.-This Company was founded iii 1930 by J.
Richardson. Later Western Canada Airlines merged operations with
Canadian Airways and they became one of the biggest air transport
companies in Canada, before they in turn merged in Canadian Pacific
Airlines in 19,2. A story on this line is in the C.P.A.L. issue. They used
huge Junkers J\V52 planes to haul air freight, and did a tremendous
business.

Canadian Colonial Airways, Ltd. - This is one of the CanadianColonial Airways companies which have operated between New York
City and Montreal for many years. They began operations over F.A. 11.
Route 1 on October 1, 1928, and still hold the air mail contract for this
route.
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Canadian Pacific Air Lines.-Canaclia Pacific Air Lines, a subsicliar
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, is one of the bigger airlines of Canada.
In f942, Canadian Airways, Dominion ;Skyways, Quebec Airways,
Wings Limited, Arrow Airways, Prairie Airways, Yukon Southern Air
Transport, MacKenzie Air Services, Ginger Coote Airways and White
Pass and Yukon Airways were incorporated into the C.['.A.L. system.
While these lines don't form a transcontinental route ,they do serve as
a feeder system to almost every corner of Canada. C.I.A.L. is now planning for transoceanic routes over the Pacific to Australia and the Orient
More complete information on this great line can be found in the
C.P.A.L. issue, July-Aug.-Sept., 1946, of the Air Log which can be had
from the Society.
Cherry Red Airline, Ltd.-This company operated throughout the
Northern Saskatchewan Area from their base at prince Albert. Thev
operated from May of 1929 to April 30, 19;31, and used no cachets at am
time. They received authority from the Poet Office at Ottawa to use
semi-official air mail starnps under the (late of May 30, 1929.
Ghinook Flying Service , Ltd.-Chinook is one of the newer Canadian
air services and they serve the Calgary-Banff area. The main office is
located at the Ca1i;arv Municipal Airport, and their main business is
charter flying. Other me,rns of income include: timber cruising, aerial
photography air training, sales and service, and also commercial flying.
Two labels only are known of this company, similar to the one above,
but one is a windo\v- sticker.
Commercial Airways , Ltd. This company operated in Alberta from
1929 until April of 1931. III 1931 Canadian :Airways took over the line.
They operated between Edmonton, Athabaska, 'P'ort Murray, Peace
River and Grand Prairie.

Dominion Skyways , Ltd.-This airline is now a part of Canadian
Pacific Air Lines. Tlii'y operated in the Hafleybury, _A1ud Lake, Montreal, Rouyn, Sullivan and Val d'Or areas. Regular schedules were kept
and charter businc,s was aiso handled by Dominion S1 lvavs.
Jack V. Elliot Air Services .-This air transport cornparry was formed
in. 1926 to serve uriners in the iced Lake gold rush. Their first fti_;ht
took place on ylurclr 0, 1926. First flight covers are also known to be
marked Red Lake Itud,oin and are very scarce. Host of this company's
work vvas line in the charter field.

Elliot-Fairchild Air Service .-The .lack V. Elliot Company operahng
in the Red .Lake ol^f nniruing area as a charter service and air mail
s'r-, lasted for just a little over a month, when it became the IL,Iliotieiid Air Server. '['his new courpany then issued its own stamps,
ne of which was like the one shown.
Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport .--This company was a successor to the
Elliot-Fairchild Air Service. We lack more information from this lire.
Fairchild Air Transport , Ltd, -This was the last of the ElliotFairchild companies to operate. They operated in the Haileybury-Rouyn
area and their stamps picture a flying seaplane over the Rouyn Goldfields.
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Small Cents Varieties
By R. W. T. LEES-JONES.
At the Edinburgh Convention (1949) the variety of the 6c. 1895
re-entered with the Sc. roller'' was referred to and there was some criticism of the theory. Since then the writer has had a request to vet a
specimen of the stamp. Readers may be intrested in the result of the
examination of the stamp.
W. S Boggs, in his book on Canada advanced the
variety came about thus: the roller die possibly had mo^_ ^..__ .
transfer on it, perhaps next to the 6c. was that of the 5c. imprensiuii.
When the operator was at work, it is assumed that when re-entering
he inadvertently placed the 5c. transfer die clown on the 6c. plate, then
noticed his error and partially corrected it.
Examination of the actual stamp shows that the rocker die was placed
2.mm. below the normal position and just, under mm. to the left( as
one looks at the stamp) . Outside the stamp on the left. appears a circle
with an inner circle evenly spaced. On the design of the stamp is a
horizontal frame line and just ender term. below there is a second line
running parallel, and from a number of positions on this line start
vertical lines running towards the three horizontal lines.
If the small cents are examined--values 1c., 2c., 3c., 5c., 6c. and
iOc. and for completeness the other stamps of the same size, viz., the
c. 1868, 8c. 1893, 12^c. and the. Essays and plate proofs of the reduced
size-it will be seen that with the exception of the 5c. all have leaf
scroll work at the top of the design and no trace of parallel lines. The
5s., however, has parallel lines with vertical lines adjoining the N.E.
and N.W. corners and actually at the corners there are two concentric
circles.
Rol-,-s' explanation that the first impression was that of the 5c.
seems correct, but how it occurred is not conclusively proved. (See
Brig. Studd's theory in his notes in this number.-Ed.)
While on the subject of the small cents, I would like to report other
stamps showing varieties. Again it is the 6c. light chestnut shade. They
appear ()It a strip Of three, and two singles confirm the varieties. The
piece comes from the top of the sheet, big margins being attached. 1
shall number them " A, B, C " from the left. " C '' is a normal stamp.
"A'' shows a group of clots in " N " of " SCAN " and also in " T "
of " POST it dot, of colour appears in the head under the right side
of "A" of " DA"; another dot appears under the right of ' P " of
POST." In the white circle between " POST " and the head there is
a string of dots.
B "-A large dot appears in " N ' 'of " CAN '' and large dots in
the letters " OSTAGr "; a larger (lot appears by the hair at the
top of the head immediately under the centre of " P " of " POST ";
between the stamps, in the gutter and near the top, about limit. under
the top level of the stamps is a further series of colour spots. These
colour spots give food for thought. They savour of re-entering and/or
a partly cleaned plate. I have at present no definite theories and shall
be glad to have from members notes about these varieties and any
suggested explanations.
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Canadian Pre-Cancels
By R. B. HETIHERINGTON
The first issues of pre-cancelled stamps were made at Ottawa Post
Office in 1888, sheets ttf the 1, 2, 3 and 5 cents being postmarked, i.e., with
the " hiller " then in use. This consisted of the numeral I in a circle
made of nineteen horizontal lines. Later in the Same year St. John used
a somewhat similar " hiller " consisting of the figure 1 in a circle
surrounded by a vertical oyat made up of fourteen horizontal lines; as
far as 0 is known, this was applied to the I cent only. In the early part
of 1889, :Aiontreai pre-cancelled sheets of the 1, 2, 3, 6 and 10 cent values
with the old 21 roper ptIstutark consisting of the figures 21 with a background of 7 thin broken lines.
Toronto pre-cancelled the 1, 2 and 3 cents with parallel lines ruled with
it pen and ink. All the above are uncommon to rare and are worth from
100 to 150 times the catalogue dues of the ordinary stamp. These
unofficial forerunners of the regular issues of pre-cancels are of great
interest and should he n every collection of pre-cancels if they can be
obtained.
TIIE L\II.LY LINE TYPES. 1890--1894.
The first official issues were made from Ottawa in 1889: sheets of the
I and 3 cents were cancelled by a revolving, self-inking roller which
tinprinted a number of bars about 2tnm. in width across each stamp,.
This roller cancelled only one row at a tune, so, it is not unusual to find
these has cut it ati unlcut diw de, vertical or dia,^4ou,at. The early litie
types can he divided into three groups, of which Group t is referred to
above.

Group 1.-Three to six thick lines about 2mrn. wide on the 2, 1 and
2 cents.
2.-Six to eiurhtl thinner lines, used on the ^, 1, 2, 3 and 5 cents
awl latccr in 1892 on the 6, 8 and 10 cents.
3. Two hi ei; ht diagonal dashes used on the I and 3 cents
Each Group is known in black, but Group I occurs also in violet (rare)
The next type to be issued was again another forth of the Line or Bar
Type, consisting of two str^riuht bars with a wavy bat between. This type
can be divided into fl-Mr sub-t,vpes or styles of the centre bar:
1. A short sharp " wave."
2. A ton=; shallow " wave.
3. A large deep " wave.A boll heavy square-shouldered " wave."
Roller Types
■

Sub-types 3 and ', of this Group were in continuous use from 1894 to
1903 and can be found on the Sniall !Heads and the Queens issues of 18971902. The 15 cent Large Head also is known with this form of Pre-cancel.
Sub-types I and 2 were cancelled b,y a self-inking hand roller, ten
stamps wide. They are found both horizontal and vertical and there are
many minor variations of these sub-types.
Sub-types 3 and 4 were cancelled by Electro-Type, a sheet at a time.
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City Type.

CITY TYPES (1903-1935)
From 1903 all pre-cancellation was done with electotvpas, vJhich
cancelled one hundred stamps at a time. Over 50 cities used this type of
pre-cancellation in which the city name appears wilh bars in various
combinations . T here are so many types and variations of the bars that ii
is impossible to give a complete list in this short article. These types v^er
not printed very carefully and they are as common inverted a. n( jenaL
Vertical and double cancellations are, however , rare to very rare.
The type for these electros was cast on a Ludlow machine in rows o`
ten and this was repeated to make up a plate of lull subjects . This was
how the well-known BRIBGEBURG
( foe Billl) G Eltt;RG) ergo
appeared . This error occurs on the last vertical row of the sheet oil a'I
stamps overprinted by the Bridgeburg electro, the original error having
occurred on the right- hand electro , i.e., No. to.
1922 BAR TYPES
During 1922 some of the smaller users reverted to using stamps an
celled with three pairs of plain bars; this, together with variatiou, (I iL
has been used on low denominations and I cent coils since then.
Bars of Electro Types

The 1922 Bar Types are divided into three groups as follows :
1. Three pairs of thick lines, electrotyped by the Canadian Bank Note
Co.
2. Electrotyped by the British American Bank Note Co., who used a
similar arrangement of lines , but the electro has thinner lines and
the space between each pair is wider.
3. Printed from machine - set plates instead of electros, by the Canadian
Bank Note Co., and as the metal was melted down after each printing, every setting produced different varieties of spacing.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE NUMBER SYSTEM
In 1931 a new form of Precancel was introduced, and by 1935 had
superseded the City Type. It consisted of a number between parallel
double lines, the number used corresponding to the particular post
office's number in the Money Order System during the, period 1931-1935.
This type gradually replaced the city name types in all but the smaller
offices which from early in 1922 were supplied with parallel double line
type.

'T'here are Lhrce forms of the double parallel line to pe : the chi-f
tifierernes u re trs fuli^;w :
Numerals Serifs Spacing of lines
1. 3nun. fall slight 9 ruin.
2. 2,^rnrn. tall none 10mm.
3. 2:' mm. tall yes 10mm.
The printinr of 't'ype 1. is rough and the parallel lines are Ihickcr
and on occasion, owing to heavy inking, appear as one line insted of` two.
fifty-eight cilia, and towns in Canada are using or have used prcancels. Of these, fen are not now using them : Amherst, Bridg•eburg,
lrw,vn's Nurseries, (;arberry, Chatham, hstevan, Perth, Sydney, Truro
and \Valkerviile. '['lone others - Fredericton, Sherbrooke and Owes,
Somid hali rr period ril' uori-n,e ft r several years atter rout nnoricinl, then
again bega ri to u,e tlrenr.

The history of some of these cities is rather interesting. Nothing was
kno',vt of Amherst pre-cancels until 1936, though the stamps had actuail
been used more than ieu years previously. I am informed by officials that
several of the. lower detiolutnations were, pre-cancelled for Amherst, but
only single copies of the 2c and 4c have yet been, found. Bridgeburg was
a fiery heavy user of pre-cancels for years, but since its change of name
to Fort Erie, none has been used. Brown's Nurseries as the name
implies was a nursery, located near Welland, Out., with a separate post
office. Pre-cancels from there are scarce; two types were used all on the
Jr Edward VI1. With the closing up of the business, the pre-cancels and
post office vanished. Crurberry used the Ic green George V in 1922, but
the permit holders have been using pre-cancelled envelopes since then.
Sydney and Truro are believed to have used the 1c yellow, 2c green, 5c
violet, 7c red-brows and too light brown in 1926; all these are known
from Truro, but from Sydney I have seen only tite sue light brown. The
use of pre-cancels by these two cities was declared improper and the
remainder were de,lroyed. IE;stevau used the Ic green and Ic vellow° from
1922 to 1926, but the firm using them discontinued business at that time
and since then none has been issued. Walkerville was a prolific user of
pre-cancels front 19f,,i to 1926; the merging of that office with Windsor.
Out., marked the end of Walkerville pre-cancels. The values above 2c are
very rare. Fredericton used the 1c yellow and 2c green in 1924, hut, none
was known to rolleclors until 1932 when a few were found accidentally
Pre-cancels were again used there front 1933. Owen Sound used the Ic
green in 99`22.. bill did tot issue any other pre-cancels until lo years later.
Sherbrooke has a similar story, used the 1c yellow in 1924 and then no
more until 1933. All the first issues of these three cities are decidedly
scarce.

(To be continued)
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.The First Four Issues of Canada
1851-1897
A Precis of an Address given by Brigadier M. A. STUDD , F. C.P.S., at the Convention
of the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain, held in Edinburgh in April, 1949

I feel honoured at being asked to address you at this Convention,
especially as I sold my Canadian collection over 20 years ago.
Mr Lees-Jones, however, has come to my rescue and has provided
splendid material to illustrate some of the points which I will be discussing.

Obviously it is not possible to cover such a vast subject in a short talk,
and all that I am going to attempt to do is to raise various points at
random in connection with each of the first tour issues.
A great deal has been written about these early Canadian issues and
I find it difficult to think of anytning new to tell you. Some of the points
which I will raise, however, have not often been ;written about or discussed, and they may be new to you.
PENCE ISSUE
(a) Boggs, in his recent book on Canada, states that, the 6d. imperf
on Thin Wove paper did no, exist, whereas the 12d. on Thin Wove was
put into circulation. He bases his contention on the fact that, only one
printing of the 6d. imperf was made prior to 1855 and that all this first
printing was on Laid paper. All subsequent printings were made on
Medium or Thick Wove papers. The 12d., however, had two printings,
one being on Laid and the other on Wove paper, of which the major proportion was on Thin Wove.
Now many of us have seen the 6d. imperf on Thin paper which shows
(i) Laid Lines very evident; (ii) Laid Lines hard to locate; and (iii) Laid
Lines entirely absent even when examined under the Quartz lamp.
One must realise that the paper was hand made, and was liable to a
great deal more variation than subsequent papers which were machine
made. The Thin paper on which the Laid Lines cannot be identified is
described in most catalogues as Thin Wove. My own opinion on this
subject is that each consignment of paper varied a great, deal, with Laid
Lines very evident, hardly evident, or quite indiscernible.
I think, therefore, that both the 6d. and 12d. are in the same category
and if one agrees to the 12d. as coming on Thin Wove then one must
agree, equally, to the existence of the 6d. on Thin Wove. Perhaps a better
description for both would be Thin paper on which no evidence of
Laid Lines can be discerned."

(b) The 12d. Black has always been regarded as the major rarity of
all Canadian stamps . There is, however, one stamp in particular which,
in my opinion, is far rarer than the 12d. I refer to the 6d. imperf in mint
state , or approaching a mint state , i.e.. -fresh with full gum. In the

ft)
R.P.S.L. Jubilee Exhibition of 1923, which displayed the cream of the
LiechtenstAn Collection, there NNas only a strip of three lid. Imperf on
'['hick Wove Soft paper which had full guns and could be described as
mint. In the Tapliu Collection in the British Ntuseunr there are 36 copies
of the 6d imperf unused, but only two of them one on Laid and one on
Thick Soft Wove paper) can be described as in mint state, i.e., fresh
with full guns. Ali- Lees-Jones informed ere that he has noCd. imperf
with full -run, and I do not know if any exist in the Reford Collection.
The Expert Committee of the R.P.S.L. in past years have passed only
eight copies as being genuine unused and of fresh appearance (t Laid,
4 'I bin Wove, I Medium \Vove, 1 t hick Hard \4 ove and I Thick Soft
\\ ove) and I do not believe that any of these carried full guru.
It is surprising how rare the 6d. imperf in mint condition appears to^
be, especially as the other values in mint condition are comparatively
rnor plentiful.
(c) In the Rarity- class I would like to inenti"n two more of the I'enee
Issue, viz., blocks or strips of the 3d. and tad. perforated. I have never
seen a block used or, noosed or the 3d. perforated. Boggs illustrates a
strip of o and I had a strip of 3 in the R.P.S.L. Jubilee Collection rrientioned above. This stamp is rare also on entire cover.
Equally-, I have never seen anything larger than a pair of the Cad. perlorated, although a strip of three ruav exist. It is e^.treiuely hard to get
this stamp tivell-centred, ;end a well-centred pair un entire cover in tv
Lees-.)ones collection is, in my ol,iniou, a very 1-1 1 _1 rarity.
(I) The issued stamps ofthe 12d. Black did not carry an excessive
arruun', of lie-entry on the plate. On the other hand, all the plate proofs
overprinted'`Specimen' that I have examined, carry a tremendous.
amount of Re-entry on pi' icticalty every stamp, and in s:,veral places on
each stamp.
was sir excessive that I do not think that it war, feasible to have
erased even a proportion of it bed me the plate v.vas used for printing the
stamps of issue.
There were, I believe, two plates for the 12d. Black, which seems cur,
too many for an issue of t5i ii odd to postmasters. I believe that these
plate proofs mentioned by ere must have come from it plate which was
not used for printing the stanrpup of issue and that another the Second)
was used.
The late i\lr Liechtenstein had, I believe, complete plate proof sheets.
of bath plates and art ex i nine ion of them to prove or disprove the above
theory would he interesting.

(e) A Short Description of the Method of Producing Line Engraved
Stamps.
ltefore I go further I must give a short description of the process of
producing postage stamps by line engraving, as it. is relevant to much I
will say later on.
First of all the engraver produces his design on a small soft steel
alloy or copper die plate, using his engraving tools for that purpose. All
the lines of the design are in recess on this die plate. After several "l4111s"
to check the building up of the design, the engraver finishes his work,
and the result is generally called thc. Master or Matrix Die. This Matrix
Die is then transferred under pressure to the periphery (about I inch or
more wide) of ^i cylindrical steel roller. Several such transfers may be
made to the same steel roller to act as reserves in case any damage is dune
to one of the transfers. The lines of the engraving, of course, stand out in
relief on this steel roller and they are generally known as the " Roller
die or `' dies.'' This steel roller is then hardened and used to build up
the printing plate (of soft steel or alloy) by successive impressions.
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(either horizontally or vertically) under pressure on to the printing
plate. After examination, the printing plate, so made, is sometimes
hardened and is then ready for the printing of stamps. The lines of
design on th€ printing plate are in recess and the printing ink goes into
these recesses, all surplus s.:rface ink being wiped off before printing
commences.
If, in making the plate, the roller is brought down out of alignment
for any one unit, the impression thus made on the plate is burnished off
and a new impression is then made by the roller. If any details of the.
r_rst impression fail to be burnished off, they will register on that unit
of the plate when stamps are printed. This result is what philatelists,
call a Re- entry . In strict parlance the re-entry is the second application
iron the roller, and the remains of the first impression on the plate,
merely indicate that re-entering has been resorted to.
After the plate has been in use for some time and has become worn
it is possible to re-enter the whole plate by using the roller in the exact
positions of the original units. If done carefully, no signs of this re-entry
are visible except that the lines of the design have been deepened on the,
plate, resulting in a clearer stamp unit, especially in the frame lines.
This re-entering of the plate is usually called " Fresh Entry.''
It, during this process of fresh entering an old plate, a different.
pressure is used to that originally applied, it is possible to set up a visible.
re-entry. Under pressure, as the roller is rocked in, say from South to
North, on any one unit the steel of the plate becomes almost fluid, and
Tows in front of the roller. With too much pressure this fluid '' mass.
may result in (say) the top frame line registering in a different place to
the original impression on the plate, thus causing a visible re-entry.
A. good example of this Fresh Entering of a plate is the single plate:
of the 12 cents Canada 1859 issue. The later blue-greens all show deeper
and more distinct detail than the middle printings in green and yellowgreen and a " Re-entry " appears in the frame lines of two of the left.
marginal stamps. Other varieties were also set up, but without any
doub, whatsoever, only one plate was used for this value.
Finally, I must describe one other type of plate variety which can
occur on it line engraved printing plate. I told you that the roller
generally carried more than one impression of the matrix die in relief on
its periphery. Sometimes there are very slight differences in these
varioi's roller dies and these differences are illustrated on the printing
plate when more than one roller die is used to build up the plate. Again,
one roller die may have suffered slight damage, e.g., a portion of the
design in relief may have got broken off. This results in a colourless,
flaw on stamps printed from the plate which may continue on each of
several consecutive units of the plate before it is spotted and another
roller die brought into use. This happened in the build-up of the 1849.
(epaulette) 10 cent plate of Belgium.
1859 CENTS ISSUE
Mr Lees-Jones has told you so much about this issue that it leaven
me with little to say in addition.
(f) The question has already been raised at the Convention as to
how the master dies of the Pence Issue were used to produce partly the
master dies of the 1859 Cents Issue.
Without a detailed study of the corresponding designs, I cannot give
you an exact answer, but I can certainly indicate how the change-over
coulo .have been effected. To take the 6d and 10 cents 1859 values as an
example: the master die of the 6d could have been transferred to a roller
and the latter used to make a replica of the master die also on a small
steel plate, i.e., a working die. This working die could then either

have had the desi_n witside the oval cornpletely burnished oft and
replaced by a new design made by the engraver, or the currency in
ycords and numbers could have been erased and replaced by currency in
cents by the engraver. At the same time the engraver could have
strengthened or altered lines in parts of the existiHe engraving which had
not been burnished off.
(g) The first printing of the to cents value carne in black-brown,'but
I want to draw your attention to the second and fourth printings, which
are equally rare. The second printing to be found dated t o} Caine ill it
rich deep red-purple shade on paper thicker than normal and with
ragged perforations. It is a very pleasing shade.
The fourth printing also had thicker paper and ragged perforations
and came in an equally pleasing deep rich violet-purple or plum shade.
(h) The flaw over Cartier's shoulder on the Iic value carne on the
last two printings of 50,000 each, so not more than 1000 can have been
printed, probably less, as I think that the flaw did not commence till
after the last priutin,: but one was well under way.

Twenty years ago I knew of only 10 copies and I do not suppose that
more than 3o copies are to be found in the world today.
The flaw wore rapidly and several '' states " of it can be found on the
stamps of issue. It can also be found, in its last state, on post-conteuiporary plate proofs in various lurid colours such as chocoate, pale green,
ultramarine, etc.
(i) To revert again to the 1o cent value. This had a angle plateano
about 33 printings. Nos. '' and 12 on the plate show it small colourles>,
circular-shaped flaw adjoining the Prince Consort's hair on the left side,
as you look at the stamps.
1' err.-;1 siehT this v\-odd appear to he due to a flaw is the roller die,
but after about lo printings both these flaws disappeared completely.
On later printings there is absolutely no signs oil touching up where the
flaws had been, and it remains a mystery its tno how they were caused.
It i t had come on only one st _in,) I would have said tlr tint -omethinz aid I
to sealing wax had adhered to the plate for, the early printings and was
then rubbed oft or removed. Although it, is difficult to distinguish No. 12
without the flaw-, No. 2 can always be distinguished with or without tittc
flaw, as it, also has a true plate variety, viz., a cluster of dots in and
above the top frame lines immediately N.E. of the N.W. figure " X1868 LPIRGE CENTS ISSUE
(j) The early 10 -dings of the the value on thin crisp . Bank note
paper with practically, colourless gum are not easy to acquire. Arnoug
these car; 1;" found tw-o , i'ally hrilliunt shades, viz., a brilliant purple
and a brilliant plum. `l'he^ are very hard to cone by, and t have seen
very few copies, but I can show them to you tonight,, as Mr Lee- Jones
bought mv Large Cents collection which contained them.
(k) Ti you want to find the 15 cent script watermark and pert 1111 s
12 viu'ieties votl slo:13 first of all -o throllah your "innddv'' shafe's'bf
Montreal printings. The. script watermark also came with pert. 'I a'iud
some of the grey-blue shades can be found perf. lit x 12.
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(I) The 15c of 1880 in cold violet on very thick carton paper is hat'(]
to come by and in mint state it is, in my. opinion, one of the rarest, stamps
of Canada. I found only One mint copy , and Mr 1, es Jones in 31) years c?)
has found only three more. These lour copies will be shown tonight,
and I know of no others unless the Pack and Reford collections contain
copies.
Stanley Gibbons catalogues this stamp mint at £20, and the 15c script
watermark used at £40, and the 6c ordinary watermark used at £25.
Values, of course, may have changed, but 25 years ago the, above did

not reflect the then comparative rarity of these three stamps. I had no
undue difficulty in acquiring the 15c script watermark used, or tic
ordinary watermark used, but, as stated above, I could find only one the
or thick carton paper mint. The same shade, ''cold violet," comes also
on the normal thin paper, but you must have it copy on the thick carton
gaper for comparison, its many shades of the Grey Blue were siruilar.
(m) Over 20 vears ago the 15c Ottawa printiri,s were quite common
even in mint blocks. These Ottawa printings. were often sold by auctioneers and dealers as _A'lontreal printings, which are rare. This was due
to ,r genuine mistake on the part of these concerned and not to any other
unitive.
With practice it is always possible to separate the the Ottawa printill-,s from the Montreal printings of sirnilar shade. On Ottawa printings
the horizontal lines of background in the central circle are always much
inure blurred and the outline of the Queen's profile does not sIe. v up so
clearly as ou the Montreal prints. This was not due to wear, but to the
poor quality of the paper used for the Ottawa printings.
(n) Mint blocks of the Montreal printings of the the are rare, except
in the Grey Blue shades. I have never seen a mint block of the the early
printing, or even of the perf. M, x 12 variety. Tonight N1r Lees-Jones will
show you two used blocks of loin' of an early printing of the the and I
regard these as bcin extremely rare.
(o) In spite of Mr Boggs' question mark, the 2c on Laid paper does
exist and two copies have been passed by the Expert Committee of the
R. P. S. L.
1870.1879 SMALL CENTS ISSUE
(p) Certain stamps of this issue are extremely rare in mint blocks
or strips. They are as follows:The first printing of the Ic in deep Orange.
The 3c Indian Red of 1870.
The 3c Rose of 1870-1873.
The 3c Rose Carmine of 1888-1889.
The toe Magenta shades in either perforation.
Care must be taken with the 1c Orange, as some of the subsequent
shades of orange-yellow were similar. The real Ic Orange is without. any
tinge of yellow and conies on a thin medium paper of fine texture, which
is particularly " white '' to look at, i.e., with no discolouration.
(q) I first wrote about the 3c perf. 12 variety nearly 25 years ago.
In an article written forthe Collectors' Club Philatelist, I notice that I
gave the dates of two copies which I had on entire as being February
and April, 1871, respectively. I have now seen these two entires once
more in Mr Lees-Jones' collection and I observe that they are dated February and April, 1870 - the earliest known dates for this perforation
variety.
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I believe that only tvvc mint copies are known and about 60 to 80 used,
so the use of this perforation gauge could only have been due to sonic
corer ency.
(r) Boggs (pa[,e dra,vs especial attention to the major re-entr,yy
on the Ge Ottavka printin". I knew and wrote about this stamp many
years a,-,o, bill :Air Iitct4s' discovery that the first impression was front
the 5c value is new iutoranatiou.
He states that the variety probably occurred by the 'trst irrnpression
the plate beirm made lwa roller containing the 5c roller die in mis[ake.Another lrussihirii' discussed by hire is that the roller used was a
!nixed Llelief roller conlniniri roller dies of both the uc and Ge on its
periphery. On p•r,;e *,9i, yir lbc gs illustrates a '2c Ottawa print with a
rc-entry of the central port ion of the eiecle cout,aiuing the Queen's head
misplaced as far south as the bottom margin. I also had copies of this
2c re-entry in nrv collection. The cause of these excelltioual varieties must
of course be conjecture hut, personally, I prefer the following possible
solution to the solutir ns put forward by Mr Boggs.
On the etc, the firs! crroneons impression wan uisp1-Ted by about onethird of the total length of the staunp, and on the 2c it was misplaced by
over half of the total lerigth of the stamp.
As late as 1890 I cannot believe that any workman with comparatively
modern equipment could have made such it bad shot so far out of position
when applying the roller trr the printing plate.
\ ain, the printing plates at this time were not hardened (Boggs,
parse 2(N ) , and it was it period of economy , as illustrated i the poor class
of paper and gum used for the Ottawa printings.
I suggest that old prinlioo plates had their original designs entirely
burnished o:7 and (hat lyre plate material was Urea used again to make a
new plate by fresh applications of the roller.
In the case of the Go" the old plate used was,one for tho he value, and
part of the design on one unit missed the burnishes;, process.
This practice was resorted to in Mexico and Brazil, and I hope that Mr
Aitcheson will endorse this. (NIr Aitcheson endorsed this in the subsequent discussion) .
h'iually, I must thank Mr Lees-Jones for supplying such excellent
nrater}all:to illustrate my talk tonight. Taking the first four issues of
Ganada as one unit, I should say that probably :vlr Lees-Jones has the
firmest' collection of Canada in the world today, bracketed with the collection of i)r Reford of Canada, which latter I have not seen. The late Mr
Liechtenstein had of course the finest collection of Canadian Pence Issues
in the world and I believe that it is still intact„ with its marvellous
assembly of 12d. blacks, in the possession of his daughter, Mrs Dale.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE HANDBOOK

Constitution and Rules . Pages 10 and 11:
RULE 6. Delete the words " on a card vote postal before the new
session starting tst October."
and insert " elected annually at the
Meeting."

Annual

General

RULE 15. Delete completely and insert " Nomination of officials
together with proxies, if any, should be in the hands of
the Secretary one month prior to the date of the Annual
General Meeting."
RULE 13. Add after " on the Ist October '': " a certain suul to be
allocated from each annual subscription to be placed to
the Convention Fund, the said sum to be agreed upon at
the Annual General Meeting."

Committee and Office - Bearers of the C.P.S.G .B. Page 7.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
VICE-PRESIDENTS. Add R. W. T. Lees-Jones, F.R.P.S. (L.) ,
F.C.P.S., Merridale, Bank Hall Lane, Hale, Cheshire.
PUBLICITY MEMBER. Change title to read: " Publicity and Adver
tising Manager." Delete : " 0. A. Fraser, M.P.S., 123
Crown Street, Aberdeen''; insert: " L. Baresh, 82 Baker
Street, Weybridge, Surrey."

Local Groups and Contact Members
YORKSHIRE. Alter to read " South Yorkshire."
Add the following new Groups:
YORKSHIRE-\VEST RIDING: J. P. Macaskie, 7 Wellington Street,
Oakes, Huddersfield.
HAMPSHIRE and SOUTHERN COUNTIES: F. S. Walker, 13 Richmond
Park Avenue, Bournemouth.
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AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP LIST IN THE HANDBOOK
Memb. No. NAME

ADDRESS

New Members.
434

Davidson, J. F.

435
436

Chambers, Jos.
Allison, Russell

All-,
438
439

Willan, Dr It.
Whyte, A. R.
1-Ieissner, Alfons

4'o

SheClherd, Richard

2.41

Theeuwissen, R. F.

854 Oakenwald Ave., Fort Garry,
Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
116 Vernon Street, Nelson, B.C.
712 17th St., Niagara Falls,
New York, U.S.A.
Oak House, Shaw, Lancs.
Beulah Lodge, Ilorley, Surrey.
It Moren Drive, Clarkston,
Renfrewshire.
8 Church Bond, 'I'weedmouth,
Berwick-on-Tweed,
to Rue de Moulin, Nossegham(Bt).
Belgium.

Resignations.
164
311
359

McGrath, J.
Carson, Jas. H. B.
Lee, J. H.

Death.
65

B. M. Smith (Miss)

Change of Address.
323
216
273
84
242
347
395

Hoarse , Gwilyn

St. Peter ' s, The Avenue , Healing,
Grimsby.
Daggett , Harry M.
Dept. of Chemistry , University of
British Columbia, Vancouver , B.'';.
Firebrace , John A.
I Woodthorpe Court , 55 Silverdale
Road, Eastbourne , Sussex.
Hetherington , R. B.
St. Margaret ' s, Kitwood , Ropley,
Hants.
Macdonald, A. It.
31 The Cliffe, High Street , Lewes,
Sussex.
Paine, H. L.
For Saskatoon read Saskatchewan.
Sandford -Johnson, '. B. Peartree Barn, Felpham,
Near Bognor Regis, Sussex.
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53

Postal Note Stamps ... ...

... 75

Pre Cancels ... ... ...

... ... ... 21, 40, 104

Proofs of Early Canadian Stamps

10, 26

Queries

...

Sea Routes , Canada-B.W.I.
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Small Cents , 3c. 1870 , Perf. 12^

... ... ... ... 9',

Transatlantic Mails ... ...
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76
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89
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Office-Bearers
President --A. E. STEPHENSON, Ellislea, Kinross.
Vice-Presidents- J. C. CART WRI(aiIIT, 53 Madeira Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
Ft. W. T. LEES-1 ONES, Merridale,
Hale, Cheshire.

Bank Half Lane,

Vice-President and Exchange Secretary D. GARDNER, 20 Woodburn
Avenue, Airdrie.
Acting Secretary -Major G. H. HARPER, 41 Scotland St., Edinburgh, 3.
Treasurer-H. B. I)AVIE, 23 Lenzie Road, Stepps, Glasgow.
Librarian --F. H. FAIRWEATIIER, It Struan Place, Newport , Fife.
Publicity and Advertising ,Manager --L. BARESH , 82 Baker
WeYhridge, Surrey.

Street,

Editor-A. B. AUCKLAND, Ythancraig , Currie, Midlothian.
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For SPECIALISTS ...
" PHILATELIC ARROWS " for indicating errors, overprints, etc.
" MOUNTING CORNERS " for covers, cards, and documents.
WORLD AIR POSTS ," the lavishly illustrated guide to-the
air mails of your favourite countries.
THE AERO FIELD "-The magazine that sets the pace in
aero-philately.
Write for details.

Covers . Special Postmarks

.

Air Mails, etc.
OUR UNIQUE STOCKS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE.

Francis J. Field

SUTTON GOLDFIELD
ENGLAND

I

Fine Stamps at Auction
'rile H. R . HARMER AUCTIONS are oniversulk
acknoaIedged to be the hest medium for the
0 ::chill, of fine and rare stomps. AV'c
buyiIi or
incite colloctors to clnltact Its if these ocisli to
(lispuse of their st:uups on the most a Iv:nntageous terms. 1'1111 particnhu s of conlnliss:ou
terrnls, insllr:ulce. etc.. oil request from ()III
London or NT(,.c Yolk offiO('s. For prospective
hnvers editions of our auction catalo,ncs are
acaiLlhle in good time for postal hidLling_. Write
for snhsariptiou hlalrh. "Ilcelve nlullths' sohscriptiolu for all London Catalogues loin Lists of
Prices licaliscd. 21Is Post Vivo.

H. R. HARMER
INTERNATIONAL STAMP

AUCTIONEERS

H. R. HARMER Ltd.

H. R. HARMER, Inc.

39-42 , New Bond Street,
LONDON, W. 1
Mayfair 0218
Phone:

32, East 57th Street,
NEW YORK, 22, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza
3 - 6482

and at SYDNEY , N.S.W.

T11F, FIRM OF

tv-u i J 41-\ "Y
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B.11 A.. 1'.ii.-.. Etc..
THE PURCHASERS OF

Mr F. H . Vallancey ' s Business
HEATHER LODGE ,
HOLD THE LARGEST STOCK OF

I'

Ii

i 1

ateli c

SIDCUP, KENT
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IN THE WORLD
A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF MAPLE LEAVES.
"The Colonial Postal System and Postage Stamp of Vancouver Island
and British Columbia 1849-71."

13v A. S. I)EAV 11,1,E.
i, superb book (cos first pllblis',hed in a limited edition of 500 copies
it) i::2', and has low, been considered out of stunk and nnohtai table. Strongly
bound, cloth. 210 pp.. and many photograph illilstratiuns. An esihaustive
study nidispensahle to the specialist. £3 Is.

54 FREDERICK ST., EDINBURGH
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BOURNEMOUTH -PHILADELPHIA
MELBOURNE

^I\rJ

ogsoN LO vvI
LTD

\Vy Head Office
50 • PALL MALL • LONDON • S-W1
Abbey 4034

OUR AUCTIONS
Have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers because of the
grouping of countries or continents, but mainly owing to the fact that an
estimated value is printed against each lot, which has been carefully and
conscientiously described and valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate
his bids with judgment based on quality and an accurate valuation, and
ensuring the seller the finest market and the best nett results from his sales.
Each Series of
SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada :: New Brunswick :: Newfoundland :: Nova Scotia :: etc.
SE\1) FOR CURRENT SALES CATALOGUES
BOURNEMOUTH OFFICE
GRANVILLE CHAMBERS
RICHMOND HILL
Tel. Bournemouth 3235

•

AMERICAN OFFICE
1320 WIDENER BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA , 7, Pa., U.S.A.
Tel. Locust 4-1367

IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
. you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present , but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224

iv.

T HE

CA N A D A O N LY
DEALER
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt
attention. My large purchases ensure that if
not already in stock I can offer sooner or
later what will relieve your particular
headaches-usually soo er
'CANADIAN NEWS

LETTER'

issued monthly
contains pages of articles, news, market tips and specia9 offers
Send P.C. for specimen copies

F. JACKSO

N (P.T.S., S.D.A., C.P. S. (G. B.)

92 ROUSE STREET, SUDDEN, ROCHDALE

OUR SERVICES
The British Empire Approval Department is prepared for increased
activity. Stock and Approval Books have been re-made to meet
the demand from clients who prefer fireside collecting during the
winter months.
Additional staff have been taken on to deal with want lists, and
particular attention will be given to the specialist . For this
purpose specialised eallections of various Colonies and Doininiorrs
have been purchase,'..
The Empire New Issue Service one of the best-is again able to
receive new members. This applies also to the Foreign and
Colonial New Issues on Approval . Collectors requirirt-, enough
to make sending worth while are invited to join this service.
Particulars on request.
The Buying Department will purchase any sin;-le rarities or collections for stock, or dispose of clients' property by Private Treaty on
a commission basis. Our licensed valuers undertake valuations at
moderate charges.
Lastly, the " West- End Philatelist " will he sent post free for
5s for six issues. Specimen copies, 3d each.

DAVID FIELD , LTD., 7 VINO Dealers since

1884

l'riutod hF AIRDRIE PRINTING CO., 42
High Street, Aiirairle, Tel.:17%;
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